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ABSTRACT

THE PARLIAMENTARY PARTY OF THE KENYA AFRICAN
NATIONAL- UNION>

by

Jay E. Hakes

This study of the Kenya National Assembly focuses on the 
b^avior of the members of the parliamentary party of the Kenya 
Afrifcan National Union (KANU). Throughout the period under con

sideration, 1963 to 1969, KANU wa's Kenya's ruling political par

ty/ and at times its only one.
Backbench-KANU was in many ways an undisciplined party, 

ers defeated the Government on numerous private members’ motions
(resolutions with no legal eflgct), bombarded it with hostile 
questions during daily question periods, and spoke with consider

able independence during debates. Sometimes the ba^benchers 
even threatened the legislation that the.Government brought for 
^rliamentary approval. One of the most visible differenj;;£s-rt>e-, 
tween the National Assembly and the British House of Commons,

(iii)



;>after which the Kenyan parliament was modelled, was the behavior 
the Chief Government Whip, who in Kenya sometimes voted against

the Government.
The reasons for 4:he independence of backbenchers were

complex. Historically, the predecessor of the National Assembly, 
the colonial Legislative Council, had functioned as a cri^tic'of
the executive, and some of this tradition continued after inde

pendence.' In addition, with opposition^parties either weak or.- 
non-existent, the Government could take an indulgent-attitude
toward criticism from within the party. Among other factors con

tributing to cleavage, the Government failed to inform backbench

ers of its plans and program on a regular basis-

The Government was able to rule the country, however,
despite the independence of its backbenchers. Party members did
not persist in opposing the Government to an extent that might 
jeopardize its legislative program, nor did they indicate any 
willingness to vote a lack of confidence in the Government.

The popularity of President Jomo Kenyatta and the power 
of his Government played a more important role in promoting CO7 
hesion than did formal party institutions. One of. tba most im

portant powers of the Government was its appointment of MPs as 
nj^isters and assistant ministers. Those chosen were usually 
very able or leaders of various ethnic communities. Thus, the

) .
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doctrine of collective respons.ibility affected those MPs whose 
siip'port the President most valued. Moreover, the government 

• dould also co-opt backbenchers by placing them on various sta

tutory boards. In all of these cases the Government obtained 
support from members in return for the advantages of holding of- 

, fice.
The study suggests that even in a case such as Kenya, 

where pVr-liament* is dominated by a poweisful President and a 
strong Government, the legislative process involves bargaining 
and reciprocity.

/
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PREFACE

Scope. I began research on this dissertation with an interest in 
two' rel-ated questions. First, I wanted to learn what the bases 
of cleavage in the parliamentary party of the Kenya African Na

tional Union (KANU) were. Analysis of this question involved 
first detecting splits and lack of coordination in the party and 
then exploring the reasons for these phenomena. Second, I want

ed to discover what the bases of party cohesion were. Here, an

alysis involved identifying and explaining unity and coordina

tion in the party. I investigated the operation of the KANU 
parliamentary party during Kenya’s first National Assembly, which 
started^ to sit on June 7, 1963, and last inet on November 5, 1969. 
The cohesion or lack of cohesion in the KANU parliamentary^party _ 
had important ramifications for Kenya politics, since during

/ .V

this period it was Kenya's ruling party and at tjm^^its only 
party. . ■

75-

This particular focus permitted me to ignore opposition
SimiTariy,parties, except as they affected behavior in KANU.

- (Vi)



I paid liccLe attention to the KANU organization outside of par- 
■' li'^ent, except again as it affected the'parliaroen-tary party.^

'.j

Other omissions in this study were perhaps more arbitrary. For 
instance, the Senate, the second chamber in the National Assembly 
until its amalgamation with the House of Representatives at the 
beginning of 1967, was not covered.^ Instead, I concentrated on 
the more important House before the merger of the two bodies and 
studied those who had been senators onlf after they joined the 
amalgamated Assembly.

The most important omission involved relationships among 
ministers. Important decisions were made at the cabinet level, 
but these processes were not public nor were they open to in

vestigation. Consequently, hypotheses about this behavior were 
difficult to confirm: or deny.. Moreover, 1 became convinced that 
threats to party cohesion in parliament resulted more frequently
from dissension between the Government and its backbenchers, than
from dissension within the Government. For these reasons, I

■ -ie.
1. Dr. John J. Okumu of the University College Nairobi has 

conducted extensive research on the national organization ofv 
KANU. ’a preliminary report on this research,can be fecund in 
"Charisma and Politics in Kenya: Notes and Comments on the Prob
lems of Kenya's Party Leadership," East Africa Journal. 5 (Feb
ruary, 1968), 9-16.

2. For analysis of the Senate, see J. Harris Procto^ '^he 
Role of the Senate in the Kenyan Political System," Parli^entarv 
Affairs. 18 (1965),. 389-415.

(vii)



focused more accention on Che.party in parliament than on the 
.V ptdcesses by which the cabinet arrived at its decisions.

Sources. This study relied heavily on 
The most valuable of these was Che Official Reports prepared by 
the Hansard staff of the National Assembly and publislfed by the 
Government Printer. The Report contained verbatim reports of 
speeche^s, provided other data such.as lists from divisions, and 
was well indexed. Careful reading of most of the debates pr»- 

, vided Che foundation for this dissertation. In addition, the

doc^entary materials.

East African Standard and the Kenya Gazette. a publication for 
official announcements of the Government, for the period 1963 
to 1969 were covered systematically. Furthermore, sources such 
as committee reportsboard reports and other official publica

tions were read when available.
V

Relatively less weight was placed on interviews. There

were several constraints on interviewing. In my application for
research clearance I indicated to the President's Office that I
was not planning to conduct e;^ensive interviews and that, as a 
result, I would not.make many demands on th& time of officials. 
In addition, I was conscious o:E* difficulties encourTfc^red by pre-" 
vious researchers, when interviews dealt with sensitive topics. 
F'rftcunately, the'Official Report contained lengthy discussiogs 
of most topics that would have been explored in intein/iews.

(viii)
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Statements in parliament were- subject to correction by other

■' . members, and they could be quoted more freely than comments made
Of course, interviews werein interviews or off the record, 

helpful in investigating- non-public pro^sses and in determining 
how public statements should be interpreted, and they^were used

,• principally for these purposes. v

I had the advantage of numerous opportunities to observe 
sittings'of the'National Assembly. During the first seven i^nths 
of 1969, I sat in on most of the debates. This experience was 
useful in acquainting myself with individual MPs and in noting 
patterns in seating, private communications, reactions to speech

es, procedures, etc.

Approach. I approached this study of the parliamentary party 
eclectically- Whenever possible,' however, I attempted to mar

tial my evidence in a systematic manner.
Other times it was possible to support generalizations 

only with examples. Such examples were not properly considered 
evidence, yet I felt'unable lib. ignore areas of behavior that were 
not amenable to systematic analysis. ^ ‘

I endeavored to deal with the party system in the Nation

al Assembly on i.ts own terms and tq avoid imposing alien norms 
Still, norms and values were important factacs-«in 

the behavior of the parliamentary party. This dilemma was

Sometimes I used case
studies.

>9*
and values.
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:>
solved in part by allowing MPs to express their own norms and

I used quotations from debates extensively and thus at-values.

tempted to exploit the abundant comments on the parliamentary 
party by its own members.

$
Relevance of bargaining theory. After I had observed the Nation

al Assembly for several months, I became impressed that most be- 
havich: .there could be explainecT in te^s of bargaining or ex

change. Although this approach has been used for analysis of 
American legislatures,^ its use in Kenya'need not result in im

posing a foreign framework on the Kenyan phenomena. I began ray 
research with no commitment to the bargaining approach and uti

lized it only after extensive field work convinced me of its 
value. Also, the bargaining approach used in the study of Amer

ican legislatures owed an indirect debt to studies of non-Amer

ican societies and the work of men such as Mauss, Malinowski, 
and Levi-Strauss.2 Furthermore, studies of non-^erican legis-

■'4
latures refer to a variety of forms of legislative behavior in

1. James S. Coleman, "CollectijVe Decisions,". Sociological 
Inquiry. 34 (1964), 166-81; Lewis A. Froman, Jr.~V"Tl^ Congre^ 
sional Process; Strategies, ^ules. and Procedures (Boston: Little 
Brown and Comp.any, 1967), chap. 2; Robert' Peabody, "Organization 
Theory and Legislative Behavior: Bargaining, Hierarchy and Change

>!<ln the U.S. House of Representatives" (paper presented at the 
annual meeting of the American Political Science Associstion, 
1963), and "Party Leadership Change in the United States House 
of Representatives," American Political Science Review; 61 
(1967), 675,-93. .

2, Marcel Mauss, The Gift (Glencoe: Free Press, 1954);
(x)



terms of a bargaining vocabulary. In this manner bargaining has 
been related to diverse phenomena such as party discipline in 
Canada and Great Britain,^ cabinet formation in West Germany,^ 
institutionalized courtesies in Chile,^ and compromise on the 
contents of legislation in West Germany.^ Thus, bargaining has 
been found relevant for a number of situations and for'bock' 
greSsional and parliamentary systems. In addition, a colleague 
and I have discussed the relevance of the bargaining approach to 
the study of two African parliaments in an earlier^ paper.^ It 
would appear, then, that bargaining may be a universal phenomenon

con-

■9

in legislatures.

Bronislaw Malinowski, Argonauts of the Western Pacific (New York: 
Dutton, 1961): and Claude Levi-Strauss, Les structures elemen- 
taires de la parente (Paris: Mouton and Co., 1967).

1. Allan Kornberg, Canadian Legislative Behavior; A Study 
of the 25th Parliament (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 
1967), pp. 131-32; Robert J. Jackson, Rebels and Whips: An 
Analysis of Dissension. Discipline and Cohesion -in British 
Political Parties (New York; St. Martin’s Press, 1968), pp. 295-

Loewenberg r*^arliament in
System (Ithaca, New York: Cornell University Press, 1967), ^p, 261.

3. Weston H. Agor, "Senate: Integrative RolV-lr^ Chile's ■ 
Political Development" (paper delivered before the annual meeting 
of the American Political Science Association, 1969).

i-

98.

the German Political2. Gerhard

4. Loewenberg, Parliament in the German Political System. 
pp. '290, 330, 360, 393.

5. Jay E. Hakes and^John L. Helgerson, "Bargaining and 
Parliaraeniia^ry Behaviar-^n Africa: A Comparative Study of Nation-

(xi)



It might be argued that bargaining is so obviously in- -

volved in all human behavior that it is of little value to con-
ceive of legislative behavior in such-tenrjs. Although bargain-^
ing is a common phenomenon in human behavior, bargaining in any 
legislative context is subject to particular "rules pf the game," 
utilizes certain kinds of "currencies," and involves character

istic strategies. By using variables such as these, one can 
compare'behavior within a given legislature as well as compare 
one legislature with another. -

Figures from Edward Soja's Geography of Modem-Acknowledgments .

ization in Kenya were reproduced in Chapter 3 with the permission
" V

of the Department of Geography, Syracuse University. Oxford Uni

versity Press granted permission to reproduce the map from Morgan

and Shaffer-*s Population of Kenya that is found in Chapter 3.

Financial support for my research came from an African
1

Studies fellowship from the Shell Oil Company and the African
-■tStudies Committee of Duke University. This grant helped me to 

conduct field work in Nairol® from October of 1968 to' August of 
1969.. In addition, continuation of a Jamei B. Duke fellowship

1
awarded by the Graduate School of Duke University allowed me Co

al Assemblies in Zambia and Kenya," in Allan Komberg, odr^Leg-- 
islatures in Comparative Perspective (New York: David McKay, 
forthcoming). '
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spend the next academic year writing the results of my research 
‘',^-;,with a minimum of distraction.

I made extensive use of the Perkins. Library, Duke Univer

sity, and the Gandhi Memorial Library, University College Nairobi, 
I am. also grateful to the Speaker and the Clerkin my research.

of the National Assembly, Humphrey Slade and Leonard Ngugi, for
pennission to use the Members' Library and other facilities in 
the National Assembly Buildings. The Institute of Developmmjt 

under the dire^ion of James Coleman , alsoStudies in Nairobi,
•provided helpful services.

I received additional help from the community of politi

cal scientists working in Nairobi. The insights of John Okumu
into Kenyan politics were particularly valuable, and I appreci

ated criticisms of a paper testing some ideas contained in this 
dissertation from Colin Leys, Henry Bienen, Carl Rosberg, Cyrus
Kamundia, Goren Hyden^, and Richard Sandbrook.

.-''S'
The manuscript was prepared by Mrs. Donald" Davis of the 

Department of Political. Scier\ce, Lcs^isiana State University-in 
New Orleans.

■iS

f

Credit should also go to my Mentors duringj^graduate study. 
J. Harris Proctor encouraged ray interest in' Kenya' helped to de- 
§^ne my dissertation topic, and was instrumental in making ar

rangements for my trip to Nairobi; Donald Matthews and Allen

— (xiii)



Kornberg introduced me to the\comparative study of legislatures; ^ 
and special thanks is due to the Chairman of my doctoral commit- 
tee, R. Taylor Cole, who with a rare blend of patience, prompt- 

‘ness, and skill helped me to clarify my ideas and to convert a 
collection of notes into a readable manuscript.

Finally, at all stages the help of my wife was i,nvaluable.

. V
JEH
July, 1970
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Chapter I
EVOLUTION OF PARLIAMENTARY INSTITUTIONS

. >

The history of Parliament in Kenya is an example' of 
steady progress from colonial autocracy to true demo
cracy.^

Humphrey Slade, 
Speaker of the National Assembly (1967)

Since political behavior is always conditioned by its in

stitutional environment, it is important to explain how parlia

mentary institutions evolved in Kenya. As the historical back

ground in this chapter will show, there was considerable transfer <,•

of procedures and even of personnel to post-independence legisla

tive institutions from coloni^ legislative councils. For this 
reason, this brief study of parliamentary ir^titutipns in Kenya 
relates to current developments, including discipline' an the par-*» 
liamentary party.of the Kenya African National Union (KANU).

75*

1. Humphrey Slade, The Parliament of Kenya (Nairobi: East 
African Publishing House, 49.67), p, 11. . .
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The Legislative Councils

Formation of the Legislative Council and' settler politics. The '

colonial period in Kenya, which did not end until December 12, 
1963, officially began on June 8, 1895, when Great'"Britain es

tablished the East African Protectorate. Although British mis- 
sior^aries had reached Kamba areas of present-day Kenya as.early 
as the 1840's, and the Imperial British East Africa CompaTly had 
after its formation in 1888 been based in the port of Mombasa, 
the British Government did not move to establish political con

trol in Kenya until prompted by the desire for a railroad from
:

Mombasa to Kampala, current capital of Uganda. Protectorate of

ficials oversaw the building of the railroad, Che suppression of 
Africans who resented British rule, and an influx of White set

tlers from South Africa and Great Britain.

Kenya's transition from status as a Protectorate to Chat 
as a Colony began in 1905, when control of the area passed from

the Foreign Office' to the-^lonial Office. In 1920 Che Kenya 
Annexation Order-in-Gouncil formally recognized the area, of pre

sent-day Kenya, w-ith_the;\exception of a ten-raire^trip along the 
Coast, as Kenya'Colony.^

1. For a study of changes in Kenya's boundaries, see S. H. 
Ominde, Land and Population Movements in Kenya (Evanston: North
western University Pfeas-,-’1968) , pp. 1-3.
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The introduction of legislative institutions in Kenya re

sulted from complaints of the White community during the period
of the Protectorate that its wishes were being ignored. This 
small settler population petitioned the Commissioner^v in Kenya for 
an advisory council as early as 1902. In such a council, they
hoped to ventilate grievances concerning their economic relation

ship with Britain and their status and* security in relation to 
Kenya's African population. -

In response to these local pressures, an order-in-council
of October 27, 1906, replaced the Commissioner with a Governor.
It also established an Executive Council and Kenya's first Legis

lative Council (Legco) to advise the Governor. When the Legco
first met on August 17, 1907, it included six officials of the
Government, who were subject to its instructions, and two non-of

ficials, who were European settlers appointed by the Governor.^
Although the membership of the Legislati\^e Council insur

ed that it would be controlled by the Government 
an arena for numerous conflicts between the settlers and the co-

, it did serve as

lonial bureaucracy. There was an unavoidable conflict of inter-
The settlers had'as'their ultimateest between the two groups.

1. W. McGregor Ross, Kenya from Within: A Short Political 
History (London: George Allen and Unwin Ltd., 1927), pp-. 167-73.
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aim responsible government of Kenya by themselvfes, while the bu

reaucracy had more diverse loyalties r- to its institutional in

terests, to the Colonial Office in London, and to the population 
of Kenya. Relations between the two groups were frequently stor

my. Militant settlers boycotted some sittings of the iegto and 
circumvented local authorities by petitioning the Colonial Office 
directly. In 1908 Governor James Hayes Sadler suspended ^o mem

bers of the Legco (MLCs) after they led public demonstrations a- 
gainst the Government's labor policy.^

One of the colonists' early demands, that non-official
members of the Council be elected rather than appointed, was a-
greed to in 1917. As a result, the Government in 1919 introduced 
the Electoral Representation Bill, which set up eleven constitu

encies from which European males "of pure descent" would elect 
non-official members. Before the Bill passed the Legco, an amei^d-
ment extended the vote to European women, but only after consider-^
able propaganda by the Eas^ Africa Woman's League and the break- 
ing of an eight-eight tie vote by the Govemor.2

i

1. Marjorie R. Dilley, British Polidy in Kenya Colony (2nd 
ed., London: Frank Cass and Co. Ltd., *1966), p. 219, and George

^Bennett, Kenya, A Political History: The Colonial Period (London: 
Oxford University Press, 1963), p. 26.

2. Ross, Kenya from Within, pp. 325-27.
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An example of how elected European members tried to im

prove the position of their own community through the Legco came 
during the debate on the Government's Income Tax Bill in 1920. 
Lord Delamere, one of the most militant of the settler leaders, 
moved an amendment that all bookkeeping in commercial accounts of 
traders should be written in English. Although only 15% of the

Europeans ariS the requirement would have 
eliminated most of the rural commerce that Indians and Arabs con-
traders at the time were

ducted with Africans, the amendment carried, 
ever, was later deleted from the Bill at the insistence of the 
Secretary of State for the Colonies in London.^

The fundamental conflict between the settlers and the bu-

The provision, how-

reaucracy concerned whether- the Legislative Council would have a 
majority'of non-officials. When a non-official majority was fin

ally established in 1948 it was too late to achieve what the set

tlers desired — control of the Legco by themselves. In 1948 
half of the non-officials were'Asians, Africans, or Arabs-^ so 
that the officials, although a numerical minority, continu*ed to 
hold the balance of power.

The frustration of the settlers in achieving majority 
^status did not mean that they failed to use the Council to achieve 

influence. Although the public and private bargaining that took

f

1

1. Ibid.. p, 328.
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place outside the Council (which one former MLC compared to a pok

er game)^ was probably more relevant to the "authoritative alloca

tion of values" than the proceedings within the Council, the Coun

cil did provide a platform from which the settlers ‘could espouse 
After 1934, European non-officials were'hble to a-their views.

chieve added influence by sitting on the Executive Council, 
over, the official majority in the Legco was not always reflected 
in committee assignments. Settlers formed majorities on some com

mittees, and these smaller bodies frequently exercised influence

More-

that was in practice independent of the Council as a whole, par

ticularly in financial matters.^ Finally, the period of the Se

cond World War and after saw the growth of statutory boards and
the introduction of the ministerial system. European MLCs were 
able to gain executive influence by parlaying their legislative 
seats into positions on boards and as ministers.3

Race and representation. An Indian, A.M. Jevanjee, was appointed
■

•1. Ibid., p. 386-413.
2. George Bennett, "Early Procedural Developments in the 

Kenya Legislative Council," Parliamentary Affairs, 10 (1957), 469- 
479.

1

3. Carl G. Rosberg, Jr., "Political Conflict and'CKange in 
Kenya", in Gwendolen M., Carter and William 0. Brown, eds., Transi
tion in Africa: Studies, in Political Adaptation (Boston: Boston
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Until 1924, however, Indian, re

presentation was merely token, and Indian members frequently re

signed or failed to attend.

to the Council as early as 1909.

In 1919, during the debate on the
Electoral Representation Bill, an amendment was i?itroduced to 
give the vote to non-Europeans who were university graduates or

of 13 to S.’-professionals, but it failed of passage by a vote

In 1923 the Colonial Office postponed elections^cheduled

for that year "owing to the delay in the settlement of the whole 
Indian problem and particularly that of Indian representation." 
The delay cleared the way for an amendment ordinance which pro

vided for election of five Indian members. The racial breakdown

of the non-officials members became: five elected Indians, one

elected Arab, 11 elected Europeans and one European appointed to 
represent African interests.^ It is instructive to compare this 
scheme of representation with population figures for the period, 
which were approximately 10,000 Europeans (including the colonial 
bureaucracy),- 23^,000 Ind4igns, and 2.5 million Africans."^ Settlers 
found these figures irrelevant to problems of representation or 
else offered them as evid^ce that more popuTSti^ communities than 
themselves could not be allowed to vote.

1. Ross, Kenya from Within, pp. yib-ll.

2. .-..Slade, Parl-iamentr of Kenya, p. 12.

3. Bennett, Kenya. A Political History, p. 51.
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Representation of Africans came later than that of Indi

ans. At first, the bureaucracy assumed that it, and in particu

lar the Commissioner o'f Native Affairs, could represent Africans. 
In 1924, however, the Governor began the practice of appointing 
one and later two missionaries to represent Africans iti the Leg

co;^ Settlers at first had no objection to this arrangement,
. ' -ff

since the missionaries were important allies in their fight to
maintain discrimination against Indians.2 Nevertlieless, in later 
years some missionaries became increasingly militant in champion

ing the cause of Africans. The last of the missionary represent

atives resigned in 1948, by which time an African had been ap-
pointed.

never established theirThese missionary representatives 
legitimacy with Africans. As early as 1930, Jomo Kenyatta, whMe
in London, wrote to The Times asking for "representation of Native
/.ais7 interest on the Legislative Council, by native representa-

themselves. In 1944 the Governortives elected by the natives
/

1. George Bennett, "Imperial Paternalism:Representation 
of African Interests in the'^Kenya Legislative Council" in Kenneth 
Robinson and Frederick Madden, eds., Essays in Imperial Govern
ment (Oxford:-Basil Blackwell, 1963),‘pp. 141-69.

2. Brian G. McIntosh, "Kenya 1923: The Political-CPT^is and 
the Missionary Dilemma" (Paper delivered at the University of 
East Africa Social Sci^ces Conference,. Kampala, 1969).

.3. Th^*Times (London), March 26, 1930, p. 12.
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finally appointed E. W. Mathu, educated at Balliol College, Ox^
ford, as the first African tnember.

In 1948 the number of officials was reduced and the num

ber of appointed Africans increased to four. These changes cre-
Eleven of th*e non-ated a 22 to 15 majority for non-officials.

officials were Europeans, and 11 non-Europeans, so that officials 
- - 

continued to hold the balance of power. The Legco expanded in 
the early 1950's, but the Govemmenf maintained Che principle of 
parity between non-European and European non-officials.^

Procedural and structure developments. Although the changes in
the composition of the Legco discussed above were more important.
developments regarding procedures and internal structures cannot 
be ignored. Governors presided over the Legislative Council un

til 1948. Few of them showed much interest in procedure, and sit-
tings in the early days were conducted in a relaxed manner, 
after the 11 elected European members began to sit in 1920 and 
the proceedings became le^ intimate, business continued to be 
conducted informally.^

Even

/
\

1. Bennett, Kenya. A Political History, pp. 106-07.
2. Rosberg, "Political Conflict and Change in Kenya^" P-'
3. Bennett, "Early Procedural Developments," pp.- 296-97.
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Nonetheless, in the early 1920’s procedures began to re

semble Westminster more closely. ' For- example, Erskine May's Law 
and Usage of Parli^ent was laid on the table and cited by an MLC
in 1922. Another example of the trend came wheri members accepted 
the principle that they could not introduce a motidn that in- 

■ creased financial expenditures or varied revenues, after the At

torney General assured them that this limitation followed British 
practice.^

. >

Furthermore, Sir Edward Grigg (later Lord Altrincham),
who served as Governor from 1925 to 1930 and had previous experi

ence as a Liberal MP in the British House of Commons, frequently
introduced procedures from Commons when presiding. He_supervised 
revision of the standing orders and introduced a number of new
practices. For instance, to enhance the dignity of the chair, he
stood when delivering communications from the chair and insi-?ted
that members remain seated when being addressed by the chair. ^He
also introduced the pra^c^tlce of leaving the chair during the com

mittee stage of bills.^ All of these^practices were to some de

gree modelled after those of the House of Comraods and were re

tained in,Kenya after independence.
>5?

1. Ibid.. pp. 298-99.
pp.459-301.-
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By contrast, later governors took less interest in proce

dure, and Philip Mitchell asked to be' relieved of his duties as 
Speaker in 1944. After finally receiving the assent of the Co-
lonial Office, Mitchell stepped down as Speaker in«October of 
1947, and W. K. Home, a former judge of the Supreme Court, suc

ceeded him.^ 
. .V <•

The major development after World War II was the evolu

tion of the ministerial system. During the War, 'elected members 
in the Executive Council assumed considerable executive authority. 
This arrangement became formalized in 1945 when a European elect

ed member joined the Government side in the Legco and became "Mem

ber for Agriculture and Natural Resources." Top-ranking civil 
servants also tfq.ok over as "members" for various departments of 
the Government.^ By extending collective responsibility, the mem

bership system eliminated complaints of governors that non-offi-^ 
cials could share the Government's secrets in the Executive Coun- ^5*

cil yet remain.free to attack the Government in the Legislative 
Council.^

/
1

1. Ibid., p. 303.
2. Slade-, Parliament of Kenya, p. 13.

3. Bennett, Kenya. A Political History, p. 99.
>9?
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In 1954 the membership system became a ministerial sys

tem. The Lyttelton Constitution created a Council of Ministers 
to include six civil* servants, two persons nominated by the Gov

ernor, and six elected or representative MLCs. TJie latter cate

gory included three Europeans, two Asians, and one African. These 
six members moved to the Government's Side, thus re-establishing 
its majority.1 This change prevented a recurrence of a^situation 
that had embarrassed the Government in 1952. In February of that
year, non-officials of all races, in a rare show of unanimity, 
joined to block all of the Government's Estimates in the Commit- 

Accommodation had to be reached later, and thetee of Supply.
Estimates resubmitted.^

Transition to Independence

Changes in parliamentary institutions'between 1957 and
Natio^l Assembly in an independent iCenya. 

Many modifications in this period dealt with methods of election, 
as Kenya moved from a system of 'elections by .Qcinmunal voting 
rolls on which Africans were a fixed minority' to voting by a

1963 resulted

1. Slade, Parliament of Kenya, pp. 14-15.
2. Bennett, Ken^,' A Political .History, pp. 131-32.
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common roll and an inevitable African majority. After common 
roll elections were held in May of' 1963, the Government of Kenya 
became responsible to a parliament the name of which was changed 
from Legislative .Council to National Assembly.

One of the first steps toward independence whs taken in 
March of 1957, when the Government followed the recommendations
. V

of the Coutts Report by allowing Africans to elect theiii own re

presentatives to the Legco. Voting in eight large constituen

cies, Africans who met requirements concerning education, proper

ty, and occupation were allowed to cast from one to three votes, 
depending on their backgrounds. Weighted voting did not alter 
the results in any constituency.^ The stipulation that Kikuyu, 
Meru, and Embu had to possess loyalty certificates^ did change 
the outcome in one of them,however. Because few Kikuyu could ob

tain such certificates, no Kikuyu was elected to the Legco, aV 
though this tribe was Kenya's largest and most educated. While 
the elections brought ab^t only a small step toward democratic 
representation, they resulted in vigorous expression of African 
opinion in the Legislative Council for the fi-rs4r time.

-•■ii

■9

1. G.F; Engholra, "African Elections in Kenya, March 1957" 
in W.J.M. Mackenzie and Kenneth Robinson, eds., Five-gTections 
in Africa (Oxford: Clarendon Press, I960), pp. 459-61.

2. ̂ he so-callej^au'Mau movement, against which the Gov
ernment was fighting at this time, was strongest among these 
three tribes, particularly the Kikuyu.
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Two additional changes in the composition of the Legco
came in 1958. First, Africans obtained.six additional elected ,

Second, the* selection of specially elected members be-members.

Under this system, elected MLCs sat as an electoral collegegan.

to choose twelve additional members — four Africans,'*-one Arab,
one Muslim Asian, two non-Muslim Asiansj and four Europeans. 
This was the first time any MLC owet^ his election to mor^ than
one racial group. African elected members boycotted the special
elections, but candidates were eventually found for the African
seats.

In 1958 the fourteen African elected members began to
boycott all sittings of the Legco in order to express their be

lief that the Legco, as then constituted, lacked legitimacy. One

of the African members said that the Africans walked out "because
we felt our presence there was being used to give the impressic^
that we blessed the constitution and were not firm in our opposi- . 
cion. Europeans denounced these tactics (the Speaker "felt they 
were an insult to the QueenI), but they ^eemed Co expedite plans 
for further constitutional Calks. 1

From 1960 to 1963, negotiations'continued over when kenya 
^ would, have responsibly government and what the composition of the

1. ^om Mboya, Freeg'onr and After (Boston: Little, Brown and 
Con^any,"''l963), pp. 12i-'22.
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The itnporCant decisions, of course, were made^-'.viiegco would be.
outside the Legco itself. In January and February of 1960, a
constitutional conference at Lancaster House in London proposed 
that Africans constitute a majority in the Legco.^ The new Legco 
was to contain 65 members, of which 12 were to be specially elect- 

'The remaining members were to be elected by a common roll, 
with a restricted though predominately African franchise. Xhe 
conference recommended that 33 of the common roll sweats be open, 
thus enabling Africans to elect a majority to the Legco. The 
other 20 seats were to be reserved for minority races, 
dates had to run in primary elections within their communities 
and then face a multi-racial and predominately African electorate

ed.

Candi-

in a general election.
According to the Report, the Governor was to retain the 

right to appoint ministers and distribute portfolios, but a ma- 
jority of non-officials on the Council of Ministers was required. 
The Governor was also to coij^nue to possess the right to appoint 
members, and, in fact, did so after the 19^1 elections to eqable 
a minority party to form a government.

The Lancaster House proposals were put into effect for 
'^e elections o’f March 16, 1961, the so-called "Kenyatta elec-

1. Report of the k&ay_a,:Gonstitutional Conference (London: 
Her Majesty's Stationary Office, 1960).
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tions," which produced a dramaCic change in' the distribution of.-Vi

members. Thirty-three Africans,- 14 of whom had been teachers, 
were elected to the open seats.^

A second constitutional conference at L-ancaster House
from February 14 to April 6, 1962, constructed thev in&titutional 

• framework for Kenyan self-government'.^ As a result of the con

ference, general elections were tield between May 18 aQ,d 26 of 
1963 with a common roll and universal manhood*suffrage. Those 
elected became MPs in the National Assembly which replaced the 
Legislative Council. When responsible self-government began on
June 1, 1963, the Assembly lacked jurisdiction only in the areas
of foreign affairs and constitutional amendment. Full sovereign

ty accompanied independence on December 12, 1963.
' Under the new system, the life of the Government was re

lated to the life of parliament. The Government could disst^lve
the Assembly thereby forcing fresh elections. The House of Re^ 

s a'vote of no confidence and "force eitherpresentatiyes pould pa^ ______ __ __________  ___ _

the dissolution of the Government or ^new-elections.

A major innovation of ^the 1962 cbnferienfce was its. crea-
.4-

tion of a parliament with two chambeirs. The House of Represent-

1. George Bennett and Carl G. Rosberg, The Kenvatta Elec
tion: Kenya 1960-6lMNew York: Oxford University Press, 1961).

Report oT"tK^i962 Kenya Constitutional Conference 
(London: Her Majesty's Stationary Office, 1962).
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atives, the more important of the two chambersi maintained the
practice of sitting as an electoral’ college after general elec

tions to choose twelve specially elected members and the ruling
party used these seats after the 1963 elections to?'elect MPs in 
areas where the opposition had its greatest strength.’*' The other
117 members of the House were elected from single member consti- 

. >
tuencies. Constitutionally, the House of Representatives was the■9

Stronger chamber, since it had sole authority in'* financial mat

ters and in votes of no confidence. In practice, it was even
stronger. One indication of its superior position was that the
Prime Minister, his ministers and all but one of the assistant
ministers were selected from the House.

The Senate was established at the insistence of minority 
tribes in Kenya and with the support of the British Colonial Of

fice. Much of the bitter controversy at the conference of 1962y 
concerned the relative merits of a regional form of government 
favored by Kenya' s smalle^tribes, and a centralized forta favored 
by Kenya's more populous and more educated tribes. The Colonial 
Office anticipated that the Senate, with one membet from each of 
Kenya's forty-one districts, would protect minorities, since the 
Senate, apportioned to favor rural areas, could block non-money 
bills for up to a year. Constitutional amendments required the 
assent of .75% of the^jne^ers of both houses, but the assent of
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907o of the senators was needed to change some entrenched provi- 
Because the districts ranged in population from 23,000 

to 618,000, the five senators who could block amendments to en-
sions.

trenched provisions, of the constitution could represent a mere 
2.5% of the population; the 11 senators who could block any con

stitutional amendment could represent only 7.5% of the popula-
v- ■ • ' '' •*

The 1962 conference obviously intended to create a.non- 
democratic institution, and this contributed to tKe many ques

tions raised in Kenya before and after independence about the 
Senate's legitimacy.

Although the year 1963 marked a time of rapid transition 
in Kenya politics, there was considerable continuity in parlia

mentary institutions. The process of holding special elections, 
for example, was simply a modification of an older practice.
Changes in standing orders were evolutionary rather than revolu--^- 
tionary. There was even continuity in personnel. The able and ..j* 
impartial Speaker of the L^slative Council, a European lawyer 
named Humphrey Slade, was elected Speaker^of the new House^of Re

presentatives. The staff was being Africanizedin an order-, 
ly manner and only after thorough training, which for newcomers

. v 
tion.

1. For population figures, see Kenya, Ministry of Finance 
and Economic Planning, Kenya Population Census, 1962, Advance 
Report of,Vols. 1 andlzjN^robi: Government Printer, 1964), 
p. 4,
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to senior positions included study courses at the House of Com- 
Of the 123 MPs first elected' to the House,^ 44 (36%) had- 

some experience in the Legislative Council,^ and therefore had 
been schooled, although only belatedly, in parliamentary prac

tices originally introduced to satisfy European settlors. Many 
of the old British symbols, such as the mace and Speaker's pow

dered wig, were also retained. These continuities were aonduc- 
ive to the maintenance of many features of the Westminster model.

mons.

4

Parliament After Independence

Kenya's new National Assembly quickly became one pf the 
most active in Africa. The House of Representatives sat on 90
occasions during the first year of independence and increased
the number of sittings each year so that in the 1967-68 year it^ 
met a total of 136 times. This schedule of sittings enabled the 
House to spend considerabj^ more time in session than other par

liaments in the Commonwealth nations of y^frica (see Table^l.l).
i

1. Six seats were vacant because of a boycott of elections 
in the Northeastern Region.

2. Eight of these served only as temporary membe't8'*3uririg 
the absence of another member. Several, however, had served con
tinuously since 1957 and. 21 served as ministers or parliamentary 
secretarj-^s. _ _ _ _ I..'
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Moreover, the parliamentary debates were perhaps the freest-and 
most lively on the continent. The vigorous question periods with 
which each dayk activities commenced indicated well the generally 
uninhibited manner in which members of parliament performed their
duties.

One sign of the prominence of parliamentary institutions
■9

in Kenya was the expansion of the Parliament Buildings^to provide 
for a new chamber and added faciliti.es. The work on this modem 
and attractive edifice began on independence day, and it was of

ficially opened by President Jomo Kenyatta on November 2, 1965. 
The new gallery accommodated 500 visitors, and most of the seats 
were filled for every sitting.

The National Assembly underwent some structural altera

tions during the first parliament, because some of the 12 consti

tutional amendments it passed during this period affected th^ As

sembly itself. Various amendments have made Kenya a republic,7** 
modified electoral pro.<i^ures, amalgamated the House and the 
Senate, and changed the legal powers of parliament.^ . »

. >

1

1, The legal basis of early constitutional changes was ex
plained in Cherry Gertzel, "Kenya's Constitutional Changes,"
East Africa Journal. 3 (December, 1966), 19-29. Aftgj;.the writ
ing of this article, further alterations were made by the Consti
tution of Kenya (Amendment) (No. 4) Act 1966, the Constitution of 
Kenya (Amendment) Aar- 1967, the Constitution of Kenya (Amendment) 
(No. 2.). Act 1968%—^n-Af)ril 10, 1969, the President signed into 
law the Constitution of Kenya Act 1969, which made additional 
changes and integrated the previous amendments into a single doc- 
umen t.
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When Kenya became a republic on December 12, 1964, the 
Prime Minister was replaced by the President, 
and Head of Government, the new President possessed the powers

As Head of State-

of both the old Prime Minister and the Colonial Governor, 
part of the above changes, the Constitution of Kenya (Amendment) 
(No. 2) Act 1964 stipulated that Jomo Kenyatta would automatical- 
ly become the first President on Jamhuri (republic) day and re

quired that the President be a regularly elected'constituency mem-

As

ber.

Frequent changes in its methods of election up to 1969 
in Kenya resulted in a system vastly different than that in op

eration in 1963. In April of 1966, an amendment was published, 
debated, and passed in the' unprecedented period of 48 hours that 
required MPs who resigned from undissolved parties to vacate 
their seats and face by-elections to regain them.^ This ^ hoc^

■ iDOve by the Government was an attempt to counter defections from 
the ruling party into the ;^ew Kenya People's Union (KPU)'and was 
the direct cause of the 1966 "little general election." In 1968 
changes were made to provide for the election O-f-'tfte President 
by popular vote rather than by the parliamentary party and for 
a ban.on cartdidates contesting any election without party spon

sorship. The Government explained that the latter change would

1. Constitution of Kenya (Amendment) (No. 2) Act 1966.
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strengthen party machinery by preventing those who failed to ob

tain nomination by a party from running as independents. Another

important modification occurred in 1969, when the parliament 
passed legislation requiring that candidates for fseats in parlia

ment be nominated by preliminary elections rather than by party 
officials. The ruling party had found'in the local government 
elections of 1968 that, with the ban on independent candidates, 
nomination was too important to be left to a smhll number of 
party officials.^

Changes other than those in the electoral system also 
took place. The Constitution of Kenya (Amendment) (No. 4) Act 
1966 passed in December amalgamated the House of Representatives 
and the Senate into a unicameral National Assembly.^ The Senate 
had performed almost entirely a negative function in Kenya poli

tics, and its proceedings were costly and sometimes ludicrous

1. Jay E. Hakes, "Election Year Politics in Kenya,'" Current 
‘ History, 58 (March, 19707^' 157.

■ 2. One by-product of the aiijalgamation was, an extension of
the life of parliament. The five-year term o€*-thfe House was due 
to expire in 1968. However, a third of all s.enators had been 
elected for six-year terms every two years. As might be'expect
ed, senators were reluctant to enter an amalgamated Assembly when 

^ doing so would shorten their terms of office. As a compromise, 
the constitutional amendment on amalgamation moved tftS^eadline 
for general elections to 1970, although parliament was, in fact, 
dissolved on Nbvembe-^7, 1969.

3. 'For a study of the Senate, see J. Harris Proctor, "The 
Role of the Senate in the Kenyan Political System," Parliamentary
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Constituency boundaries were re-drawn for 158 constituency mem

bers who, along with the twelve specially elected members (after 
the 1969 elections’ replaced by twelve "national members" appoint

ed by the President) and the Attorney General ae an ^ officio 
member, made up the new Assembly. Speaker Slade and the proced-

• ures of the House were carried over to the new body. 
. V

■9
A final major area of constitutional reform cojicemed 

the powers of parliament. The net effect of fhese changes was 
to increase the authority of parliament vis-a-vis regional insti

tutions and to decrease its authority vis-a-vis the executive.

A nximber of amendments, most notably the one which passed in 
April of 1965,^ severely curtailed the functions of regional 
governments and correspondingly added to the authority of nation

al institutions , including the National Assembly.

The constitutional position of the National Assembly^in

approving states of emergency illustrates how its powers deteri^ 
orated in relation to ^pse of the Government in at Ibast one 

As of 1969, the Government had^ a maximxim of 28 days in 
which to seek parliamentary approval for a tieelAration of..a state 
of emergency, as opposed to a maximum of seven days at independ-

area.

Affairs. 18 (Autumn, 1965), 389-415.

1. Constitutign^of,Kenya (Amen^ent) Act 1965.
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ence; only a simple majority of those voting'was needed for par

liamentary ratification, in contrast to 65% of the total member

ship; and such ratification had to be renewed every eight months 
instead of every two months.^ Since Kenya was under a constant 
state of emergency dating from before independence,’* these changes 

• represented an important contraction in the power of the parlia- 
raent to control the Government. «

Although the methods of election, the'structure, and the 
legal powers of parliament underwent many rapid and ^ hoc chang- 

after independence, continuity was provided by stability in 
the membership of the National Assembly. The membership of the 
House remained virtually unchanged up to the dissolution of par

liament by the President on. November 7, 1969. During this period 
of more than six years, only 35 seats were vacated. Thirteen of 
these alterations resulted from the "little general election^ in

.-Vi

f . >

es
r

!!

i

i

1966, which followed the formation of the Kenya People's Union^^
discussed above^ and eightand the amendment of elation laws 

others resulted from the detention of^KPU MPs in late October
iof 1969.

1. Yash P. Ghai, "The Government and the Constitution in 
Kenya Politics," East Africa Journal, 4 (December, •^967) 9-14.

2. This electi^,.included too many contests to be labelled 
a series of by-elecHons. .Since it was not a general election, 
the terra "little general election" was used. For background on



The Speaker, Humphrey Slade, was another sign of contin

uity, having served throughout the last days of the Legco, dur

ing the period of the separate House of Representatives, and in 
the amalgamated Assembly until 1969.

Table 1.2. Reasons for Vacation of Seats in 
House of Representatives and Amalgamated 

National-Assembly, 1963-69.. .V

"Little general election"
Detention of opposition 
Automobile crashes 
Resignations 
Assassinations 
Other deaths
Prison term (causing 6 months absence) 

Total

13
8
6
3
2
2
1

35

The evolution of parliamentary institutions that has been
described conditioned the legislative behavior on which this
study focuses. The colonial experience and its continuity with
post-independence institutions explains how British patterns of
leadership, norms of procedure, and what might best be. termed
"style" came to prevail in Kenya's National Assembly. The par-

y

liament constituted only part of the institutlqpfil framework

it, see George Bennett, "Kenya's 'little general election'," 
World Today. 22 (August, 1966), 336-43, and David "Kenya's
Little General Election," Africa Report. 11 (October, 1966) 57-
60.
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As a result, an analysis of the develop

ment of the Kenya African National Union follows.
relevant to this study.

. >
■9

■

/
I



Chapter II
HISTORY OF THE KENYA AFRICAN NATIONAL UNION'

>

K.A.N.U. will lead and inspire Kenya with -a dynamic 
spirit of national unity towards -the creation of a 
democratic, African socialist society.

Party Manifesto (1963)

Like the parliament, whose origins we have just analyzed, 
party institutions played a central role in the politics of Ken- 

For this reason, the present Chapter contains a brief his

tory of the Kenya African National Union (KANU), including its 
origins, its success in contesting pre-independence elections, 
and its characteristics as the dominant and ruling party in in-*"^

ya.

dependent Kenya.

1

1. Press and Publicity Department, Kenya African National 
Union, What a KANU Government Offers ’^ou (Nairobi: Printing and 
Packaging Corporation Ltd., 1963),‘p. 16.

(29)
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Roots of KANU
-.-Vi

Although KANU was not formed until 1960, its roots extend
at least to the 1920s. Nationalist organizations, labor unions, 
district politica-1 organizations, and African caucuses in the Leg

islative Council all helped to prepare the way for KANU, and each
influenced the patterns of organization and leadership that de

veloped within the party. Z*

Nationalist organizations. Nationalist organizations can be de

fined as those voluntary bodies of Africans that attempted to ral

ly mass support against the colonial regime and to effect politic

al, social, economic, and cultural advancement for Africans- A1-

though most of-these groups were frequently organized within a 
• single tribe, they are called "nationalist" because of their as

sertions of autonomy from foreign domination.^
The first important nationalist organization was the 

Kikuyu Central Assocation (KCA). KCA was founded in 1-925, and 
Jomo Kenyatta (later President of KANU and Kenya's first Prime 
Minister and President) became 'its SecretaryJ^pnpral in 1928.
This group made economic demands such-as the return of land taken

1. The question of to what extent these organizations were 
nationalist groups is a prominent theme in Carl G.-Rosberg, Jr. 
and John Nottinghamr*~The Myth of "Mau Mau"; Nationalism in Kenya 
(New York: Frederlot'ftT'Praeger, 1966).

.2.
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by Europeans and the repeal of the hut tax/ cultural demands such 
as an end to the attack on the traditional circumcision of fe

males, and political demands such as representation in the Legis

lative Council. In order that these demands could be presented 
in London, KCA sent Kenyatta there in 1929, and he-did not return 

• permanently until 1946.
Although KCA was an organization of Kenya's largest tribe, 

the Kikuyu, other groups operated in different areas. For ex

ample, the Young Kavirondo Association organized in Western Kenya, • 
the Ukamba Members Association in the Machakos area, and the 
Taita Hills Association nearer to the Coast. One of the two foun

ders of the Taita group in 1938 was Woresha Mengo, later a KANU 
^ All of the organizations, including KCA, were suppressed or 

banned by 1940 at the insistence of the Government.2
The successor to KCA was the post-war Kenya African-^Union 

(KAU) . Although like its predecessor Kikuyu dominated, KAU's,,,,^

. >

MP.

1. Since the intention of this ^eotion is to analyze the 
■roots of post-independence KAIjh, only those who continued to be 
prominent during this later period will be-mentfioned here. This 
emphasis does not imply"' that other politicians were not important 
in the nationalist struggle.

When future members of the parliamentary party are mentioned 
for the first time in the text, their ethnic background will be 
identified, even if not particularly relevant at thtS^point.

2. For inform^ion on Kenya's .early nationalist movements, 
see Rosbe'rg and.Niittingham, Myth of "Mau Mau"; Bennett, Kenya. A 
Political History; and George Bennett, "The Development of Poli
tical Organizations in Kenya," Political Studies. 5 (June, 1957), 
113-30.

' r .
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efforts to recruit members and officers from Other tribes met with
considerable success from the start. The first KAU committee in

cluded James Gichuru- (a Kikuyu and later Acting President of KANU
and a minister) and a Gusii, John Kebaso (later ai>^KANU MP). A

• (■

Luyia, Joseph Otiende (later a KANU minister), was elected Vice 
P.resident in 1946. KAU received a big boost on June 1, 1947, when 
Gichuru, who had been elected President in 1945, steppe^ down in 
favor of Kenyatta, who had returned to Kenya during the previous
year.

Although KAU was dominated by the personality of Kenyatta, 
much of the work was done through local branches. The most mili

tant of these operated in Nairobi, where the officers included 
Fred Kubai and Bildad Kaggia (both Kikuyu and both later assistant 
ministers) and two Kamba, Paul Ngei (later a KANU minister) and 
J.D. Kali (later the KANU Chief Government Whip). Anderson 
Wamuthenya (a Kikuyu and later an assistant minister) and Romano_^^ 
Jamumo Gikunju (a Kikuyu ^and later a KANU MP) were active at other 
branches. KAU efforts to attract non-Kikuyu support were reward

ed in 1950, when Oginga Odinga (later Vice President of KANU and 
Vice President, of Kenya), a leader of Kenya's second largest tribe, 
the Luo, joined KAU.

Nationalist movements received a setback on October 21, 
1952, when the coloniSl'Government declared a state of emergency 
because anti-colonial Africans were adopting guerrilla tactics in
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The police immediately arrested 183 KAU leaders, andsome areas.
-Vi

at the ensuing Kapenguria trial, Kenyat.ta,, Ngei, Kaggia, Kubai, 
and Ramogi Achieng-Oneko (a Luo and later a KANU -minister) were

After phe start ofconvicted of masterminding Mau Mau violence, 
the emergency, KAU continued with a Masai-Goan, Joseph Murumbi 
(later Vice President of Kenya), as Acting- Secretary and a Luo, 
F.W, Odede, as'Acting President, but i"? was banned after a ^hort 
time.^

After World War II, labor unions became an integralLabor unions.
part of the protest movement among Africans. The unions.demon

strated considerable militancy and were led by people such as 
Makhan Singh (a Sikh), Fred Kubai, and Bildad Kaggia. These un

ions were closely associated with KAU.
Most militant labor leaders were detained during the 

emergency, and the movement entered a new stage in the 195Cfs. 
September of 1953, a 23-year-old Luo, Tom Mboya (later a minister '2* 
and KANU General'Secretary)T^as elected General Secretary of the 
Kenya .Federation of Registered Trade Union^ (later renamed’Kenya 
Federation of Labor, or KFL).^ Although less militant than pre-

In"^

vious unions, the KFL was politically oriented and repeated many

1. For information on KAU, see Rosberg and Nottingham, Myth 
of '^au Mau'*: and 0gingaj6dinga, Not Yet Uhuru; An Autobiography 
(London: Heinemann, 1967T^



of the demands of KAU. With virtually all Kikuyu leaders in de

tention camps and with help from Western countries, Mboya and KFL 
assumed a dominant political position during the 1950s.

Unionism expanded as it became clear that^it was one of 
the few forms of African organization that the Government consid

ered legitimate. During this period of’growth, factionalism and 
struggles for leadership became constant features of union organ

ization. Nevertheless, many who later became KANU MPs started 
their political careers in the labor movement. These included 
Clement Lubembe, Arthur Ochwada, and Martin Shikuku, all Luyia, 
Jesse Gachago (a Kikuyu) and many others.^

District political organizations. In 1955 the colonial Govern

ment permitted Africans to establish political associations for 
the first time after the beginning of the emergency. It stlpu- 
lated that no organization would be allowed to organize on a 
colony-wide basis. As might be expected, this policy led to a 
proliferation of districC^olitical associations.

1. For information on^the labor movement, see Mboya, Freedom 
and After: Clement Lubembe, The Inside of the Labour Movement in 
Kenya (Nairobi: Equatorial Publishers, 1968); and Makhan Singh, 

vsf History of Kenya * s Trade Union Movement to 1952 (Nairobi: East 
African Publishing House, 1969).
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The most important and the only inter-tribal associations 
A Luo, C,M.G. Argwings-Kodhek (later awere located in Nairobi.

KANU minister), formed the Kenya African National Congress in
late 1955. The Government registered the new grojap in 1956, af

ter its name was changed to Nairobi District AfricanvCongress 
(NDAC) so as to testify to its lack of any aspirations outside 
the 'district. When Mboya returned "^rora study in Englan^ he had 
difficulty working within NDAC. In 1957 he challenged Argwings-

. V

Kodhek for the new Nairobi seat in the Legislative Council and
defeated him.

After the elections, Mboya founded his own People's Con

vention Party (PCP). PCP organized 32 six-member cells in Nairobi 
and started its own newspaper Uhuru (Swahili for "freedom"). The 
paper was banned and 39 members of PCP arrested in March of 1959. 
Nevertheless, the party sent its two secretaries, Josef Mathen^e 
(a Kikuyu and later a KANU MP) and Omolo Agar '(a Luo and later a
KANU assistant minister) to other parts of the country to discuss

■

mergers with district leaders.
In other areas, politicals had also fojroed associations, 

such as the Mombasa African Democratic ‘Union and Central Nyanza 
District Association. The latter, chaired by D. 0. Makhsembo (a

/

Luo and later a KANU senator), an ally of Odinga, was one of the 
most effectively or^^l'zed. District organizations outside of
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Nairobi were organized along tribal lines.^

. African Elected Members Organization. Shortly after the elections
of 1957, the eight African MLCs formed the African Elected Mem

bers Organization (AEMO) with Odinga as "Chairman and Mboya as Sec

retary. Six more Africans were elected to the Legco in 1958, en- 
■ iVcging the membership of AEMO to^|14. The AEMO caucused regular

ly so it could present a united front in parli^ament, where its 
militant positions shocked European members.

Behind the scenes there was considerable infighting among
the African members, and the organization split in 1959. 
smaller group, which called itself the Kenya Independence Move

ment (KIM), contained only four MLCs, but constituted the link
Its officers included Odinga as Pre

sident, Mboya as Secretary, and Dr. Julius Kiano (later a KANU 
minister), who because of governmental manipulation was the only

KIM was less willing than its

The

between the AEMO and KANU.

Kikuyu in the Legco, as Chairman, 
rivals to collaborate \^h Europeans, but tribal and personal
factors were also important in ,the cleavages .tha^t existed among

1. For information on district organizations, see Rosberg 
and Nottingham, Myth of '*Mau Mau'*; Mboya, Freedom and After: and 
Richard E. Stren, "Administration and the Growth oirAfrican Poli
tics in Mombasa: 1945-1964" (Paper presented at the University 
of East Africa Social.Sciences Conference, Kampala; 1969).
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Africans at this tiroe.^

Formation of KANU and Uhuru
?■

In early 1960 the constitutional conference at^ Lancaster 
House scheduled elections for the following year that would place 
an African majority in the Legco. At the same time, the Ciovem- 
raent lifted its ban on colony-wide African political organizations. 
As a result, both KANU and its principal rival, the Kenya African 
Democratic Union (KADU), were formed in that year.

The formation of KANU was conditioned by the African po

litical movements that preceded it. The founding members of KANU 
were, for the roost part, the leaders of the older African organ

izations. This transfer of personnel meant that the KANU leader

ship was drawn from the strata of relatively highly educated 
Africans, from which the leaders of the older groups had come.
It also meant that. KANU inherited the organizational resdurces 
and experience of these groups.

KANU also inherited the heroes of the nacit/nalist move-

■0

ment and the bonds that had been created' through the shared ex- 
perience of fighting the colonial regime. Kenyatta was the great

est hero of the nationalist struggle, and his eventual joining
_

For information on AEMO, see Mboya, Freedom and After;1.
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with KANU greatly contributed to its legitimacy with the African 
people. The shared experience of KA$3U leaders contributed to its 
unity. Many had been imprisoned and detained by the colonid. re- . 
gime. Although Kenya's largest tribe, the Kikuyu, had endured 
more than others, suffering was not limited to any., onfe tribe.

The legacies of the older organizations were not always 
positive. The factionalism that^ad been endemic in ^hem carried 
over to KANU, and leadership struggles regularly plagued the new 
party. Many of these struggles can be interpreted in terms of 
ethnic rivalry or the split between the so-called "extremists" 
led by Odinga, who was receiving aid from communist nations, and 
the so-called "moderates" led by Mboya, who was receiving aid 
from the Unitdd States.- Mboya's own assessment in 1963 of the 
factionalism, however, probably comes closer to the truth: "I 
am not saying there are no differences between African leaders,
but I think the differences center not so much on ideology as 
the ambitions and alities of the leaders."^pers^

The actual formation of KANU^took place at two conferenc

es at Kiambu in March and May,' 1960. Theseuaeeiings were, attend

ed by most of the leaders of the preXrious groups, with the excep

tion of those still in detention, most notably Kenyatta, and those

Odinga, Not Yet Uhulfu; and Taita Towett,' "Mboya and the Early 
Battles,"^6073 We^lv "News. July 18, 1969, p. 15.

1, Mboya, Freedom and After, p. 77.
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in exile abroad. The first conference decided to establish a 
mass organization named the Kenya.African National Union. The 
colors and symbols of the new party were borrowed from KAU, and 
the name suggested its connections both with KAU^and the Tangan

yika African National Union (TANU). The conference^selected a- 
committee including Gichuru as Chairman, Njoroge Mungai (a 
Kikuyu and'later a KANU minister) "Ss Secretary, Ronald Ngala (a 
Giriama, part of the larger Mijikenda group, and later a KANU 
minister), Kiano, Odinga, Argwings-Kodhek, and Mboya to draft a
constitution.

The second conference held elections for national offic

ers. The delegates chose Mboya as Secretary General, Gichuru as 
Acting President with the understanding that he would step down 
when Kenyatta was released from detention, Odinga as Vice Presi

dent, and Ochwada as Deputy Secretary. Ronald Ngala, an import

ant leader on the Coast, and Daniel arap Moi.* (later Vice Presi- 
dent of Kenya) a leadin^politician among the Kalenjin^ were in 
London at the time of the second conference, but were elected 
Treasurer and Deputy Treasurer.' The leadershipsj’epresented a 
compromise between factions in KANU, with Mboya and Gichuru e- 

_ merging ii) .particularly strong positions.
Two important tasks for the new party were obtaining 

registration from the-Govemment and'establishing a network of 
district branch organizations. Official registration and the
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opening of KANU's first branch headquarters- in Nairobi took place 
on November 6, 1960. Sixteen more branches were officially reg

istered during the next year, and a total of 31 branches were 
registered by independence day.^

The first break in KANU unity came when Ng^la-and Moi 
rejected their offices in KANU to join with Masinde Muliro (a 
Luyia) in' the formation of the KAiya African Democratic Union 
(KADU). KADU included an alliance of ethnic associations, which 

‘had been formed in Kenya's smaller tribes, and continued to chal

lenge KANU until its dissolution in November of 1964.
As KANU prepared for the 1961 elections, other splits ap

peared. Many of- the problems stemmed from lack of strong leader

ship. Kenyatta was the acknowledged, if unofficial, head of the
party, but could hardly run it from detention.
George Bennett and Carl Rosberg, "his judgment was continually 
appealed to, but his court could never sit.^'^ 
party leaders attempted to-expand their personal power bases at 
the expense of party unity.

In the words of

In addition, many

As the campaigns progress'ed, KANU 
/ . » 

leaders encouraged independent' candidates t;p- against official
KANU nominees who were their rivals.. Squabbles among party

1. Edward W. Soja, The Geography of Modernization in Kenya; 
4 Spatial Analysis of Social. Economic. and Political Change 
(Syracuse, N.Y.: Syracuse University PreSs, 1968), p. 67.

2. Bennett and Rosberg, The Kenyatta Election, p. 42.
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officials led to the suspension of Odinga as Vice President by 
Gichuru. The party’s Governing Council quickly nullified Odin- 
ga's suspension, censured Gichuru and Mboya, and denied that there 
was any split in the party.

In spite of the cleavages within the party, ^ANU-won an 
ipipressive victory at the polls, obtaining 67.47© of the popular

KADU^finished second with 16.47©,. >
vote'for the contested seats.
although it trailed in seats only 19 to 11 because constituency

According to Bennett aiiboundaries favored less populous areas.
Rosberg, ’’in only a few areas did party organization play a prom-

Far more important was the commit-inent part in the election, 
ment of the main tribal groups to one or other of the parties."^
Through the following of its leaders, the appeal of its call for 
the immediate release of Kenyatta, and its close identification
with nationalism, KANU was able to win the support of the Kiku^

In the ethnic arithmetic ofLuo, Kamba, Kisii, Meru, and Embu.
Kenyan politics, that coalition is always sufficient for victory. 

After the elections, KANU kept its campaign pledge not/
to form a government until Kenyatta was released^ from detention 
and sat at first in opposition to the Government formed by KADU. 

^ Kenyatta was finally released from detention in August of 1961

1. Ibid., p. 43.-^
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"•’and at a meeting of the KANU Governing Council .in October was 
elected President of the party. Gichuru stepped down as Presi

dent, but remained Chairman of the Parliamentary Group. On De

cember 21, 1961, it was announced at the KANU annual conference 
that Kenyatta would stand for a constituency seat in ForLHall, . 
which Kariuki Njiiri (a Kikuyu and later an assistant minister) 

fd'vacate'for this purpose, and ifl January, 1962, he was elec

ted to the Legco without contest. The entry of Kenyatta into the 
Legco cleared the way for formation of a KANU-KADU interim coali

tion Government on April 10, 1962, with Kenyatta and Ngala hold

ing the senior positions in the cabinet.
Although KANU leaders were preoccupied during the follow

ing year with the problems,of government and negotiations in 
London over the conditions of self-government, the scheduling of 
the 1963 elections soon threw attention back on KANU's national

wou

1

organization. In preparation for the elections-, the party is

sued its election manifesto. What a KANU Government Offers You, 
attacking KADU's plan for regional government and presenting an 
ambitious social program, which included seven^ea,r^ free’educa

tion for every child. . •

As in 1961, the party was plagued by many splits. The 
most serious one occurred when Paul Ngei, a detainee with Kenyat

ta and prominent leader»-of Kenyans fourth largest tribe, the 
Kamba, withdrew from KANU to found his rival African People’s
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Party (APP). Ngei was unhappy with his failure to receive suf-
ficient recognition from KANU and with attempts by some party 
leaders to promote Kamba rivals. The APP originally drew some
non-Kamba support, but by election day its influence was limited 
to Ukambani (Kamba country). v '

KANU encountered another problem that it had also faced 
Disputed nominations and rivalries among its tjjp lead-V

in 1^61.
ers led to the emergence of a large number of independent candi

dates opposing the official ones. This time, however, Kenyatta
carefully announced the official KANU nominations, and, as a re

sult, other party leaders could not continue to support their own
candidates openly, as they had done in 1961. Furthermore, the
defection of Ngei seemed to frighten the party enough to bring 
at least temporary unity, 
be fragmented, it presented by the time of the May elections a.^- 
more unified posture than it had at a corresponding time in 1961 
Compromises between factiqns were frequently arranged during the 
nominating process, but the results cons^iderably enhanced the 
standing of Odinga, whose supporters were nominkt^ throughout 
Central Nyanza .and in urban areas as well.

The-elections produced a higher turnout than those in 
Votes for MPs were cast by 1,843,879 people, and there 

were another 334,622_g|lstered voters in uncontested constitu- 
KANU obtained about 54% of-the votes cast, and KADU

So, although the party continued to

1961.

encies.
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received about 26%. The remaining votes went to independents 
and other parties. After the winning independents chose sides, 
the constituency members were divided as follows:
32, and APP 8. KANU quickly enlarged its margin by capturing 11 
of the 12 specially elected seats. With constituencies less dem

ocratically apportioned in the Senate, KANU won only 20 seats to 
16 for kADU and two for APP. ^ aiy interpretation,^the voting 
demonstrated the great popularity of Kenyat-ta and KANU.

After the mandate provided by the elections, Kenyatta, 
as Kenya's first Prime Minister, formed a cabinet that reflected 
election trends. Odinga, the new Minister for Home Affairs, was 
the first after the Prime Minister to be sworn into office. Mboya

KANU 72, KADU

1

the Minister for Justice and Constitutional Affairs, and Gichuru,
The cabi-Minister for Finance and Economic Planning, followed, 

net as a whole was the result of careful ethnic balancing;,^, and 
all groups that had supported KANU received some representation. 
The party was able to utilize the specially elected positions to 
elect KANU members from areas where it.had demonstrated little
strength in order to broaderf its base of ..g^pprt.

A

1.. .Clyde Sanger and John Nottingham, "The Kenya Election of " 
1963." Journal of Modem African Studies. 2 (Marfiiv<1964) 1-40.
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KANU After Self-Government'

After self-government began on June 1, 1963, the task of
KANU changed from obtaining the reins of power to exercising the 
powers it had won.* Although the leaders'Of the party were the
same both before and after self-government, this change in ori-
.eiVtation brought new strength and ^ew problems to the party as 
it attempted to rule the country.

Expansion of the party. When KANU came to power, it had won a
clear majority, but the party still operated in a competitive
situation. Over the next six years, however, the party expanded
so that it becam^ an all-inclusive dominant party and at times 
Kenya's only party. KANU was able to achieve this growth with- 
out national elections, which were not held until 1969.

The efforts of KANU to increase its strength and elimin

ate its opposition centered on parliament and* began immediately 
after the result^ ,of th^963 
members of the House elected as independents or nominees of small 
local parties quickly moved to join KANU. ThaJaenefits tha.t a 
ruling party could distribute played ah obvious role in some of 
these decisions. John Konc.hellah, founder of the Rift Valley 
People’s Congress, and Daniel Moss, President of the West Kalen

jin Congress, both_r^ as independents, and both were appointed 
assistant ministers upon joining KANU. The recruitment of Kon-

elections -were announced^ Seven
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chellah and Moss constituted an important inroad for the party a-
mong the Masai and the Kalenjin, two ethnic groups who had strong

ly supported KADU in’elections. When five independents were later 
elected from the Northeast Province, they too joined KANU.

Erosion in the ranks of KADU also began immediately after
By the time of independence, KADU had lostthe May elections, 

seven MPs to KANU, and the entire APP delegation had crossed the■9

KAJjU continued tofloor in September to join the ruling party, 
apply pressure, frequently through tribal elders in areas where 
the opposition was strong,^ and the remaining KADU MPs disbanded
in November of 1964. In May of 1966, Kenyatta told a KANU confer

ence that the dissolution of KADU was "our greatest triumph as a 
party and as a nation.The. accommodation of the new recruits 
from KADU produced little visible strain or ideological change at 
first, but did cause considerable realignment within the parlia

mentary party. The KANU Parliamentary Group (PG) now included 
many members not ■elected.^^der the KANU banner. The 129 elected

1. Fred G. Burke, "Political Evolution inM^^ttya," in Stanley 
Diamond and Fred G. Burke,'*eds., The Transformation of East Africa: 
Studies in Political Anthropology (New York: Basic Books,' Inc., 
.1966), p. 231.

2- East African Standard (hereafter cited as EASTTSlar. ‘ 12. 
1966^, quoted in Jay E. Hakes, Jomo Kenyatta*s Concept of Parli
ament (M.A. thesis. Dyke University, 1968),: p. 26.
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members in Che KANU parliamentary party immediately after the 
dissolution of KADU entered Che House- in- the following ways:

67 popularly elected with backing of KANU organization
11 specially elected with KANU endorsement
31 popularly elected with backing of KADU organization 
1 specially elected with KADU endors^ent 
7 popularly elected with backing of APP organization

12 popularly elected as independents or members of other
•_ _  parties.

. >
129 Total

This influx of former members of KADU offset the "advantage that 
Che supporters of Odinga and the more socialistically inclined 
politicians had gained in the 1963 elections. From Odinga's per

spective, "the merger of KADU with KANU, far from strengthening 
Che party, introduced dangerously divisive policies and forces 
into KANU and made possible Che dilution of KANU's policy from 
within.

This shift within KANU was. one of Che factors Chat led 
to the decision by Vice President Odinga and many of his support-^,^ 
ers to withdraw from KANUjoin the new Kenya People's Union 
(KPU). When 23 members of the House, including Odinga, resigned 
from KANU in April of 1966, the Government had-par‘5iamenc pass a 
constitutiona.1 amendment requiring all Mi’s who resigned from un- 

^ dissolved parties to run again for their seats. This unexpected
t

action discouraged further defections, and fears of facing the

1. Odinga, Not Yet Uhuru, pp. 283-84.
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,.Vj electorate and enticements from the Government led many MPs who

had already made their move to attempt-to re-enter the ruling par

ty. Despite the impression it had given that readmission would 
be automatic, KAtJU refused to accept most of the ^dissidents who

attempted to rejoin. '

Consequently, 20 representatives ran for re-election. 
Although KPU obtained more total votes, its votes were concen

trated in Nyanza Province, and only seven of it^ candidates, in-

. >

eluding Odinga, returned to the House. After the amalgamation
of the House and the Senate into a 171-man National Assembly, KPU 
strength fluctuated between seven and nine until the Government 
detained all opposition MPs for alleged subversion in October of 

Although the KPU defections did not greatly deplete KANU’s1969.

strength in numerical terms, it did reinforce the swing within 
KANU away from the relatively militant and issue-oriented par^y 
elected in 1963. The new Government established immediately af-,^
ter the KPU defections. t^d much about the new alignmeril: within 
KANU. Members of the cabinet reached parliament in the follow

ing ways:
17 elected as KANU constituency members 
1 elected as KANU specially elected member
1 appointed as KANU ex officio member
2 elected as KADU constituency members 
1 elected as APP constituency member

1

22 Total
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The situation was quite different for assistant ministers:.
10 ' elected as KANU constituency members 
2 elected as KANU specially elected members 
9 elected as KADU constituency members 
1 elected as APP constituency member 
5 elected as independents or members of bther parties

27 Total

• This situation meant that MPs who were elected on non-KANU tick- 
ets in 1963 had a better chance of being in the Govemument in 1966 
than those who had run as members of KANU, afbeit at lower levels.

>

The expansion of KANU had many implications. Acting as
an umbrella for virtually all active political elements and lack

ing the stimulus provided by party competition, the party ceased
to articulate an identifiable point of view and lost its early
fervor. As is true in’any-parliamentary system, large majorities 
also placed added strains on party resources. The larger KANU 
became, the more people there were who expected rewards, sut£h as 
positions in the government. As has been shown, former KADU MBs 
shared many benefits f^lowing their switch in allegiance. To a 
large extent, however, this was accoipplished only at. the cost of 
freezing out those who had sat on the KANU^tra^l^benches since 1963. 
In all, KANU was vastly different when it faced no or weak oppo

sition than it was in a competitive two-party situation.

The_£pmpetition between intra-party factions thatFactionalism.
_ _
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•■■ii characterized KANU before independence day in 1963 continuedj and 
even intensified, after that date. The fighting took place at 
the local as well as national level, but the latter split will 
be discussed firsi;.^

At the national level, the two principal protagonists 
within KANU continued to be Jlboya and Odinga. The competition to 
succeed Kenyatta and personal and ideological differenc'Ss under

lay the long-standing rivalry. During the first years of inde-
pendence, their dispute rarely surfaced publicly, but after the
dissolution of KADU it became increasingly open. The split fre

quently manifested itself in the form of disagreements over Ken

ya's foreign policy. During this period, statements favoring 
Marxist^ideology and communist nations and attacking "stooges" of 
the Americans always identified a supporter of Odinga, while sta

tements condemning "communists" and "revolutionaries" were ma 
by Mboya's allies. This split permeated the entire party and may* 
have been a factbf in th^ipassassination of MP and Odinga advisor 
Pio Gama Pinto (a Goan) on February 24/ 1965. • ‘

^e

J

1. Since internal disputes in ^he party were rarely publi
cized, analysis of factional struggles is difficult. For this 
reason it is encouraging that the factional alignmenJ^^jfithin KANU 
that have been identified on the basis of maneuvering in parlia
ment are similar to those found by Richard Sandbrook in his study 
of trade unions in Kenya. For a preliminary report of his re
search,--see Richard^andbrook, "The Struggle to Control Kenya's 
Trade Unions," Africa Report. 15 (March, 1970), 24-29.
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Most of the early verbal clashes occurred outside of ' 

parliament, but early in 1965 a series of tests of strength be

tween the two groups began in the parliamentary party. The in- 
itial confrontation involved the Lumumba Institute, which was es

tablished with Kenyatta and Odinga as patrons in November of 1964 
tovtrain KANU party officials. Since the school's independent 
board of management was strongly pro-Odinga and the school itself 
had Russian sponsorship and staff, it was an inviting target for 
anti-Odinga forces. On April 30, 1965, J. K. ole Tipis (a Masai 
back-bencher, former member of KADU, and later an assistant ttin- 
ister) introduced a private member’s motion urging the Government
to take over the management of the Institute and place it under 
the Ministry of Education; the unruly debate that followed test

ified to the polarization within the party. In the Government's 
official reply, the Minister for Education, Mbiyu Koinange (a 
Kikuyu), offered an amendment, seconded by Mboya, which toned 
down the language of the'^tion, but left its substance intact.
Since the President had endorsed Koinange's amendment, it was ac-

' ' i
cepted by all sides. As a^result, the confrontation produced a 
partial victory for a recently organized anti-Odinga coalition, 
whose most prominent members were former opposition laa4er Ngala 
and Mboya.^ .

1. For debate, see Kenya House of Representatives, Official
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Amid public demands (from among others ministers Kiano 
and Moi) that Odinga resign as Vice President and numerous re

torts from his supporters, more confrontations took place in July, 
On the 21st of July the KANU Parliamentary Group*" elected Ngala, 
still a backbencher, to-replace Odinga as Vice Chairman of the 
caucus. Odinga withdrew from the contest at the prospect of de

feat and the vote for Ngala was 75 to 6. At the same dteeting,
Tom Malinda (a Kamba backbencher and .later an assistant minister) 
was elected Secretary; and J.D. Kali and J.K. Tanui (a Kalenjin),
Chief Government Whip and Deputy Chief Government Whip respect

ively and both allies of Odinga, were replaced by William Malu 
(a Kamba) and Vincent arap Too (a Kalenjin), both in the other 
wing of the party.^

A week later Ngala presented nominations for a new Ses

sional Committee (an important committee which scheduled parli

amentary business) in the House. His action was highly irregulg^t 
, since previous hominati<^ for the Committee had been presented

Report. April 30, 1965, qpls. 1725-60, Here^f£er, the Official 
Report of the House of Representatives and the National .Assembly 
will be cited simply as Report. The two sets of the Report can 
be distinguished by the dates in the citations, since the House 
ceased to exist as a separate entity at the end of 1962, and the 
amalgamated National Assembly started to sit at the beginning of 
the following year.

1 .-v,EAS. July-22^^1-965.■
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on behalf of the Government by Odinga, acting in his capacity as 
senior minister, and since Sessional Committees had traditionally 
served for the duration of a session. Moreover, a motion by a 
backbencher had.been given Government time. Ngala said that he 
was carrying out the mandate of the previous week’s*-meeting of 
•the Parliamentary Group, which declared that it had lost confi

dence in the current Committee. The substitutions pro^iosed by 
Ngala clearly constituted a purge of Odinga supporters (see Table 
2.1). Reflecting the sensitivity of the issue, no minister par

ticipated in the debate. Of the four assistant ministers who 
spoke on the nominations, Eric Bomett (a Kalenjin) and Jeremiah 
Nyagah (an Embu) endorsed them and Gideon Mutiso (a Karaba) and 
Munyua Waiyaki (a Kikuyu) opposed them. After a number of heated 
exchanges, Ngala's nominations passed without a division.^

The most intense conflict in the House came on February 
15, 1966, when Mboya introduced a motion of confidence in Presi^ 
dent Kenyatta and his Government. The motion condenme'd "dissi- 
dent and confused groups” in a not ve^y subtle reference to the 
Odinga wing of the party. When Mboya presented ^.t as a Govern-

• >

1. Report. July 28, 1965, cc. 1486-1530. The membership of 
the Sessional Committee was also discussed in HakesTTenvatta*s 
Concept of Parliament, pp. 87-88.
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Table 2.1.
Changes in the Sessional Committee 

July 28; 1965

New CommitteeOld Committee
*Vice President Odinga 

(Chairman)
Minister for External 

Affairs Murumbi 
• ^..Minister for Economic 

Planning Mboya 
Minister for Internal 

Security Mungai 
Minister for Local Gov

ernment Sagini 
Minister for Home Af

fairs Moi
Minister for Co-opera

tives Ngei
^Minister for Information 

Achieng-Oneko 
F. R. S. DeSouza 

*Z. M. Anyieni 
*B. 'Kaggia 
*J. D. Kali 
M, Kibaki 
M, Muliro 
J. K. Ndile
R. G. Ngala 
J. J. M. Nyagah 
J. C. N. Osogo 
A. J. Pandya 
J. M. Shikuku

• J. K. ole Tipis
S. M. Amin 

*T. Okelo-Odongo 
*J. P. Lorema

*Vicc President Odinga 
(Chairman)'^

Minister for External 
Affairs Murumbi 

Minister for Economic 
Planning Mboy^

Minister for Internal 
Security Mungai 

Minister for Local Gov
ernment Sagini 

Minister for Home Af
fairs Moi

Minister for Co-opera
tives Ngei 

F. G. Mati 
Orabese Makone 
K. K. Njiiri 
W. M. K. Malu 
E. Khasakhala 
J. Z. Kase 
J. Odero-Jowi
J. Nyamweya (Vice Chai^an) 
C. Kiprotich
R. G. Ngala 
J. J. M. Nyagah 
J. C. N. Osogo '
A. J. Pandya

^J.M. Shikuku 
J. K. pie Tipis
S. M.-^Anfili 
P., L.. Rurumban

-4*

* Joinfed KPU in April, 1966, and therefore assumed to 
be supporters of Odinga.

Official Report. March 3, 1965, cc. 454-55, July 28,Source:
1965, _cc. 1492-93
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ment motion, Odinga, who usually led government business, protest

ed that he had not known of th6 motion. After the Speaker ruled 
that the motion was, nevertheless, a Government motion and Odin- 
ga’s motion for adjournment was defeated, the^^Vice President 
walked out of the proceedings. During the stormy-, seven and a 
half hour debate, the Speaker ejected six members for fraudulent

. V • '

points of order. Odinga was supported by Ramogi Achieng-Oneko 
and Tom Okelo-Odongo (also a Luo), who were 5oth members of the 
Government and attempted to offer amendments. On the other side, • 
four ministers, in addition to Mboya, and five assistant minis-: 
ters spoke in favor of the original motion, which at midnight 
passed unamended and without a division.^

The final showdown came at a hastily called KANU dele

gates' conference on March 13. As soon as the conference was an-

V

nounced by Secretary General Mboya, Odinga supporters begap to 
demand a postponement.^ Five days before the conference 49 sen

ators and. representat^es sent a memorandum to President Kenyatta 
asking for a delay in elections to J?e held at the conference and 
criticizing Mboya, but the next day 99 metoberi signed a-petition

Report. Feb. 15, 1966, cc. 913-1020.1.-

2. For debate, see Report. Mar. 3, 1966, cc. 1727-40.
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supporting the KANU conference.^ Two days before the conference 
the KANU PG met at Harambee House and decided that the post of 
party vice president should be dropped in favor of a system of 
provincial vice presidents. Since the decision involved strip

ping Odinga of his position in KANU, the 85 to 30 vote in favor 
of the move was probably the definitive ’ test of strength between 
the Odinga and Mboya-Ngala forces. ^

At the conference itself a number of positions were con

tested, but candidates supported by Mboya swept the board. Ken- 
yatta remained as President, and Mboya easily defeated Masinde 
Muliro for Secretary-General. None of Odinga's candidates for 
the new provincial vice presidents or other positions came close 
to winning. Having failed to,mobilize a majority in the parlia

mentary party and in the delegates' conference or to win the sup

port of the President, Odinga withdrew from KANU in April taking 
more than 20 of his supporters in the House with him.

The resignation o^Odinga 
in KANU. To fill the vacuum left by th^ Odinga wing, a new group 
with some support from Kenyatta began to organize'hgainst Mhoya 
and Ngala. The leaders of this new group were three Kiku5ru rain- 

^ isters, Njoroge Mungai (also, the President's personal physician)

did not eliminate factionalism

1. HAS, Mar. 1966.
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Mbiyu Koinange, and Charles Njonjo, Minister for Housing Paul 
Ngei, and Daniel arap Moi, whom the President appointed as his 
Vice President and possible successor in January, 1967. 
Odinga-Mboya split, the new cleavage involved maneuvering over 
the succession to Kenyatta (who was 77 years of age)^and attempts 
to block a likely candidate (in this case, Mboya). 
earlier struggle, however, this one^had virtually no ideological 
or policy implications.

At the national level, the new struggle saw neither the
public verbal clashes nor the purging of national party officials

It did, however, have
Early in July, 1968, the 

- -5 . • '

President announced his appointment of Moi to replace James
Hyamweya (a Gusii) as Leader of Government Business and of Ngei
as Deputy Leader. Later in the month the Parliamentary Group
elected new officers. Kenyatta, of course, remained as Chairman.

•it
The following changes, however, took place; Moi for Ngala as
Vice Chairman, F. M. G. Mati (a Kamba) for Malinda as Secretary,

/
Bhikuku for Malu as Chief Whip, hnd Sammy Oinat;^! Rabai, part of 
the larger Mijikenda group) for Too as‘Deputy*Whip.^ Thus all 

^ officers identified with Mboya were replaced.

Like the

Unlike the

that had characterized the earlier era.
its effects on the"parliamentary party.

1. Jan. 24,*^1968.
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In May 1968, the Moi-Njonjo group 'staged a power play in 
the guise of constitutional reform. The Constitution of Kenya 
(Amendment) (No.-2) Bill, drafted by Attorney-General Njonjo and
first debated in parliament on May 28, provided that on the death 
of the President the Vice President would hold tije office until 
general elections were held, whereas previously a new President 
was to be elected immediately b^ parliament. The Bill also re

quired a presidential candidate to be 40 years of age, thereby 
eliminating Mboya, who was only 38. The Bill immediately came 
under attack from Mboya supporters, including ministers and as

sistant ministers. A new amendment, which placed strict limita

tions on the exercise of presidential authority by a Vice Presi

dent who succeeded to-the office and lowered the age for Presi

dent back to 35, was eventually substituted and on June 25 passed 
its final reading. Thus Mboya fared well in this test of stren

gth, although not all who attacked the ori'ginal amendment were 
necessarily his allies.

■ -ia
This second, post-Odinga phase pf factionalism came to 

an abrupt end on July 5, 1969, when Mbova^was lassassinated on a 
Nairobi street. The issue of whether any'politicians-had planned 
the murder was not raised at the trial or the appeal of the man
convicted and executed for the murder.

__
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This discussion of factionalism in'KANU has been confined
Nevertheless, much ofso far to politics at the national level, 

the factional struggle in KANU took place at the district level. 
At its formation, KANU adopted the administratj.ve district as its
basic organizational unit. This decision continually plagued the 

. party for with several constituencies in each district and as many 
as eight'and nine in some, the c'ftances for cleavage were increased 
When district disputes are discussed in close proximity to nation

al disputes, the former may appear simply to be products of the 
latter, whereas most district disputes mixed local rivalries and 
issues with those at the national level.

During the period of the Odinga-Mboya split in KANU, there 
were frequent struggles to control district organizations. In 
Murang'a District of Central Province, for instance, Senator Tad

deo Mwaura (like the others involved, a Kikuyu) and MPs Kiq^o, 
Njiiri, and Gachago challenged Chairman Kaggia, thereby indirect- 
ly attacking the. Odin^ wing
curred in Kitui, Machakos, Nakuru, and South Nyanza Districts.

of the party. Similar disputes oc-

In many areas, two branches, feach claimlng.si9^be legitimate, op- 
Although many local issues were involved.erated simultaneously, 

the disputes had national implications, and party headquarters in "

Nairobi usually endorsed organizations favorable to Mboya. A 
number of aspirsm^^whose claims .were overruled by the national 
office were among those who joined KPU in 1966.
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Intra-party conflict at the national*level was increas

ingly circumspect after the withdrawal of Odinga (in part, be

cause the later disputes were devoid of any ideological content
and were, therefore, difficult to articulate), b^ut the opposite

One cause 4?f the great-situation pertained at the local level.
.er intensity of the local conflict was legislation requiring all 
poTitical candidates to have part^ sponsorship. The local gov

ernment elections of August, 1968, were the fi-rst to be held
With nomination by a KANU branch being tan-under the new rule.

tamount to election in areas where KANU was strong because of the 
ban on independents, the competition for control of district or

ganizations increased.
A month before the local government elections, the East 

• African Standard printed a picture of Minister for Housing Paul 
Ngei and backbencher William Malu wrestling on the ground ouj^side 
the Machakos branch office, of which they both claimed control.^
Both members of Kamba royal * families, Ngei and Malu had been ri- 
vals in the eight-constituency Machako^s District for along time, 
with Malu receiving encouragemeht from Mbova. aodi Ngei from the
anti-Mboya wing of the party.

1. E^, July 2, 1968.
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The struggle for leadership of the Mombasa organization 
was even more dramatic chan that in Machakos. After KADU and 
KANU merged at the national level in November of 1964, Ngala's 
KADU organization gradually supplanted Che KANU organization pre-

•-'.v

viously operating on the Coast. In protest, Mombasa .Mayor and 
Ipng-time KANU politician Mansifu Kombo' left KANU to join KPU. 
kombd rejoined Che ruling party in January of 1968 to begin the
bitterest contest for control of a branch in KANU history, 
split was so serious before the 1968 local government elections

The

that the President postponed them in Mombasa and personally su

pervised Che selection of a compromise slate of KANU candidates.
After considerable violence threats of violence, and nximerous 
setbacks, Ngala finally achieved a clear victory in a series of
public sub-branch and branch elections in August of 1969. One 
factor in the conflict was ethnic rivalry on the Coast.' Another 
one was Chat Mboya until his assassination supported Ngala, 
while Kombo was allied with the anti-Mboya group. The struggles 
for leadership in Machakos and Mombasa Districts were the most 
severe of a large number of such 'disputes with, bath local and
national implications.

In light of the above developments, we can comment on 
several aspects of factionalism and its-impact on politics in the 
parliamentary party. "While not every politician or MP was align-
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ed with one of the major blocs and some occasionally switched.-•,v

sides, KANU was bifurcated into pro-Mboya and anti-Mboya blocs 
from its formation'on March 27, 1960, to his assassination on 
July 5, 1969. -The cleavage was most visible when opposition par

ties were absent or weakest, but it always pervadeli the politics
■ of Kenya, including that in parliament.

Factionalism demonstrated the failure of KANU’^o estab

lish mechanisms by which party quarrels might''be peacefully set

tled. Whether in the calling of delegates' conferences, the hold

ing of branch elections, or the nomination of candidates, the 
party’s constitution was frequently ignored. As a result, the 
outcomes of party activity often had little legitimacy,. The 
sanction of President Kenyatta could provide such legitimacy, 
but he usually hesitated to intervene directly.

The existence of two broad blocs within Kenya meantithat
few tribal or geographic areas had a united leadership. In pc^- 
tically every area the blocs followed a strategy promoting 
rival leaders. As a result, tribal apd district group^s, includ

ing those in parliamentwere not cohesive that factionalism 
tended to mute tribal confrontations,’ at least until the assassi-
nation of Mboya.

Blurring of institutional boundaries. After the start of self-
government, the boundaries between the parliamentary party of
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KANU and its external party and between the ruling party and.the 
Goveminent became difficult to define/ This blurring of bounda

ries made Kenya similar to a "party-state", a term used by Pro

fessor Aristide -Zqlberg to describe regimes in wist Africa.^ A 
prominent characteristic of this party-state was the multiple 
r^le of Jomo Kenyatta as President of KANU, Chairman of the Par

liamentary Group, Head of Government, and Head of States Thus, 
while the KANU national organization,, the parliamentary party, 
and the Government were, in theory, three different institutions, 
the leadership of all three was, in fact, the same.

The overlapping of the parliamentary party and the KANU 
organization outside parliament and the decline of the latter 
that occurred during the same period was contrary to the hope ex

pressed by party leaders. Tom Mboya said in 1963:
It must be...explicitly stated that the parliamentar/i 

group of the party should work together with the Govern
ing Council and under policies agreed to by the party.
Any policy which the parliamentary group feels should be 
put forward-must be..;^tified by the Governing Council; 
otherwise, the Governing Council becomes redundant and 
the parliamentary group takes over/not only the party 
work in parliament but control throughout■the country...

We have to avoid what happens .in Britain, particu
larly in the Labour Party. Despite annual party con
ferences, it is clear that the parliamentary leader and

.-Vi

1. Aristide R. .^Iberg, Creating Political Order: The Party- 
States.^Qf West A£ri-oa.-CGhicago; Rand McNally, 1966).
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his members decide what they are going to do, and it 
does not matter what the annual conference decides.^

In light of this statement by the party's Secretary General, it 
is surprising that during the period of 1963 to 1969, with the 
exception of the months just before and after elections,,the par

liamentary party caucused very infrequently, and the national 
pa^ty organs- met even less often, 
a forum in parliament, even when they did not caucus regularly, 
they and the cabinet came to dominate the party, as Mboya had 
feared they might.

What conflict there was between national officials and

.-•jj

Since members of the PG had

the parliamentary party resulted almost entirely from the nomina

tion of Organizing Secretary John Keen in 1963 to run for a par

liamentary seat in a strong KADU area and his subsequent defeat.
In January of 1966, this Masai politician, the only prominent na

tional KANU official not in parliament, sent an open letter to 
President Kenyatta in which he complained that a KANU delegates 
conference had not been called since October, 1962, that-the par- 
ty‘secretariat last met in February, 1964, and that the last meet- 
ing of the party executive council occu;:red in January, 1963.

1. Mboya, Freedom and After, pp. 86-87.
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Keen also mentioned his apprehension over unpaid party debts.^
Keen soon resigned from his post, and the KANU delegates' 

conference in March of 1966 elected a new set of party officials,
all of whom were MPs:

President -- Jomo Kenyatta (also President of Kerfya)
Vice President for Nairobi — Mwai Kibaki (assistant 

minister, promoted to minister in May)
Vice President for Western Province -- Eric Khasakhala 

(backbencher, promoted to assistant minister in May) 
Vice President for Nyanza Province — Lawrence Sagini 

(minister)
• Vice President for Northeastern Province -- Mohamed 

Jubat (backbencher)
Vice President for Central Province -- James Gichuru 

(minister)
Vice President for Rift Valley Province — Daniel arap 

Moi (minister)
Vice President .for Eastern Province -- Jeremiah Nyagah 

(assistant minister, promoted to minister in May)
Vice President for Coast Province — Ronald Ngala (back

bencher, promoted to minister in May)
Secr'etary General -- Tom Mboya (minister)
Assistant Secretary General — Robert Matano (assistant 

minister)
National Treasurer -- J. K. ole Tipis (backbencher, pro- ‘*i 

moted to assistant minister in May)
Assistant Treasurer -- William Malu (backbencher)
National Organizing Secretary -- Nathan Munoko (assist

ant minister) • ^
Assistant Organizing Secretary — Jesse Gachago (assist

ant minister)^
Besides representing an almost total victory for^rfboya and his 
allies, the .results solidified the merger between national and

/

1. John Spencer,."Kenyatta's Kenya," Africa Report, HJ. 11 
(May, 1966), 6*

. 2. '^AS, Mar. 14^1966.
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parliamentary institutions of the party. From mid-1966 thrpugh 
1969, MPs held all important positions in the party at the na

tional level except for one position on the national executive 
council, to which the former Mayor of Nairobi, Charles Rubia (a 
Kikuyu who, like Keen, entered parliament in 1969)‘5 wa’s elected 

• on April 30, 1968.
It is noteworthy that the basic decision to replace 0- 

dinga's old position of KANU Vice President with eight provin

cial vice presidents was ratified by the KANU Parliamentary Group 
before it was considered by the delegates' conference.

The integration of the parliamentary and external par

ties at the district branch level was less striking, but also 
evident. As has been discussed above, there was considerable 
turnover in district branch officials. Nonetheless, the list of 
district branch chairmen, as of May 31, 1968, yields the fol-^ow-
ing breakdown:

.6 ministers 
7 asfistant ministers 
9 backbenchers ^

20 others
i

42 Total

Thus MPs headed slightly over half of the district organizations!- 
The decision in 1959, mentioned earlier, teTTiSminate

IT' Kenya Gazette. May 31, 1968.
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candidates for parliament by means of preliminary elections ra

ther than party caucuses and the elimination of the opposition 
party further undermined the external party by leaving it with 
no role to perform in the electoral process in situations where 
there was no opposition.

As were the boundaries between the parliamentary and ex- 
temal parties, the lines between the ruling party and*the Gov

ernment became very indistinct between 1963 and 1969. 
bol of the situation was the frequent singing of KANU Yaienga 
Nchi (KANU builds the nation) by high officers of the armed for-

The dual roles of the

. >

One sym-

ces and police at public ceremonies.
President and his cabinet as leaders of both party and.Government
were important in the merger of institutions. These dual roles 
will receive attention throughout the dissertation. A second 
feature of institutional merger was the involvement of the bur

eaucracy of the Government in party matters. This involvement...^* 
in party affairs^ too.._j^ill be discussed later, and it is a major 
concern in Chapter 7.

Commenting on thj.s state of affairs^-Kei^yan political, 
scientist John Okumu wrote in 1968 o£ an overall decline in KANU 
institutions.^ He said: "To those persons who had once hoped

/

John J. Okumu. ...VCharisma and Politics in Kenya: Notes 
and Comments on the Problems of Kenya's Party Leadership," East
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that efficacy of party politics and party'leadership could have 
created a pervasive unity and a-rational national consciousness, 
the present state of affairs must seem a betrayal of hopes.
He felt that .party leaders depended on the chdrisma of Kenyatta 
rather than party organization to forge national'unity. OkUmu 
warned: "Unless the machinery of a ruling party is used regu

larly, it fails, over a period of time, to develop tj:ie necessary 
’rules of the game' critical for a smooth succession to party 
and to national leadership in the absence of a personality of 
Kenyatta's calibre."^

In review, there are several aspects of the KANU history 
we have presented that are particularly relevant to the parlia

mentary party. First, KANU's parliamentary party was dominated 
by a few leaders, particularly Kenyatta, who first achieved fame 
fighting the colonial Government. Second, factionalism pe,rvaded 
the affairs of the party. Third, the external party, as suej^ 
seldom impinged on the affairs of the parliamentary party because 
of its lack of separate identity, finally, after independence, 
the party operated lethargically in a relativfely non-competitive 
situation.

. V

Africa Journal, 5 (February, 1968), 9-16.
..i- Ibid.,-p.r;^9.,, . •2. Ibid.. p. 16.



Chapter III
THE WORLD OF MPS

. .V
■9

Members of Parliament must serve as a bridge be
tween Government and people.^

Jomo Kenyatta, December lA, 1964

The analysis now turns from the historical origins of the 
parliament and KANU to a systematic study of the 171 MPs who made 
up the National Assembly. . This Chapter will focus on the "world” 
of these MPs by addressing itself to a number of questions. From 
what kind of constituencies were members elected? What werje the 
social backgrounds of MPs? What was the role of MPs, as cone 
ed by the members theg^^elves? Finally, what were the interests 
that motivated MPs? /

1

Cons tituencies

The geographic units most relevant to parliamentary

1. Report. Dec. 14, 1964, c. 5.
(69)
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behavior were, of course, the constituencies of Che 158 members 
who were popularly elected. Because of limitations of data, con

stituencies must be' analyzed Indirectly by relating them Co na

tional, ethnic,.provincial, and district patterns that are more 
amenable to statistical, treatment. Unfortunately, ■thc'1962 cen- 

which all demographic calculations must be based, did not 
employ constituencies as population units and used 196^ political, 
boundaries, which have since been altered sevetal times.^

The economic and social situation nationally resembled, 
in many ways, that in other African countries, 
lation was not in the modem wage economy;^ educational opportun- 
ities were limited; most of the adult population had received no 
formal educatibn;3 and the country had thrown off foreign polit

ical control only in recent years. The Kenyan economy was largely

•sus, on

Most of Che popu-

1. A census was taken in August, 1969, but the results had^ 
not been published at this writing. The Ministry of Economic 
Planning and Development, however, did issue a press release on 
December 15, 1969, whi^contained some of the new population 
totals. /

2. In 1967 the "modem" sector of the econcfeiy employed 
600,600 people, or 6.2% 6‘f Che population. Republic of Kenya, 
Economic Survey. 1969 (Nairobi: Government Printer, 1969), p.
119.

3. Sixty per cent of males and 837o of females-ove? 15-had no 
formal education at the time of the 1962 census. Kenya, Ministry 
of Economic Planning and Development, Sts^tistics Division, Kenya 
Population Census^l962, Vol. 3 (Nairobi: Government Printer, 196Q
pp. 44-45.
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’'‘V* agricultural and consequently dependent on world markets. Popu

lation, almost 11 million in 1969, grew rapidly (at an annual rate 
of 3.3% between the censuses of 1962 and 1969), but economic 
growth, the number Of.schools, and other social services expand

ed at a faster rate than population.^
^ The economic and social,patterns within the country are 

of great interest to a political scientist. First, there tras an 
obvious racial disparity in the distribution of resources. As 
has been discussed earlier, Kenya's White settler population en

trenched its own position both socially and economically during 
the colonial period. The Asian (Indian and Pakistani) communi

ties, who first came to Kenya to build the railroad, assumed a 
middle position between the dominant and affluent Europeans and 
the indigenous Africans. The ascendency of the Europeans can be 
seen from their position with regard to land, occupations, and 
capital. Before independence, there were 52,146 square miles in
the fertile highlands plate^ reserved for Africans and 13,355

Thus, the 66,400'Whites there •as ofsquare miles for Europeans. 
mid-1959 possessed an average of 129 acres per p'er^on, while the
6,171,000 Africans had five acres each.^ A similar situation

1. IXiring the period 1964 to 1969 the economy grew at an 
estimated annual rate of^6.3% (real growth in- constant‘prices). 
Economic Survey, 19697~t)-.^v' For improvement in education and 
other social services, see pp. 154-70.

2, Jacob Oser, Promoting Economic Development: With Illustra-
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prevailed with regard to occupations. The Government surveyed
6,488 jobs in 1964 requiring university or higher education. Of

these, 23% were held by Africans, 27% by Asians, and 50% by Euro

peans.^ An analysis in 1968 of control of capital and Industry 
found even greater dominance by Europeans and Asians^^ 'The Gov

ernment launched programs of land transfer and Africanization in 
. >
commerce and industry after independence, but the basic^attem 
of racial imbalance in control of resources con'fcinued. Although 
Europeans constituted less than 1% of the total population, they
were able to exercise considerable influence on political affairs
because of their economic position.

In addition to the racial imbalances, there were compar

able ethnic inequalities. The 1962 census distinguished between
40 tribes, indicating the diversity in language and traditional

1

tions from Kenva (Nairobi: East African Publishine House. 1967). .
p. 151.

y. Republic of Kenyaf- High-Level Manpower Requirements and 
Resources in Kenva. 1964-1970 (Nairobi: Government Printer, 1965), 
pp". 28-30, cited in Donald Rothchild, 'Ethnic Inequalities in 
Kenya," Journal of Modem African Studies. 7 -^Datfember, 1969) ,
693.

Who-Controls Industry in Kenya? (Nairobi: East African 
^ Publishing-House, 1968). Also see "Report of the Select Commit

tee to Investigate into Possibilities of Africanizat-iotr'in all 
Fields" (cyclostyled, 1969).

_ _ •-
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social organization that existed in the country. (For location 
of major groups, see Fig. 3.1.) In this century the larger tribes 
(especially the largest one, the Kikuyu, but also the Luo, Luyia, 
Kamba, Meru, and Gusii) have developed at a faster pace than have 
smaller, pastoral tribes.^ The imbalances that this uneven de- 
•velopment created are difficult to analyze systematically, to a 
large extent because the Government has been reluctant^to release 
data organized on the basis of tribe. One attempt to derive a 
tribal breakdovm of African educational achievement found the
Kikuyu ranking first in primary education, minimal literacy, and 
post-secondary education (see Table 3.1). Among the Kikuyu, 51% 
of the people were literate, for example, as compared with S/e 
among the Masai, a less numerous, pastoral people. In another 
attempt to analyze imbalances, Venys and Chaput classified by 
tribe the Kenyans in Who's Who in East Africa.^ Their’effort^ 
show both the disproportionate number of Europeans and Asians lUi 
the elite aiid the leadthe Kikuyu, grouped with the Embu and 
Meru, over other Africans (see Table ^.2)» All such attempts to

i

1. In Kenya "development" means advancement or "Westerniza
tion" educationally, economically,'and socially.

2. The publishers of Who*s Who attempted to obtain biograph
ies from those who met certain criteria that they felt would id
entify the elite. For details, see Gordoji M. Wilson, "The Elite 

and Burke, eds. Transformation ofin East. Africa," 
East iCfrica. pp.
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Fig. 3.1. Distribution of Tribes
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Source: W. T. W. Morgan and N. Manfred Shaffer. Ponulatlon 
of Kenya: Density and Distribution (Nairobi: Oxford Unlve- 
slty Press, 1966), p^.,33.
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Table 3.1
Ethnic Breakdown of African Educational Achievement

Minimal Literacy
Kikuyu 
Gusii 
Luyia 
Kipsigis 
Embu 
Luo - 
Taita 
Nandi 
Meru 
Kamba 
Tugen- 

Nj emps 
Elgeyo-
Marakwet 21.8 

Mijikenda 15.5 
Pokot (Suk) 9.1 
Masai

Post-SecondaryPrimary Education
51.2 
40.5.
38.5
36.2
34.7 

. 33.0
33.0
31.8
28.5
21.3

645Kikuyu
Nandi
Taita
Embu

56.0
50.8 •
44.8 
41.0 
37.7 
36.2 
34.6 
34.0 
32.0

^.Kikuyu 
Gusii 
Luyia ‘
Kamba 
Luo 
Meru 
Nandi ^
Tugenr"*

Njemps 119 
Kipsigis 111 
Mijikenda 110 
Embu 
Elgeyo-
Marakwet 44

332
329
214
205Luo
154.Kipsigis 

Gusii 
Luyia 
Meru 
Elgeyo- 
Marakwet 

Kamba 
Tugen- 
Njemps 

Pokot (Suk) 
Mijikenda 
Masai

144

24.1
20.5 21.8 61

17.7
2615.2 Taita 

Masai 
Poko^ (Suk) 11

2414.9
13.0- 7.7

Primary Education: percentage of males plus percentage of fe
males- between the ages of '5 and 9 with some schooling.

Minimal Literacy: percentage of males over 20 with some school
ing.

Post-Secondary: number with 13 or more years of education.
1

Source: Soja, Geography of Modernization in Kenya. p.‘62. Soja's
figures are based on selected districts that-were relatively homo
geneous ethnically. Since districts that were mixed ethnically 
were generally urban and since urban dwellers generally -ranked 
higher than.urban people in levels of education, the figures un
derstate educational achievement, especially for tribes that were 
particularly urbanized.
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Table 3.2
Ethnic Distribution of the Kenya Who's Who. 1965-1966 

(percent^e). v

Go^mment
Population Total Survey EmployeesEthnic Group

Kikuyu/Embu/Meru 25.2 14.9 24.9

13.2 9.5 14.3Luo

12.6 7.8 11.3Luyia

Kamba 10.8 2.3 6.1

Other African 35.2 11.0 21.4

2.0 20.4As ian 5.3

0.7 32.0 14.4European

0.4 2.-1 2.3Arab

100.0
(N=l,534)

iOO.O
(N=603)

Total -100.0
■

i

Source: Michael Chaput, ed., Patterns of Elitfe Formation in 
Kenya, Senegal« Tanzania, and Zambia .(Syracuse. N.Y.: Program of 
East African,Studies, Syracuse University, 1968), p. 10. This 
study used Kenyan students at Syracuse University to identify 
ethnic backgrounds of those listed in Who*s Who in East Africa 
on the basis of family names. I have altered the population 
figures for the Kikuyxr/Embu/Meru that Was contained in the ori
ginal table, since £t'Vas'''accurate for the Kikuyu only.
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measure the ethnic factor carefully have been- somewhat artifi

cial. Nevertheless, the general pattern of Kikuyu at the top and 
small pastoral tribes at the bottom is clear.

Ethnic imbalances can be related to parliamentary consti

tuencies by beginning to’think spatially. For geogi;aphic and 
historical reasons, development in Kenya has concentrated in a 
ceriCral belt running southeast to Northwest, from the coastal port 
of Mombasa to the Kenya-Uganda border just north of Lake Victoria. 
Much of this area is of high elevation (4,000 to 8,000 feet) and 
has a temperate climate and fertile soil.^ These pleasant con

ditions were some of the reasons that the Mombasa-Karapala rail

road,^ European settlement,3 and urban centers (see Fig. 3.2) 
clustered in this area. -Furthermore, the large tribes^ and early 
mission schools^ concentrated along this same belt.

Resulting from the above factors, almost every featur^ of 
modernization was present to a greater degree"in this central

1. Soja, Geography of Modernization in Kenya, p. 7*
/

2. Ibid., p. 28.
3. Ibid.. p. 18.

4. Ibid., p. 12.

5. Ibid.. p. 61.
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Source: Soja, Geography of Modernization in Kenya, p. 50.
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belt than in other sections of the country. Education was avail

able to more people and at higher levels.^ Social services and 
communications were more highly developed. African political ac

tivities, as measured by turnout in the 1963 genejral election, the 
number of registered political organizations, and the speed with 
which district branches of KANU were opened, was also greatest in 
this'area,Correspondingly, sections outside this cental belt 
were less developed and could communicate less easily with the 

Two maps (Figs. 3.3 and 3.4), one of the 
growth of postal services and the other on newspaper circulation, 
provide visual evidence of the pattern that has been discussed in

rest of the country.

the distribution of resources.
These spatial patterns can be related to the various po

litical units within the country. Kenya contained eight provin- 
of which Nairobi was by far the most developed. The Central 

Province, which is located to the north of Nairobi, led the other
ces.

provinces, and Eastpm (except its northern districts),'Nyanza,
School en-and Western Provinces were also relatively developed./

rollment was one indicator of thd disparity anjorigithe provinces. 
According to 1964 statistics, the school enrollment in Nairobi of

1, Ibid.. pp. 63-65.
2. Ibid., pp. 66^67.
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students aged 7 to 13 was 1347o of its population in that age. 
bracket, which is not surprising since Nairobi schools accepted 
students from throughout the country. The comparable figure in 
the Central Province was 947.,, far ahead of any other area, while 
in the Northeastern Province it was 2.1% (see Table“3.S') . Be-

■sides the traditional social indicators already mentioned, one
■V * ' ^

can use harambee projects (voluntary schemes, such as schools, 
undertaken by local people without govemmentaf aid) as a mea

sure of variations in popular initiative. A breakdown by the 
Government in 1968 of such major projects completed since inde

pendence showed that over half of them had been in the Central 
Province (see Table 3.4). These provincial patterns were closely 
related to the ethnic patterns of resource distribution: the 
Central Province was the home of the Kikuyu, the Eastern of the 
Kamba, Nyanza of the Luo and Gusii, and the Western of the Luyia.

The Government recognized these imbalances by pledging 
itself to special effox^ to develop backward areas and by trans

ferring tax receipts from Nairobi and ^ombasa to rural county 
councils. Uneven development among races, ethnic* groups, areas, 
and provinces- remained a salient political issue, however.

As has been seen, imbalances between ethnic groups, geo

graphic areas, and political units overlapped with each other. 
These class if icatloas,, in turn, overlapped with another schema,
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Table 3.3
Primary School Enrollment and Child Population 

by Province in '1964
Population
aged 7-13 Enrollment Enrollment 
(thousands) (thousands).V (%)Prov-ince

265.9 250.0 94.0Central

120.3 55.1 45.8Coast

49.5337.4 166.9Eastern

29.0 39.8 137.3Nairobi

54.7354.1 193.7Nyanza

0.9 2.1Northeastern 44.8

Rift Valley 144.2 38.6373.7

232.5 164.2 70.6Western

1,014.8 57.7Kenya 1,757.7

/
‘ Source: Republic of Kenya, Kenya Education Copimission Report, 
Part II (Nairobi: Government Printer, 1965)^p*. 9, cited in 
Rothchild, "Ethnic Inequalities in ^enya,". p. 692.
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Table 3.4
Completed Harambee Projects by Province 

(December, 1963 to May, 1968)

7,931Western

17,217Nyanza

4,405Rift Valley
45,755Central

10,735Eastern

1.771Coast

Total 87,814

1-

Report. May 31, 1968, c. 277/Source:

1
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It is obvious that in Kenya there was a large gap 
between rich and poor, educated and'uneducated, 
there was an elite which was predominantly European and Asian,

social class.
On the one hand.

but included a number of Africans. On the other, there was the
mass of the African population. '

The boundaries of the National Assembly's 158 constitu-
. >

encies were drawn in late 1967 in preparation for the merger of 
the House of Representatives and the Senate.^ TKe 117 constitu-

■9

encies of the old lower chamber formed the basis of the division,
but to accommodate the former senators one constituency was add

ed to each district, and the lines were appropriately altered. 
The original 1963 allocation of seats in the House was based on
population, but ethnic affinities, geographic distances, and com

munications were also weighted heavily. Hence, poor communica

tions and a close community of interest induced the Constituen-^ 
cies Delimitation Commission, established by the colonial Govem-^^ 
ment in July of 1962, to. constituencies with well below the
mean population. "On the other hand," s^id the.Commission, "in 
rural areas of high population density and with--g66d communica

tions and clQse affinities within larger groups, we have delimit- 
ed constituencies with a population above the mean figure."^ The

1. For details 4-~s.e,e Chap.ter 1.
2. Kenya, Report of the Constituencies Delimitation Commis-
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Commission made its intent clear when it stated: "We believe
that the constituencies we have provided are so planned as to 
make it reasonably possible for those elected to keep in contact 
with their constituents."^ The addition of the 41 new seats in 
1967 reinforced the system of not distributing constituencies 
solely on the basis of population.

The preceding analysis of provincial differentiations 
indicates in a general way the characteristics of constituencies
within each province. As expected, the most developed constitu

encies clustered in urban areas and the Central Province. Addi

tional information can be derived by categorizing constituencies 
Each of Kenya's 41 districts con-on the basis of districts.

tained from two to eight constituencies. Districts were inte

grated administratively and frequently socially and economically
as well. Many districts were virtually homogeneous in ethnic t
composition, but this was not always the case. For instance, 
South Nyanza,' which was (^herwise Luo, contained one Kuria con

stituency, and Busia, which was predominantly Luyia, had^a single
iTeso seat.

Since the 1962 census was based on old administrative dis-
tricts and‘few data on the new districts are available, informa-

sion (London: Her Ma^jity-'s Stationery Office, 1963), p. 3. 
1. Ibid.. p. 2.
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cion on disCricCs is limiced to population and geographic area. 
These statistics permit calculation of the average population and 
size of the constituencies within a given district, as is done in .

Based on these data, Mombasa had the' smallest consti-Table 3.5.
tuencies with an average of 20 square miles per unit, while at 
'the ocher extreme the mean in Marsabit was 9,361 square miles. 
Population per constituency ranged from 11,200 people in remote
Lamu to 100,929 in Machakos. The prevailing jfattem was for large
constituencies to be below the mean population and for small con

stituencies to be over the mean.

Social Backgrounds

Characteristics of MPs. Kenyan MPs were part of a social as well 
as a political elite; their occupational and education backgrounds 
clearly differentiated them from the population as a whole. Th§t 
members of the :firsc National Assembly were mostly Affican, all 
male, well educated, and had been relatively wealthy before inde

pendence . i

MPs, without exception, ranked high in formal education, 
the most •important single determinant of social status in Kenya. 
Since English was the Assembly's official language, every pro

spective candidate.J^d j:o demonstrate his ability to speak and
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read English before contesting a seat. As of'the 1962 census, 
approximately three quarters of the adult population had no 
schooling, and it is'reasonable to suggest that at least that 
many were ineligible to run for parliament because of their lack 
of proficiency in English. Besides the language requirement es

tablished by law, there were other conditions in 1963 that were 
conducive to the election of well-educated parliamentarians. In 
May of 1963, when the elections were held, uhuru (independence) 

anticipated, but not yet achieved. As a result, voters want

ed someone who "understood" the colonialists and could negotiate 
with them, i.e., candidates with Western education.

In light of these factors, it is not surprising that of 
the 157 MPs serving at the beginning of 1969 whose educational 
background was known, 32 had attended Alliance High School, a 
secondary school for Africans a few miles west of Nairobi; 21 ^ 
had studied at Makerere University College in 'Kampala, Uganda 
the only university in E^t Africa until the late 1950's; and 
35 had gone on to post-secondary education .outside East Africa, 
in most cases at colleges and universities in-^Gxeat Britain_and 
the United States. Fifty-one MPs fell ‘into at least one of the 

^ above categories, and some were in more than one.^ Among this

was

1. Most inforpiat^h pn education'and age was obtained from
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elite were seven lawyers, three PhDs, and one MD.U-Si

Since Alliance High School played such a prominent part
in the education of many MPs, particularly ministers, this insti- . 
tution merits further attention. Founded by Protestant mission

aries in 1926, Alliance was the first and the most-prestigeous 
•high school for Africans. The schooldrew the top students from 

the country, and in 1955 its headmaster reported that in 
11 years only one student had failed the Cambtldge School Certi

ficate examination (this pupil passed the next year).^ The grad

uates of Alliance dominated early African participation in the 
Kenya Government. According to a study by David Koff, eight of 
the first 14 African MLCs in 1958 and 15 of 33 elected in 1961, 
for example, had attended Alliance. In 1960, moreover, 4 of the 
5 African district officers, 18 of 54 district assistants, 8 of

. V
across

11 education officers, 12 of 31 assistant agricultural officers,
8 of 9 assistant veterinary officers, and 12‘of 15 medical offic

ers were alumni, of Alliance'. By 1965, 18 of the 26 Africans in

/
Who's Who in East Africa 1967-6?'8 (Nairobi: MareoS Publishers Ltd., 
1968). It was the feeliiig of the publisher that those who did 
not furnish biographies or list their'level of education probably 
did so because of a lack of education. See Wilson, "African 
Elite in East Africa," p, 433n.

1. E. Carey Francis, "Kenya's Problems as seen by a School
master in Kikuyu Coiwtry," African Affairs. 54 (July, 1955) 186-
96.
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the highest administrative grade (permanent secretaries and de

partment heads) and 4 of 6 ambass^adors had also attended the 
school,^ Thus, there was a network of Alliance "old boys"
throughout the structures of government.

Since Alliance was a boarding school, its s^tudents were 
particularly susceptible to its socializing influence. Students 
there staged Shakespearean drama, well as washed their 
clothes and kept the school clean. They listened to countless 
sermons propagating the Christian faith and condemning tribal

ism.^

own

MPs not as well educated as those mentioned above still
stood out from their fellow wananchi (countrymen, citizens).
Some who had not studied at Alliance or taken post-secondary work 

- attended teacher training colleges and taught at lower levels in 
the school system. Of the 154 MPs with biographies in Who's Who 
in East Africa. 60 reported experience in the teaching profession. 
Other MPs worked previously as clerks, labor organizers, and 
farmers. In addition, most MPs had participated extens'ively in 
politics during the colonial period. A numh^r^/ them, especial

ly Kikuyu MPs, were detained during the emergency.

1. Rosberg and Nottingham, Myth of "Mau Mau". p. 76n.

2. For a view of'Alliance by a formet student, see Odinga, 
Not Yel?»-Uhuru. ppT^6^-37^
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Based on social data, MPs as a whole tended to be closer
in status and achievement to the European and Asian communities
than to the Africans they represented. This was certainly the

It wa^' also truecase if education is^ used as the criterion, 
with regard to income levels. Backbenchers earned lil,^00 a year 
plus other benefits, and ministers earned considerably more.^ 
Thus, all MPs were far above the mean for their constituents. On

June 20, 1969, while defending his private member’s motion call

ing on the Government to provide special help to poor areas in 
the North, Hassan Wario (a Boran and Member for Isiolo South) 
pointed out that a recent decision by the Government to quit col

lecting graduated personal tax from people with incomes under 
Is48 a year meant that only he and perhaps two others in his con

stituency would now have to pay the tax.^ Although this member 
came from an unusually poor area, the gap between incomes of MP§^, 
and those of their constituents was always large.^
- - - - - - - ^

1. B = $2.80. The Kenya h was not devalued in 1967.with 
the ‘British B, with which it should not be confi^d^.

2. Report. June 20, 1969, c. 1418. . -

3. Kenya‘was not the only East African country in which the 
'^members of parliament were part of a small, generally misaidn- 

educated elite. See William Tordoff, Government and Politics in 
Tanzania (Nairobi: East African Publishing House, 1967), p. 5; 
and G. F. Engholm, "TheJJestminster Model in Uganda."‘Interna
tional Journal. 18 (Atttumnv' 1963), 478.
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In at least one area, ethnic backgrounds', legislators
closely resembled their constituents. Only a few constituency
members were elected in 1963 who were not members of the domin

ant ethnic group in.their area, and several of these^were sup

porters of Odinga.defeated in the "little general election" of 
1966.^ Thus, for MPs to represent their constituents they fre- 
quently had to articulate ethnic grievances. ^

Differences among MPs. It is important to note how MPs collec

tively compared with their constituents, but it is also signifi

cant how MPs differed from one another. Social backgrounds were
not distributed randomly among MPs, but fell into identifiable 
patterns and constituted important determinants of parliamentary
behavior.

One important factor related to social background was the
areas from which MPs came. Members from Nairobi, Central, and*
Nyanza Provinces were better educated than their colleagues; in 
the first two areas at leas''^alf the MPs attended Makerere, or 
post-'secondary institutions outside East /^'frica (see Table "3.6) . 
In the Kiambu District of Central Province, the most developed

1. Kali and Achieng-Oneko in the House and Sijeyo -err^e • 
Senate. See Chapter 2.
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Table 3.6. Education.of MPs by Province

Makcrere or out- 
side East Africa UnknownLess

16 . 14Coast

450Northeastern

. >
8 * 20 1Eastern

2211Central

045Nairobi

30 56Rift Valley
0134Western

13 19Nyanza

1411047•Total

-f

-
/

1
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Table 3.7. Ages of MPs by Province (1969)

50-79 40-49 30-39 24-29 ■» Unknown

10 2 0•Coast 4 5
%

■9

4Northeastern 0 0 1

14 10 2- 03Eastern

0 2Central 8 9 3

2 4 3 0 0Nairobi

0 8Rift Valley 3 15 15

04 5 8 0Western

T2 8 0 1Nyanza 2

26 64 61 5 15Total

/
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Table 3.8. Education of MPs by Status

' Makergre or out- 
side East Africa Less

. >
Unknown

19 4 0Ministers

23Assistant Ministers 7 1

19 79 12Backbenchers

2 4 1Opposition

47 110 14Total

■

/
1
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Table 3.9. Ages of MPs by Status (1969\.

50-79 4Qr49 30-39 24-29 Unknown. \ T

04 0Ministers 6 13

3 18 8 . 0 2Assistant
Ministers

30 48 12Backbenchers 15 5

2 3 1 0 1Opposition

64 61 5 15Total -26

■ 'its.

/
i

__
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«',-inon-urban district in the country, five of the six elected mem

bers did post-secondary work at Makerere or outside East Africa; 
On the other hand, MPs from more remote areas in Northeastern, 
Rift Valley, and Eastern (northern sections) Provinces

Members from these areas also tended to Be 
younger (see Table 3.7), in part because few older people there 
could satisfy the English requirement. These imbalances in,ed-

were not
as well educated.

ucational backgrounds reflected to a large extent the development
In short, educated MPsin the areas from which MPs were elected.

tended to come from more developed areas.
There was also a close relationship between education 

and Che status of MPs as ministers, assistant ministers, and
backbenchers (see Table 3.8). Ministers were an elite of an 

Of the 23 of them in the cabinet at the beginning ofelite.

1969, all but two had attended Alliance, Makerere, or a post-
One of these two was

■7

secondary institution outside East Africa.
Tom Mboya, who while-having ^ctie formal education was widely 
recognized until his assassination as one qf the most articulate
and brilliant ministers in Africa. Less than a quaftter of ocher

Thus, in terms of educationalMPs studied at .the above schools.
•flackgrounds ministers resembled senior civil servants more than 
they did -other MPs . ^

1. Of the 21 permanent secretaries in 1957, information on
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Ministers tended to be older as well as better educated.-A'j

than other MPs (see Table 3.9).
KANU ministers were 40’ years of age or over; whereas only 46% 
of the KANU backbenchers were that old.

Seventy-nine per cent of the

i

> Roles of ME^

This analysis of the roles of members of parliament con

centrates on verbalized norms and on role expectations widely 
shared by MPs rather than on overt role behavior.^ As a preface
to more behavioral concerns, it is important to ask what MPs said
they ought to do and what values they ascribed to certain types 
of behavior. Indicators of role expectations can be derived from
a number of sources. The speeches of President Kenyatta contain

ed numerous pronouncements calling on MPs to behave in a certair&

the educational backeround^of 16 were available. Of these 16, 
eight attended both Allian^' and Makerere; two attended Alliance 
but not Makerere; four attended Makerere ^ut not Alliance;^ and 
only' two attended neither.

1. Study of legislative roles received considerable stimulus 
from John Wahlke, ^.al., The Legislative System (New York: John 
Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1962). I have also found helpful Raymond 

>s^F. Hopkins, ’’Political Roles and Political Institutionalization: 
The Tanzanian Experience" (Paper delivered at the Sixt^'^FlTfth An
nual Meeting of the American Political Science Association, 1969) 
and Donald R. Matthews,^'The Folkways of the. United States Senate: 
Conformity^to Group Nonns_and Legislative Effectiveness," Ameri
can .Politic^ Science Raylew, 53 (December, 1959), 1064-89 and 
"Coinnunication to the Editor," ibid.. 55 (December, 1961), 882-83.

1
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manner; in view of his immense influence these statements merit 
close study,^ Humphrey Slade's book, The Parliament of Kenya, 
dealt with normative issues, and in his capacity as Speaker he 
frequently conmeTited on the role MPs should perform. Finally,

MPs addressed themselves to the problem of their place in the 
political system. From these sources Merges a fairly consist- 
ent vocabulary and set of expectations. ^

't)ur primary concern," said one KANU batkbencher, "is the

.-Vj

. >

laws we pass."^ The legislative role for members of which he
spoke was based on Chapter 3 of the Constitution, which provided 
that "the legislative power of Parliament shall be exercisable 
by Bills passed by' the National Assembly.Kenyatta has spoken 
of (but not emphasized) parliament as "the machinery which can 
give the plans or requirements of the Government their lawful sta* 
tus,"^ and the Speaker has quoted these words several times.
Clearly, it was widely accepted that a fundamental duty of being

'S'
an MP was participating in the passing of laws.

/
1. See Hakes, Kenyatta's Concept of Parllameht.

2. Report. May 28, 1969, c. 431 (Mr. Seroney).
3. Constitution of Kenya. Chapter III, Part 2, Section 46(1).
4. Report. Dec. 14, 1964, c. 4.
5. The SpeakeiL,.^de. .a practice-of 

he intrd'duced a Presidential Address.
repeating these words when
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In addition. Speaker Slade wrote of the "critical func

tion" of members that was performed during question periods and 
Kenyatta, too, spoke of this aspect of par-debates on motions, 

liamentary activity when he said: s'

This /parliamenit7 must be our forum, for discussion and 
proposal, for question, objection or advice. It must 
give full, modem expression to the traditional African 

‘ , custom, by serving as rhe plqpe where the elders and the 
smen of the people are expected and enabled to oon-spoke

■Other MPs also placed great importance on the expectation that
they would criticize and advise the Government.

When Kenyatta delivered his first address as President 
to the National Assembly on Jamhuri (republic) day, December 14, 
1964, he presented his fullest statement on the responsibilities 
of MPs.^ In perhaps the most significant section he declared: .

Let me emphasize to the Members of this House that 
theirs is a two-way obligation; to represent fairly to ^ 
the Government the views of their constituents and then 
to interpret fairly to their people the' policies and 
decisions of the Government.

Members of Par&ament must serve as a bridge between 
Government and people. They stayd astride the national 
stream of activity and th9Ught. Unless this bridge is 
well maintained, the national well-being-silffers, through

1. 'Report. Dec. 14, 1964, c. 4.
2. Report. Dec. 14, 1964, cc. 3-10. For a translation of

Swahili section, s^ Hakes, Kenyatta'a Concept of-Parliament, pp. 
100-Q2,. .
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lack of access to, or lack of contribution from, some 
portions of our land.

The bridge model referred to two expectations of MPs, that they 
represent the. views of their constituents to the^^Government and 
that they communicate governmental policies back to^th^ir people. 
The bridge model and the roles it implied were cited frequently 
by'-the Speaker and MPs.

MPs were also expected to follow the directions of their 
party, Kenyatta declared at a 1966 conference:

A well organized party should clearly have the role 
of dealing with matters of general policy, and Members 
of Parliament themselves should be guided by the general 
framework of policy laid down by the party fsicj 
should be in a position to discipline a Member o 
roent who consistently refuses to toe the party line.^

These, s.entiments about duties to the party are similar to those
expressed by the Speaker, who said in The Parliament of Kenya:

Since the basic purpose of all political parties is 
the development, in support of a specified policy, of 
that strength which comes from disciplined combination, 
any Member of Parliament who joins a Party is expected 
to be loyal* to its ■4feclared policy and to accept its 
discipline, so long as he remains within the Party.**

Similarly, KANU backbencher Joseph Gatuguta Xa^kuyu and Member
for Kikuyu), when replying to KPU criticism about KANU back-

•»

which
f Parlia-

1. "Points made by His Excellency the President during the 
KANU Delegates Conference," quoted in Gertzel, "Kenya's Consti
tutional Changes," ^25,

2. P. 52.
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'"V benchers switching their positions on income tax legislation to 
agree with that of the Government, argued:

Even if a Kanu Back-bencher thinks that something 
is wrong, as long as he is loyal to that party,^and as 
long as he supports the Government, he must on certain 
occasions decide to vote with the party.... We are nor 
just running bur institution like an unorganized group 
of human being ^sic^ .^

Such\xpectat±ons about party discipline were widespread, though
not always fulfilled. *

So far, expectations of MPs involving passing of laws,• 
criticizing and advising the Government, serving as a bridge be

tween the people and the Government, and adhering to party discir 
pline have been identified. There was considerable consensus 
about what the obligations of MPs were, and this agreement indi-

to some extent, the role of MPs had become institu-cated that
tionalized.^ Furthermore, there was a normative content to these

expectations, as evidenced by the frequency with-which words such

"must,” "should,” and "obligation" punctuated statements aboutas

parliamentary duties.
/

As might be expected, however, there was^^^o disagree-
Although there was an. un-ment about what was expected of MPs.

1. Report. July 4, 1967, c. 1738.
2. I have found convincing Hopkins* association of consen- 
about-roles and insti-tutionalizatibn. See his "Political

Roles and Political Institutionalization."
sus
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derlying consensus about what members ought to do, the relative 
emphasis placed on different aspects of their role was open to 
debate. Thus, while all MPs accepted the legitimacy of the 
bridge model discussed above, some stressed the i^le of MPs com

municating the views of the people to the Government', whereas 
otjiers stressed, their role.as agents of the Government to their 
constituents. Thus, the norm served not only as a source of co

hesion but as a weapon to establish legitimacy during periods of 
cleavage. For this reason, the debate whether MPs were agents 
from or to their constituents will be given extended analysis.

The President and his ministers placed relative emphasis 
on the obligation of MPs to communicate the Government's policies 
to the people. Since this concept of the work of an MP was re

lated to the unique task of MPs in a developing nation, the 
Government's view of politics in a developing nation and the to- 
plications of this view for the role of the MP will be given 
close attention.’ Kenyatiti;| viewed "nation-building" (kujenga 
taifa in Swahili) as the most important task in a developing na

tion, such as Kenya; in h^s introduction Co thfe^C^ovemment's in

fluential tract African Socialism and Its Application to Planning
>5! in Kenya he' called nation-building his "one message'|^ to^the na- 

tion.l Nationrbuilding involved national integration and unity

1. Republic of Kenya, African Socialism and Its Application
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(umoia). political stability, and economic development. Kenyatta 
preached the importance o£ national development at countless ral

lies after independence; it was consistent for him to insist that 
MPs serve this cahae.

From his concern for nation-building came Kenyatta's ex-

f

peijtation that MPs perform what a political scientists has termed 
the "educative-mobilizing function."^ In this role, MPs-served

Thus, James Nyamweya, then Leaderas agents of the Government, 
of Government Business, said on April 7, 1967, just before an ex

tended adjournment: "...it is time we went back to our constitu

encies to see what their problems are and what we can do to help 
them and also give a bit of political education to our people. 
Among otjier educative duties -assigned to parliamentarians, Ken

yatta asked that they urge their constituencies to follow the 
advice of technicians so as to promote the adoption of scientific 
methods of agriculture in rural areas.^
_ _ _ _ _ _ ' ' '*<».

to Planning in Kenya (Nairobi: Government Printer, 1955.), p. li.
1. Newell M. Stultz, .'-'Parliament in a Tu'Eetary Democracy;

A Recent Case in Kenya," Journal of Politics.-31 (February, 1969)

■it

97.

2. Report. April 7, 1967, c. 2190.
3. Report. Nov. 2, 1965, cc. 13-14.
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.-Vi Another educative task to which President Kenyatta de-. 
voted considerable attention was that of setting a good example. 
He advocated farming as the most exemplary behavior in which MPs 
could engage, and hj-s vigor on this point ^barras^ed more than 

At a public rally in Murang'a on April it), 1965, he 
praj-sed Minister.for Co-operatives Paul Ngei for planting large 
amounts of coffee and other crops. At the same time he scolded 
a former parliamentary secretary, Bildad Kaggia, who was sitting 
next to Ngei on the platform and who had recently been criticiz

ing the Government's policy on land. Kenyatta told the crowd 
that Kaggia would not work and asked him what he had done for 
himself,^ On September 22, 1967, the President criticized back

bencher Kassim Mwamzandi (a Digo, part of the larger Mijikenda 
group, and Member for Kwale East) at the Coast for not setting 
a good example in farming.^

Setting a good example also involved behaving in a dig- 
nified manner.- In a stroi^ly worded section (delivered in Swa-

one member.

hili) of his 1964 Presidential Address, iCenyatta urged MPs not
He said that^Tif^ membersto gossip, bicker, or get ^runk. 

peared to be-rascals or vagabonds, they could not serve the cause
ap*-

1. Sunday Post (Nairobi), April 11, 1965, p. 1.

2. -EAS. Sept. ^5^967.
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"if we know that our brothers on the outsideof nation-building, 
are waiting for us to show them the way," he closed, ’“we should

■ .tlshow them a good way.
In order to carry out their educative tasks, MPs had to 

spend considerable time in their constituencies, and they were 
repeatedly urged to do so during weekends and during lengthy ad

journments. The President returned each evening to hi^Gatundu 
constituency 30 miles north of Nairobi and commended this prac

tice to others. He also criticized MPs who remained in Nairobi
rather than go back to their homes and recommended that such mem

bers be rejected by the voters at election time. Several months 
before elections in December of 1969, Kenyatta made one*of his 
strongest statements on this^ subject before the KANU Governing 
Council and a group of MPs gathered at Mombasa. He declared on 
that occasion: "I want to tell you frankly that those of you^who 
have abandoned their constituents and instead have made Nairobi’'.:?* 

. their homes will h^e toippay a bitter price."2
Backbenchers occasionally voiced displeasure with their 

assignment as agents of the Government for promoting development, 
or at least with the interpretation, of this role by the President

Report. Dec.-14, 1964, c, 10.1.

2.—EAS. Aug. '29r-1969.-
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and his cabinet. On November 30, 1965, for example, 2. M.
Anyieni (Member for Majoge-Bassi) cotapl'ained in the House that 
Kenyatta had proposed at Nyeri that constituents should form com

mittees to inspect.the homes of members to find ofit whether they 
maintained their families, fed and clothed their children, and 
had houses.^ The Gusii MP feared that this procedure might dis

advantage MPs who had good reasons for not being able tcrwork on 
their homes. Many MPs would have put less emphasis on their role

-Vo

as model farmers and fathers than did the President.
Some members were also unenthusiastic about serving as

agents o^ the Government in their areas. An exchange in parlia

ment between a backbencher and an assistant minister on May 23, 
1969, revealed disagreement over the role of MPs in educating 
constituents about farming loans:

Mr. arap Biy: Mr. Speaker, I am asking the Minister 
to advise his officers in the field to educate the farm
ers to apply for these loans because the farmers do not 
even know how to fill in forms, fsicj they cannot do this 
on their own.‘

The Assistant Minister for Lands and Settlement. (Mr. 
Malinda): What is the job of a Member of^Par^iament 
for the area then?

Mr. arap Biy: A Member of Parliament has to be a 
legislatoi; picj he legislates here in the Chamber, 
£sicj he cannot educate his people all the time.

1. .Report. Novv-3a,-'1965, c. 539. 
sident's speech, see EAS. Nov. 29, 1965.

For a report of the Pre-
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I do not wish to entertain these childish interrup
tions from the Assistant Minister, because I am just 
making a point which the Minister for Agriculture should 
take into account.

We would like to see the officials of the Ministry 
of Agriculture assist the farmer, educate the farmer on 
how to apply for*the loans. Then, when* the farmer gets 
the loans, he should be told how to utilize the lohn.^

This^member and others felt that MPs should not be assigned the
work of civil servants.

Although many backbenchers expressed reservations about 
serving as agents of the Government to the people, they indicated 
more enthusj-asm for the other side of their position as link be

tween Government and people. Backbenchers more than ministers 
viewed the MP's role as agent of rather than agent ^ their con

stituents. Whether in putting-questions or participating in de

bates, backbenchers stressed that they were spokesmen for>their 
people and that this role justified occasional independence frotJ 
the Government. Backbencher G. G. Kago (a Kikuyu and Member for y. 
Nyandarua North), when sup^rting a private member's motion es

tablishing a select committee to investigate allegations .that the
"...we ar&^Uriught here byGovernment had harassed an IIP, said: 

our constituents to speak for them, we are not going to stand 
-^back at all."^

1. Report. May 2^JS69, c. 182. 
2* Report. Nov. 4, 1968, c. 2718.
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Two issues, the voicing of complaints by'civil servants 
in parliament and the frequency with which parliament met, 
sparked numerous conflicts between the cabinet and backbenchers 
over what roles of MPs should be given priority. Cabinet mem

bers argued that the MI^s role as representative was not> so'broad 
as to allow him to seek redress for grievances of civil servants. 
Attorney-General Charles Njonjo, in replying to a question^bout 
when an army sergeant would be promoted, said: "I'^hope hon. Mera-
bers are not all going to start using this House as a medium for
campaigning and urging the promotion of officers in their consti

tuencies or fellow tribesmen. This is not a suitable function '

for legislators."^ To a similar reply several weeks later, KANU 
Whip Martin Shikuku responded by asking an assistant minister 
whether he was "aware that the Members of this House are repre

sentatives of all the citizens of this country, therefore^ we
have a right to ask questions when our citizens are not happy, 

sengnts?"^

With , regard to a second disputed i^ssue, ministers were
and this includes civil

favorable than backbenchers toward four rather- than five ..more

meetings of parliament a week and toward periodically adjourning

1. Report. Oct. 22, 1968, c. 2053.
2. Report. Nov. 9* 2688. ■
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the House for several weeks. Ministers argued'that members could 
use the time when parliament was not sitting to do educational 
work in their constituencies, whereas backbenchers felt they need

ed additional time in session to scrutinize legislation or to ar

ticulate the views of the public. Again, the debate'centered on' 
what aspect of the bridge model to emphasize.

The interests of the variou? MPs underlay much o£ the dis

agreement over roles. Backbenchers were paid sitting and over

night allowances of 120 shillings (or 100 shillings if they did 
not need to sleep away from home) for each day the parliament 
sat.^ These payments reinforced their desire to meet frequently 
in order to speak oh behalf of their constituents. On the other 
hand, the allowances of ministers and assistant ministers were 
not related to the number of sittings, and some of them resented 
the time demanded by daily sittings of the National Ass^bly.
Thus, it frequently suited their interests to send backbenchers .

4
home to perfopi eduoativevtasks. Publicity was another'factor. 
Backbenchers spoke with great freedom ii^ parliament, and their 
speeches there received consideralDle attention’^in ithe press._ When 
they returned to their constituencies, however, they might not

. *

1. Seven shillings = $1.
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Moreover, news from ruralbe able to obtain licenses to speak.
areas generally reached the press through the Government-run Ken

ya News Agency (KNA), and KNA, backbenchers complained, covered 
the statements of ministers almost to the exclusion of those by
others. As can be seen, it was generally in the interest of back- 

• benchers to define their role as representing the views of the 
people to the Government, whereas^the Government more frequently 
found it advantageous to espouse the role of Che HP educating his 

In either case, however, there was some consensus 
that the bridge model of an HP's role was appropriate, and many 
members appealed to it to justify their positions.

constituents.

Tensions Between Ministers and Backbenchers

A prominent feature of the world of MPs was conflict^be

tween backbenchers and ministers. Backbenchers frequently laun^ 
ched verbal attacks onvcabihet members, and although the exchan- 
ges between the front and back benche^ often had their humorous 
side, they were also important^for understanding cleavages that 
might threaten party cohesion.

On October 15, 1968, during debate on the Vote of the 
National Assembly, G. J. Mbogoh (an Embu and Member for Embu 
Northj used stropgj^^age to denounce ministers. "The Minister
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ill Kenya Government today," he declared, "is 'the most arro-
and the most miserable person in East Africa.*^gant, the richest 

Other backbenchers have; with milder words, repeated similar
t

sentiments in expressing their criticism of the front bench.
Backbenchers charged that ministers were merely'‘ tools of 

civil servants, that they didn't implement motions passed by the 
House, that there were too many of them, that they had been*in 
.power too long, and that they isolated themselves from other 
members. Concerning the first allegation, Kimunai arap Soi (a

I

1

I

Kipsigis and Member for Chepalungu) said during the 1968 Vote on
"... in this country ...the National Assembly mentioned above; 

civil servants have more influence on Ministers than ^doe^/ this
House."2 !Mbogoh said in the'speech quoted above that when a 
minister went to a civil servant for help, he became a "small 
child of that civil servant." MPs perceived that the dependence 
of ministers on the bureaucracy was one reason that some private

On a debate on one'suchmembers' motions, were not imjglemented. 
motion, Martin Shikuku complained: "...th^ ministers who are 
supposed to execute these /motion.s/ because they>are*in the

i!

Report,- Oct. 15, 1968, c. 1825. 
2- Report. Oct. 17, 1968, c. 1974.
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■' .Cabinet, sit on them and grow fat.

be running around Hn election^/, and they might loose [sic] their 
deposits...

One of these days they will

111

MPs related many of their problems to the size^and lon

gevity of the cabinet. Shikuku, one of the Assembly's mo.st talk

ative .and popular members, said during the 1967 motion of thanks

"...the l^nisters have been in the 
Cabinet for too long that they are too tired to implement any

thing.... I have never known a Cabinet which has been so perma

nent as this one." He added: "Why should we have 23 Ministers 
in the Cabinet? ....We should reduce this number to 12 or 14 at 
Che maximum."^

- .V
for the P'residential Address:

Finally, members accused ministers of being aloof and in

accessible. Several MPs complained by means of questions Chat 
they had difficulty arranging meetings with ministers.^ The ap- ^ 
plause which greeted these complaints suggested that the senti

ments expressed were widely scared.
■

In addition to difficultiesi

/i
i- 1. Report, May 23, 1969, c. 174.' j
I

Report, Feb. 17, 1967, cc. 129-30. •2.I

E.g., Report, Dec, 18, 1967, cc. 3405-06 and May 28,^ 3.
1969, cc. 369-71.
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■\^-,meeting ministers in their offices, backbenchers criticized the 
front bench for not attending parliament regularly enough and for 
ignoring contributions from the back benches (although on a per

centage basis attendance by ministers was probably as.^good as 
■ that of backbenchers). Backbenchers sometimes expressedvdisplea- 
sure-on this matter by moving to adjourn the House when few or 
no ministers were present. Customaril^, such motions were with

drawn after a few ministers had returned to the chamber, but upon 
occasion the backbenchers actually adjourned the proceedings for
the day.

As we have seen in the section on social backgrounds.
ministers tended to come from higher status backgrounds than
backbenchers. Thes6 differences probably tended to support the 
polarization between the two groups. Further support for the 
cleavage between front and back benches came from variations in 
life styles. Ministers had large offices in buildings which 

enter onl^with special passes, 
spent their time not only with civil servants but with diplomatic 
personnel and delegations from overs'eas. To acceiifiiate the con

trast, most of the ministers had personal secretaries who were 
^patriates,^ while backbenchers had none at all. The variations

Ministersbackbenchers could

1. Report, Sept. ^^"*^'968, c. 1072. ‘ In response to a ques
tion by Marfln ShikukuTvice President Moi said that there were
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in life styles extended beyond formal roles and responsibilities. 
Remuneration for ministers was roughly double that for backben

chers. Hence, ministers could afford to live more affluently. 
One of the more visible symbols of this disparity ^as the Mer

cedes Benz in which most ministers drove (or were driven)'. Only 
a few backbenchers owned this kind of car.

>
Another factor in the harsh attacks on ministers 4?y back

benchers was the virtual immunity of President Kenyatta from di

rect criticism. Because of his prestige, much of the criticism
that would focus normally on the Head of Government was deflected
onto his cabinet. One of the more striking examples of this oc- 
cured when members wanted to object to a presidential speech.
For instance, after the Presidential Address in February of 1967,
G. G. Kariuki (a Kikuyu and Member for Laikipia West) said:

I have no quarrel with the old man _/Kenyatta/ 
himself as his speech was merely presented .to him 
by his Cabinet....we did not expect the speech by 
the President this year to. be the one he delivered 
in 1963, when .he was. opening the new Parliament 
here. This speech wilt'continue if he is not going . 
to change his Cabinet. Some of the pabinet Members 

•are completely incapable, and,the country knows 
that.l i

lA ministers,' eight assistant ministers, and 12 permanent secre
taries whose personal secretaries were expatriates. ^

1. Report. Feb. 1^,1967, c. 137.,
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In this example the member blamed ministers rather than Kenyatta 
for the Presidential Address. ' -

It was pointed out earlier that the KANU parliamentary 
party was made up_ both of ethnic and factional groupings and that 
at least until the assassination of Tom Mboya each-kind of grbup- 

■ ing tended to mute the effect of the other.^ 
ed above that the tensions between backbenchers and miaisters 
(with assistant ministers normally grouped wifh Che latter) re-

It has been suggest-

flected a third fundamental cleavage within the parliamentary 
Each of these divisions assumed priority at differentparty.

occasions, and each cut across the other.
A dispute on March It, 1966, over whether Che Hpuse should 

adjourn because of Che absence of ministers demonstrated how Che 
cleavage between ministers and backbenchers could push that based 
on factionalism into the background, at least temporarily, -fhe 
day before, Che House had bitterly debated the scheduling of a.^ 
KANU delegates'- conferqgee for March 13 in order to purge Odinga 
from his posts in the party.^ The KPjl split.occurred in April, 
so March marked Che period of most intense factionalism in the

-a-' 1. See Chapter 2.
2. For details, see Chapter 2.
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parCy. Nonetheless, in the dispute over adjournment, Ramogi 
Achieng-Oneko (Minister for Information and a supporter of Odinga) 
and Tom Mboya, James Gichuru, and Daniel arap Moi (also ministers 
but in the other wing of the party) voted against it, and Moi and 
Achieng-Oneko supported each other in the debate. On the other 
•side, backbencher Ronald Ngala (an ally of Mboya) led the fight 
for adjournment and was supported on the division by, §mong oth- 

, J. D. Kali, Kiraanu Njiru Gichoya, and John Odero-Sar (all 
supporters of Odinga). As a result of the vote, the House ad

journed only a half hour after it came to order, 
tribal groupings were not relevant to the issue for it was the 
cleavage between benches which, for the moment, assumed priority.^

ers

Factional and

Interests of MPs

In an article entitled "Collective Decisions", sociolo-^ 
gist James Colejnan decked'; "Faced with a situation'of 
of power over actions which interest him together with a surplus 
of power over actions which iniferest him liujjeior not at all, 
the rational-man will make an exchange of power.In applying

a lack

-r-

1. Report, Mar. 4, 1966, cc. 1743-46.

2. James S. Corgmarj, "Collective Decisions," Sociological 
Inquiry; 34 (SpringT^964), 170.
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the concepts of "power," "interest," and "exchange" to the legis

lative situation, Coleman suggested that every legislator has a 
single vote on each issue but probably wants to concentrate his 
power on a few issues which are especially important for him.
Yet the apparently unimportant issues are still important for the 
representative. "His votes on these issues are commodities which 
he can use, exchanging them to further his control over ^hose is

sues which do matter."^ The relevance of Coleman's analysis at 
this point in the present study is to show the significance of 
the "interests" of representatives for studies of legislative be

havior, particularly when exchange transactions are stressed. 
"Interests" of MPs indicate those areas in which they will at

tempt to maximize their influence.
Identifying the interests of Kenyan MPs, or of legisla

tors anywhere, is an unsystematic and imprecise art, especially
for the outside observer. The Official Report of the National
Assembly contained numerous speeches by MPs in which thfey stated

In addition, observation of debates pennitted 
one to gauge Interest by means o^, for instance-,^the vigor of ap-

Pfivate members' motions

their interests.

plause or variations in attendance.

1. Ibid., pp. 172-73.
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"..^initiated by backbenchers were another good indication of inter

est. Finally, MPs worked harder or held out longer against gov

ernmental pressure on some issues than on others. Using indica

tors such as these, I.have identified four broad areas'of inter

est: income, deference, information, and political security'and
influence. Although MPs undoubtedly had interests ocher chan 
those selected for analysis, these four are so broad that mo*t•9

relevant interests can be subsumed under them.

Income. Not surprisingly, MPs consistently showed great inter

est in their own remuneration. When the National Assembly first 
met, backbenchers received a salary of feSOO a year. By February
of 1965, after three pay raises, the salary had increased to

During this period, the salary of assistant ministers 
went from tl,750 to t2,260, and in 1967 a housing allowance was 

Ministers remained at 153,200, but received a housing al-

bl,200.

added.

lowance at the same time as assistant ministers. MPs were also 
eligible for a variety of otSe*^ allowances. These pay increases 
occurred because of organized pressures exerted behind the 

The KANU Backbenchers'‘Group from 1963 to 1965 
Crated on welfare of members as one of its principal concerns, 
and its negotiations were instrumental in securing the iirtTfSases

concen-scenes.
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in pay.^
In March of 1968, a debate on' a private member's motion 

by Martin Shikuku and the Second and Third Readings of the Nation

al Assembly (Remunderation) Bill gave MPs opportunities to dis-
Shikuku's motion called^for re

ductions in the salaries of MPs_, and although this proposal was 
soundly defeated, he repeated his viewpoint during the disoussion 
of the Remuneration Bill. The normally popular Whip and his sug

gestion were broadly condemned during the debate, and some MPs 
said salaries should be increased still further. Some reasons 
given to justify the salaries of MPs were expectations that MPs 
contribute to harambee and other projects in their areas, their- 
performing of various social services for constituents, and the 
need to attract good candidates.

For instance, one backbencher argued that members 
needed money to smoke more cigarettes and drink more beer, so 
that the tobacco and beer i^J^^ustries could be established in 
Kenya and provide employment.^ Another backbencher believed 
that higher salaries would a^low members to provide ^employment- 
by hiring drivers.^

cuss their salaries in public.

Other justifications were more
frivolous.

7^

1. For further information on the Backbenchers Group, see 
Chapter 4.

Report, Mar. 25, 1968, c. 1052 (Mr. Komora).

Report. Mar. 26, 1968, c. 1086 (Mr. Kimunai arap Soi).

2.

3.
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Although salaries did not rise after 1965, members con

tinued to lobby for improved benefits'. At the end of 1967 mile

age rates were increased by the Treasury. Following requests by 
members and negotiations at two party caucuses, ^parliament on 
November 28, 1968, authorized a social security sclieme for back- 
'b^enchers. On August 5, 1968, the assembly agreed to the Third 
Reading on an amendment to the National Assembly (Rerautteration) 
Act, that provided for gratuities to be paid to ministers and 

(For discussion of the controversies re

garding the social security scheme and gratuities, see Chapter 
5). Throughout the period of the first Assembly, MPs demonstra

ted a persistent and vigorous interest in their own income.

assistant ministers.

Deference. Matters of protocol, status, and recognition fre

quently engaged the attention of the House. MPs felt.that their 
political positions conferred a status on them that had to be
recognized by the Government and the people.

■

Along these lines, backbenchers successfully lobbied for
t ' . ‘

"MP" license plates to correspond to "AM" and plates for as

sistant ministers and ministers. They frequently showed concern 
about protocol and their ranking in it. For example, on Novem

ber 1, 1968, G. J. Mbogoh, while offering a motion "tKaT the Gov

ernment give party pgliticians (including MPs) priority over

•V

_ _
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civil servants, complained:
If it is a question of protocol in'a district, the 
district commissioner is first, a Minister second, 
the district officer third, the chief fourth, the 
sub-chief fifth and a Member of Parliamen picj 
sixth. A Member of Parliament will go together 
with the chairman of Kanu, of course, because they .

just the rejects ^fare almost the same; they are 
society.^

As 'in the above case, many^of the disputes over protocol. >

concerned the status of MPs relative to civil s^ervants'. The 
most straightforward dispute occurred on March 5, l^SS, when MPs 
considered a private member’s motion that was similar to Mbogoh’s 
and called for civil servants to be under elected members. The 
seconder of the motion, Christopher Makokha (a Luyia and Member 
for Elgon Southwest), declared to the cheers of fellow backbench

ers: "...civil servants nowadays have forgotten that they are o-
bedient servants of the people, and we, being the elected leaders

'I
of these people, must come first.He then proposed that Kenya 
adopt the Tanzanian system, In which politicians supervised civi\

The Government endorsed an amend-servants within given areas, 
ment by backbencher Omolo Agar (Member for Karacljuonyo) Chat 
toned down the motion, but the proposed changes were defeated on

Report, Nov. 1, 1968, c. 2661.1.

Report. Mar.-^, 1965, c, 576;2.
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a division.^ This defeat for the Government was only its fifth 
on a private member's motion since the -start of self-rule in 
June of 1963, and the 50-2 vote against the party leadership by 
the KANU backbenchers was its greatest setback on^a division dur

ing the entire life of the parliament. The strength'of the mem

bers' rebellion on this occasion and their continued inquiries on 
the subject indicated a strong interest in their status ^is-a-vis

civil servants.

Backbenchers realized that their status as individuals
was dependent on the prestige of the institution of parliament 
as a whole. Consequently, they stubbornly insisted that the Gov

ernment respect its constitutional powers and privileges.and • 
tried to advance the status of the Speaker and the staff of the 
Assembly. Regarding the perogatives of the National Assembly, 
many backbenchers probably shared the fear expressed by Henry 
Wariithi (a Kikuyu and Member for South Tetu) when he said:
"it is known particular!;gj^in a free, independent state that 
quite often you find Government would l^ke to rule without Par

liament."^ Backbenchers resisted with great moves by-the.
Government, .however, which could be interpreted as attempting to

Report. Mar. 5, 1965, c. 593.
2. Report. Sepc^"27..,-1968. c. 1-391.

1.
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rule without parliament.
The status of the Speaker became a political issue in 

September of 1968. On the 17th of the month several backbench

ers suggested that since the Speaker represented tfie parliament 
he should come after the Vice President and before ministers in

The Minister of State in the President'sthe^order of precedence.
Office, Mbiyu Koinange, replied that the Government woul(tnot be
influenced by protocol practices elsewhere (such’^as Commonwealth 
countries cited by backbenchers) and that "the Government does 
not accept that the Speaker is the representative of the National

Ten days later the backbenchers 
responded by passing a motion stating that the Speaker was, in

deed, the representative of the National Assembly outside the 
House, indicating their perception of the Speaker as both the 
symbol and defender of their own positions, 
a backbencher once suggested that the status of the Clerk of the 
National Assembly‘be upgr^ed to that of a permanent secretary.^ 
As can be seen, MPs frequently attempted^to increase the Refer

ence they received whether as individuals or c&H^itively through 
the institution of parliament.

MlAssembly outside the House.

For similar reasons,

1. Report, Sept. 17, 1968, cc. 775-78.
2* Report, 0ct,-4X_a968., c. 1793 (Mr. Ngala-Abok).
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.MV^Infonnation. The best single indication of the importance MPs 
attached to information was their enthusiasm for question time. 
This daily period always occupied a place near the top of the or

der paper, and, if suppleraentaries are included, seve^ral thousand 
questions were asked each year. The time allotted for this pur

pose; normally ranging from 30 to 60 minutes depending on the 
number of questions scheduled and how many suppleraentaries the 
Speaker allowed, was generally by far the best attended part of 
the parliamentary day. Both ministers and backbenchers exhibited 
great zeal for the verbal sparring between benches that occurred 
then and began to filter out of the chamber when the Assembly 
moved on to other business. According to annual reports of the 
National Assembly, notices of 1,870 questions were submitted in 
the House of Representatives in 1965, and 1,748 of these were 
answered; 1,179 questions were submitted and 1,107 answered in *{ 
1966; and in 1967 of the 1,628 questions submitted, 1266 received 
oral replies and.287-written^nswers.^ Although question period 
had many functions, its formal function --^andthe one that^at

tracted backbenchers — was obtaining information^fi'cfei the Gov

ernment.

>9?

1. Republic of Kenya, Annual Report of the Kenya National 
Assp^nbly for the years 1965 and 1966 (Nairobi:. Government Printer, 
1967), pp.^^, 10 and Annual,-Report of Kenya National Assembly 
for the year 1967 (Nairobi: Government Printer, 1968), p. 4.
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In addition to question period, the importance of inform

ation for MPs was underscored by their behavior with regard to 
private members' motions. Through May of 1969, the House had on 
ten occasions passed motions over the opposition of the Govem- 

calling for the establishment of bodies to gather info'rma-
tion on specific matters. These bodies ranged from boards of in- 

. .V

quiry set up by the Government to select committees of par1j.ament 
and delved into a variety of topics, several of which related to 
police activities and the land policy of the Government.^

Although backbenchers were sometimes able to generate 
their own information through the use of select committees, they 
were usually at a disadvantage in their relations with the Gov-, 
emment because of their lack of access to information. This 
situation proded them into pursuing in parliament what informa-

Their task was made more difficult because ^ 
they could not obtain certain information from the Government. 
This situation occurred in ^me instances as a result of govern

mental policy. For instance, the Govemm^t refused to provide 
virtually all information that involved statistical'tireakdowna. 
on the basis of tribe (although it furnished data based on poli-

ment

4

tion was available.

1. Report. July 16, 1965; Sept. 24, 1965; Feb. 10, 1966; 
July 1, 1966; Feb. 24, 1967; June 30, 1967; July 7, 1967; Oct. 
13, 1967; J)ec. 15, 195illand Nov. 29, 1968.
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tical units such as provinces and districts) and, likewise, 
turned down many requests for information about the army and the 
police on grounds of Security. Backbenchers realized the prob

lems created by their lack of information in theseeareas. They 
argued that the Government's refusal to release tribal break

downs could be concealing tribal favoritism. Concerning inform

ation' relating to security, Mohamed ^ahazai (a specially fleeted 
member from Mombasa) said during the 1968 debate'on the Armed 
Forces Bill: "...even M.P.s are not allowed to know what is go

ing on in the army." He continued: "...the Minister and the 
Government should take M.P.s into their confidence to be shown,
rather than just being told to sing a chorus and say this and
that, while actually we do not know what we are talking about.

Other gaps in the knowledge of MPs did not result so di

rectly from deliberate governmental policy. For example, Minis^ 
ter of State Mbi3nj Koinange said that the Government was willing 
to make governmental staff, lists, which were limited to private 
circulation, available to MPs. When the^matter was raised during 
question period, however, two MPs'suggested thai^the information 
was being suppressed to hide tribal imbalance.^ Another serious

1. Report, Oct. 16, 1968, cc. 1895-96'.

2- Report. ApriA_T7', 1968, cc. 2029-30 (opposition member 
Okuta BaTa: and backbencFier Kimunai arap Soi).
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area of confusion was, for a time, the Constitution itself. The

difficulties arose from the scarcity of copies of the Constitu

tion, the complexity'of numerous amendments, and a failure by the
Government to publish the document in consolidated form. For 
these reasons, the Speaker ruled on February 16, 196?, that the 
Constitution was not readily available (and, therefore, had to 
be iaid on the table when referred "to in the course of (Jpbate).^
This situation was greatly improved on November‘'29, 1968, when
the Government published the revised Constitution in a single 
bill.2 It-is difficult to determine exactly what backbenchers
knew, but it is clear that less information was available to them
than to ministers.

It was suggested above that MPs sought information to 
prevent the Government from concealing sensitive information,

MPs also feared that they 
might be embarrassed before their constituents' if they were not 
fully informed. .Kaniwithi, Muriyi (an Embu and Member for-Embu East) 
said during a 1969 debate on a Suppleraejitary Estimate for the

. .all we would lik^tb hear from Min

isters and Assistant Ministers is a godd explanation, so that we

such as that on tribal imbalance.

Maize and Produce Board:

1. Report, Feb. 16, 1967, cc. 38-39.
2. Kenya Gazette~^upplement. Bills, 1968, pp. 771-854.
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*5an be armed with the statistics to know how we can defend the 
position o£ the Ministries."^ 
benchers complained loudly when they were denied information and 
sought means by which.they could obtain it.

For a variety of reasons, back-

p

Political security and influence. The desire of MPs to retain
their sfeats in parliament and to -exerci^ political influence 
was rarely admitted publicly, yet this wish constituted the most 
obvious interest of parliamentarians. As evidence of this inter

est, 146 of the 170 members in parliament at dissolution on No

vember 7, 1969, stood for re-election in the KANU preliminary 
elections on December 6, 1969; three more (all non-Africans) were 
appointed as national members by President Kenyatta; and-the' 
eight opposition members were prevented from running on account 
of their detention. This left only 13 members who retired from 
parliament voluntarily. Part of the reason many members sought 
re-election can be seen in a statement by backbencher Fred Oduya 
(Member for Busia North) on p*fespects for MPs who lost their jjo- 

The Teso MP declared in the last debate of the fifs‘tsitions.
1

"...there is nothing so difficult in life than when 
you are a Member-than going out and becoming what I would call
parliament:

>9?

Report, Feb. 17, 1969, c. 5111.1.
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. ' seatless' . When you go out there and you have'been wearing that 
plate 'M.P. ' and it disappears the next day, you appear to be com

pletely miserable and a small man."^
The interest of MPs in re-election was also^^expressed by 

means of concern with, for instance, constituency boundaries, 
election laws, communication with their constituents, and distri

bution' of development funds. Althou^ it was never implemented, 
the Assembly on September 6, 1968, passed a private member's mo

tion endorsing the addition of 17 new constituencies. During the
debate, several MPs asked for additional seats in their areas be

fore the next election.^ Similarly, when the Assembly debated
in July and August of 1969 the National Assembly and Presidential 
Elections Bill providing for nomination of MPs by means of prim

ary elections, attendance was consistently high, and the members 
gave the new regulations particularly careful scrutiny. At the^ 
Committee Stage of the Bill, backbencher M. J. Seroney (a Nandi 
and Member for Tinderet) sa^d: ‘

that it is their future, and the future of the Backb'enchers 
which we are considering."^ MPs dfemonstrated a.^persistent con-

"I am sure the Front Bench are
aware /

1. Report, Nov. 5, 1969, c. 1561.
2- Report. Sept. 6, 1968, cc. 297-319. 
3. Report. July 30^1969, c. 2671.'
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^ern with, preparations for the 1969 elections and frequently 
lobbied for conditions that would be conducive to their own re-
election.

Much time.of MPs was spent attempting to consolidate 
their positions, in their constituencies. Whether coi>tributing 
to harambee schemes in their areas, delivering public speeches, 
or negotiating with the Government ?or development funds^on be

half of their constituencies, MPs often attemptell to improve 
their chances for re-election. Similarly, they protested strong

ly when they believed that the Government or others were attempt

ing to undermine their political positions.

Summary

From the material in this chapter, several important ^ 
characteristics of MPs can be identified. First, most were elec-
ted from constituencies, ^ut these areas varied greatly "In size, 
population, and development. Second, the social backgrounds of 
MPs made them part of an African elite. Parli-eiaenitary leaders, 
in particular, -had achieved a high level of education. Third,

^ there was general consensus that the primary role of MPs was to 
link the people and the Government, but some disagreement re

mained as to whethe;r m^bers were agents primarily of the people
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Fourth, backbenchers and ministers fre-•■^13 or of the Government.
quently came into conflict. Finally,' income, deference, inform

ation, and political security and influence constituted four 
broad areas of interest in which MPs attempted to maximize their
influence.

, >

-is.

/
i
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Chapter IV «■

INSTITUTIONS OF THE PARLIAMENTARY PARTY

- > ■9

How many times, Mr. Speaker, have I tried Co get in 
touch with the Ministers to call meetings to discuss 
things before they come to this House? How many times?

KANU Chief Whip Martin Shikuku (1968)

As in similar parliamentary systems, the parliamentary
party of KANU had several institutions that were intended to

These institutions consisted of a gov-produce party cohesion,
emraent leader, whips, and party caucuses, 
tempts to examine the operation of these institutions and to 
analyze their role in promoting party cohesion.

This Chapter at-

/
Government leader J

Backbencher James Kibuga (a Kikuyu and Member for

Report. Nov. 20,^968, c. 32351.

(137)
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■'*‘5 Kirinyaga West) said during a 1968 parliamentary debate:
we /the MPs^/ need to have is a Prime Minister who is ready to

"What•

come here, a person who is ready to be heckled, to be criticized,
„1 ^

to answer criticisms in good faith. Although a motion support

ed by Kibuga and others to revive the office of Prime Minister 
was r;^ej.ected by the House in 19£8, the underlying principle that 
a single person should have primary responsibility for represent

ing and speaking on behalf of the Government in parliament was 
During the first National Assembly, KANUaccepted by most MPs. 

went through several periods with regard to such government lead- 
in the first period Kenyatta performed the tasks of a gov

ernment leader (there was actually no such title) in conjunction
ers.

Later, after Kenyatta be-with his position as Prime Minister, 
came President, many of his previous responsibilities were dele

gated to other ministers, and eventually he appointed an officia^
■iiLeader of Government Business.

Kenyatta*8 leadership in parliament.^ During internal self-gov

ernment (June 1 to December 11, 19&3), Kenyatta.glay^d an active

Parliament sat on 42.daysrole in the House of Representatives.

Report, Oct. 18, 1968, c. 2008.
2. For additional analysis of Kenyatta's' participation in 

parliament“f> see HakeS^r-R-enyatta's Concept of Parliament, pp. 38- 
50.
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^ .‘- during this period of over six months, and the Prime Minister
spoke on 14 of them. After independence, however, his participa

tion in parliament dropped off sharply, as other duties began to 
demand increased attention. Kenyatta spoke at the first five 
sittings after independence (December 13, 1963, to February 26, 
1964)^ but did,so at only one of the n^xt 17 sittings from Feb

ruary 27 to June 12. After debating a motion on East African 
federation on June 17 and 18, his participation in the .67 sit

tings up to the establishment of the republic on December 12 was 
limited to two ministerial statements and a welcome to the oppo

sition KADU party when it dissolved itself to join KANU.
In addition'to examining the extent of Kenyatta's activ

ity in parliament, it is important to study what he did when he 
As Prime Minister, Kenyatta’s portfolio included thewas there.

National Assembly, and he held the additional position of Chair

man of the KANU Parliamentary Group. This situation gave him 
special responsibilities in"^-number of areas, including the 
scheduling of parliamentary sittings, the slating of government 
business, the nomination of parliamentary committees, the moving 
of procedural motions such as limitations on debate and adjourn

ment to a day other than the next sitting day, and the overall ■ 
coordination of the parliamentary party. Whei) Kenyatta-was dis

tracted by''‘extra-parli2^ntary responsibilities, it was difficult

. c
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for him to perform the above duties, and even in the early days, 
when he was more involved in parliamentary proceedings, he demon-' 
strated only a limited interest in activities related to the day- 
to-day running of governmental and parliamentary busi 
stead, responsibilities in these areas were delegated to the 
Minister of State in the Prime Minister's Office, Joseph Murumbi, 
and the Parliamentary Secretary in the Prime Minister's Of^-ce, 
Chanan Singh. Murumbi chaired the Sessional Committee, which 
held primary responsibility for arranging parliamentary business, 
and presented many business and procedural motions on behalf of 
the Prime Minister.

ness. In-

On. republic day, December 12, 1964, 
Kenyatta became President and responsibility for the National As

sembly passed to the portfolio of the newly appointed Vice Presi

dent, Oginga Odinga. 
ity for leading government business was less clearly defined than 
it had been when Kenyatta was Prime Minister.

The republican constitution' specifically^stalled that 
Kenyatta was both Head of Government and Head'of State. 
former role, h^ was, according to the standing orders, to speak 
from the front bench, be subject to the ordinary rules of the

The period of ambiguity.

For the next several years 'the responsibil-

In -the

House, and submit to questioning. In the latter role, he was to
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on the presidential throne, not be subject to the rules of 
the House, and not submit to questions. Kdnyatta stressed that 
stepping down to be Head of Government was "not only a valuable 
personal right, but also a significant Presidential obligation. 
In fact, however, the President played little part in the daily 
affairs of the House. He attended sittings only to deliver pre

sidential addresses at openings of parliamentary sessions, Cb 
attend the annual budget speeches delivered by the Minister for 
Finance, and occasionally to vote on a constitutional amendment.
He rarely engaged publicly in the business of the House, and his
activities in the chamber always conformed to his role as Head of

Although he was
still a duly elected member of the National Assembly, Kenyatta's 
participation in parliamentary affairs became so limited after he 
assumed Che presidency chat when he came to Che Parliament Build- 
ings on May 20, 1969, to attend a party caucus, he signed the 
Visitors' Book.'^ ■ As*cah be 4^^* Kenyatta could not perform as 
President the duties of handling governmental business in parli-

^long with Murumbi and^ihanan Singh,

State rather than that as Head of Government.

ament that he had undertaken.
as Prime Minister.

1. Report, Dec. 14, 1964, c. 4.
2. Daily. Nation (Na-i-rabi) , May 21, 1969.
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,-v, Vice President Odinga not only assumed the portfolio for 
the National Assembly, but became Chairman of the Sessional Com

mittee and Vice Chairman of the KANU Parliamentary Group, 
gan to introduce the. governmental and procedural motions that had 
previously been introduced by Murumbi, when he was Minister of

He be-

Stat^ and Chairman of the SessJLonal Committee.
Odinga's position was ambiguous, however, for a nOinber

of reasons. In the first place, James Nyamweya, who at the trans

ition to republican government became Assistant Minister in the 
President's Office and was promoted to Minister of State in the 
President's Office on December 12, 1965, could speak on behalf
of the President with more authority than Odinga, although Odinga 
and Nyamweya did not come into'conflict. Second, the position 
of "Leader of Government Business" was well known to MPs, having 
been used in the Legislative Council and the Senate. Although 
Odinga was obviously performing the functions associated with the 
jpb, however, he whs never%[fficially assigned such a title. Most 
important, the cabinet was split by factionalism, and many MPs, 
including ministers and backbenchers, attempted^^ undermine ' 
Odinga's position. Thus, on July 21,.1965, he was voted out as 

'^Vice Chairman of the KANU Parliamentary Group, and the_next week 
his successor, Ronald Ngala, presented a motion to alter the
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membership of the Sessional Committee, normally a task performed 
by Odinga.^ When Odinga presented a motion on November 5, 1965, 
to change the membership of the Committee again, he not only lost, 
but was publicly challenged by the Minister-for Home Affairs 
(Daniel arap Moi).^ The greatest blow to the position of Odinga 
occuiwred on February 15, 1966, -when he walked out of the chamber 
after the House began to debate a Government-sponsored motion of 
confidence in the President and his Government, of which the Vice 
President had not been informed.^ For a variety of reasons, but 
especially because of attempts from within the party to.undermine 
him, Odinga's position in relation to governmental business was 
never clearly defined.

The position of Leader of Government Business. After Odinga re

signed as Vice President in April of 1966 to head the opposition^ 
KPU, the Minister of State in the President's Office (James 
Nyaraweya) was officially appointed Leader of Government Business 
by the President. Until the end of 1967.^Nyamweya performed the 
tasks in parliament that had previdusly been cai;^d out by

1. For poilitical implications, see Chapter 2.
2. Report, Nov. 5, 1965, cc. 88-132.
3. See Chapter '
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■Q'flinga and earlier by Che Prime Minister and his deputies.
•# ■ ■

he became Chairman of Che Sessional CoramitCee, introduced pro

cedural and business motions, and served as primary spokesman for 
Che front benches during, debates of a general nature. ^Although 
backbenchers were restless and complained about the small number 
of cauci^ses during this period, goyemmental business ran smooth-

Thus,

ly.

In January of 1968 Che President appointed Vice President
Moi to replace Nyaraweya as Leader of Government Business and
named Minister for Housing Paul Ngei to the newly created post
of Deputy Leader of Government Business. Soon after, Moi became
Chairman of Che Sessional Committee and Vice Chairman of Che •

Parliamentary.Group, and Ngei was added as a member of Che Ses

sional Committee. The Leader and the Deputy Leader oversaw the

scheduling of governmental business and handled procedural mat- 
Under the direction of the President, 

they attempted to coordinate feljjg activities of Che front benches. 
In this regard, they encouraged attendance by ministers and as

sistant ministers when Che Government needed votes"on^a sensitive

ters for the Government.

issue and enforced collective responsibility by, for instance, 
rdnfinding assistant ministers of their duties when upon sevej;^! 
occasions they began to criticize the Government publicly. As 
with Nyaraweya-r- the resporfStbi-lirties of Moi and Ngei concerning
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coordination of government activities were clearly defined. 
None of the difficulties that plagued Odinga disrupted the per

formance of their duties.
In addition to coordinating governmental activities, the

Leader of Government Business served as principal spokesinan for
the Government. This role was most clearly illustrated during 

■ ' 4
the general debates which proceed lengthy adjournments. On-^uch

occasions Moi or Ngei opened with a general statement on behalf 
of the Government and later closed the proceedings with a reply 
to the points raised during the debate. Some backbenchers thought 
that the role of spokesman for the Government implied an addi

tional responsibility for the Leader and Deputy Leader to keep 
KANU MPs fully informed of the Government's intentions and poli

cies. In this area there was less consensus about and less sat

isfaction with the role of the Leader of Government Business than-^
was true with the coordination of governmental activities. Mat

ters concerning communicatioi^^between front and back benche's will 
be discussed more fully in the following s^tions pn KANU wh^ips 
and caucuses. 1

Whips

The^^KANU parliamefl^ty party had a Chief Whip and a
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■'■'■fieputy Whip Co coordinate party activities. The whips were 
elected by the KANU Parliamentary Group rather than appointed by 
the Prime Minister or President. The Chief Whip was automatical

ly a member of the KANU.Governing Council and receivetf an annual 
allowance of b400 to supplement his regular backbencher's salary 
and ailgwances. The.Deputy Whip jeceived an extra allowance of 
bl50. During the first National Assembly, KANU had three Chfef 
Government Whips: J. D. Kali, W. M. K. Malu, and Martin Shikuku. 
The three Deputy Government Whips were J. K. arap Tanui., Vincent
arap Too, and Sammy Omar.

i

Loyalty. Those who are-not familiar with the Kenya parliament 
might express surprise that Che loyalty of the KANU Whips should
even be an issue. Yet KANU Whips at times strongly criticized 
the Government, voted against it on divisions, and even organized 
opposition against it among backbenchers. The loyalty of the
KANU Whips varied, depending on Che person occupying the job^.

J. D. Kali served as Chief Government Whip from June *of
1963 to July of 1965. This Nairobi was identified jsrith the 
socialist, Odinga wing of the party and, therefore-, could not. 
h^e been entirely pleased with Che development of the Govern

ment's policy during this period. Ac the beginning, he was very 
restrained in his criticism-of theGovemment. On July 3, 1963,
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•‘’V^or instance, Kali withdrew the first question to the Government 
he had submitted, and later said that the q^uery concerning why 
the Mayor of Nairobi had not been given V.I.P. treatment at the 
Nairobi Airport shoul'd .be asked by someone other than*^the Chief
Whip.^ He did not submit a second question until February 25, 
1964. ^ Kali gradually became more, vocal, however, .and less re

strained in his criticism of the Government. ^

Outside the chambers of the House,. Kali was active in
the KANU Backbenchers* Group, which was meeting more frequently 
than the KANU Parliamentary Group. In early 1964 the Backbench

ers' Group was encouraging the Government to move more swiftly 
toward East African federation, and Kali played a prominent part 
in these activities. Not surprisingly, then. Kali first voted 
against the Government on an amendment to a private member's
motion calling on the Government to effect federation within

On June 18, 1964, 30 of 40 KANU backben-less than two months.
chers joined with KADU to de^^j^t theGovemment on the amendment. 
The overwhelming vote of the backbenchers, abstentions by several 
assistant ministers, and the fj.rst vote against tlie^ovemment - 
by an assistant minister all tended to overshadow the vote

I. E^, July 4, 1963,
2. He did ask several-supplementaries during this period.
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against the Government by the Whip. Kali voted against the Gov-, 
emment a second time on March 5, 1965, when the backbenchers
pushed through a previously mentioned motion calling on civil
servants to be under elected members. The backbenchers voted
against the Government 50 to 2 on this measure. '

^ Overall, Kali voted with the Government 15 times on divi

sions during his tenure as Whip and only twice against it ^ee 
Table 4.1). Both of his dissenting votes were carefully chosen. 
On both occasions he could argue that he was abiding by the will 
of the party as expressed by a majority of its members, and each 
time his opposition to the Government had low visibility since 
he was joined by many others. Kali's opposition to the Govern

ment while Whip remained selective and restrained.
On July 21, 1965, while Kali was out of the country, the

KANU Parliamentary Group voted to replace him as Whip with W. M. i 
K. Malu. This move was one of several to replace Odinga support- 
ers in party positions’wittx^s aligned with Mboya. From his 
dismissal as Whip until his resignation frpm KANU in April pf 
1966, Kali spoke more freely ^against the Govemm’fen-c'4nd on Npvem- . 
ber 30, 1965, he called on the President to dissolve parliament 

-^nd hold elections.^

1. Report. Nov. 30^_J.9.65, c. 520. •
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Table 4.1. Loyalty of Chief Government Whips 
on. Divisions, Jvme t)f 196^ to July of 1969. v

(Votes for Government, votes against, 
and abstentions or absences.)

Malu ShikukuKali

4 2 314 2 6 9 2 3Kali period
(June, 1963-Julyj 1965) 
Malu period
(July, 1965-Jan.. 1968)

■ 8 II 72 1 4 20 0 6

10 5 43 2 14Shikuku period 
(Jan., 1968-July, 1969)

‘it

/
I
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Malu, first elected to the House in a controversial by- 
election on June 15, 1964, was one of the quietest members in the 
House, both before and during the time he served as Chief Whip.^ 
While he was Whip, Malu voted in twenty divisions, and^each time 
sided with the Government. Since he rarely spoke, his loyalty 
to the’G^ovemment in .debate was never an issue.

Martin Shikuku, who easily defeated Malu in an election 
at a meeting of the KANU Parliamentary Group on January 23, 1968, 
was a considerable contrast to his predecessor. From the time 
he crossed the floor with the last members of KADU until his se-

-i-Vi

lection as Whip, Shikuku was by far the most talkative member of 
the House and a constant critic of the Government. During this 
period on the KANU backbenches-, he sided with the Government on 
12 divisions and opposed it on 13. The Odinga faction supported 
Shikuku for KANU Vice President of Western Province just before 1

Although he remained within KANU,breaking away from the party, 
the Attorney General, 'Charlesonjo, said on December 16, l966, 
that it appeared that Shikuku had become "No/ 8 In the strength
of KPU," after the Butere MP supported an oppositioti-tiiJtion call

ing for Africanization of the Kenya police force.^ Nevertheless,

1. During these periods, he never delivered a speech, al
though he did ask several questions and make a few interjections.

2. Report, Dec. 16, 1966, c. 2934.
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Shdikuku was popular with KANU backbenchers and, due in part to 
his efforts as se]f-proclainied "president of the poor people," 
with voters as well.

It was widely believed that the Government encouraged the
One opposi-election of Shikuku as Whip in order to muzzle him.

tion member, Tom Okelo-Odongo, said shortly after Shikuku won the
- 4

"I see that the president of the poor people is a ChiaX
. >

office:

Whip, and I hope that this does not mean that a big piece of meat 
has been put into his mouth and he will not be able to speak.
In his first speech as Whip, however, Shikuku replied to the ab

ove suggestion with an indication that he would continue to be a 
maverick. "The post I hold now as a Chief Whip...is not a nomi

nated post," Shikuku declared. "I was elected and I defeated 
some Members in this House. So...I speak as an elected Chief 
Whip and not as a nominated Chief Whip."^ On March 15, 1968, 
Shikuku made his attitude even more clear when he introduced and
voted for a motion to cut gover^ent salaries (including those'of 
MPs) that was opposed by the Government and eventually defeated.

"Regardless of my being e'iertid ChiefIn his reply he asserted:
Whip, I still hold.my views; the views of the‘people.

Report, Feb. 28, 1968, c. 160.
2. Report, Feb. 29, V9^1.c, 226.
3, Report. Mar. 15, 1968, c, 977.
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From his election as Whip through July 17; 1969, ShikukJs 
overall voting record was ten votes for the. Government and five 
against. This tally reflected a substantial moderation of his 
opposition before he became Whip. On the other hand,f>he was more 
independent than previous Whips, and his style of opposition'was 
very different from that of Kali. Whereas Kali voted against 
the Govejmment only when there was overwhelming backbencher _senti- 
ment with him, Shikuku supported measures, such as cutting gov

ernment salaries and taking harsher action against officials (in

cluding MPs) who misspent public funds, that had the backing of 
neither the Government nor the majority of backbenchers. More

over, he was always very visible and often effective in his oppo

sition and on at least one occasion helped to organize a success

ful backbencher revolt.^
Shikuku was not the victim of sanctions for his independ-

Some MPs complained, however, that lie was not act

ing the'way a Chief Whip shoi^d. 
the Government as Whip, the Minister for Cojoperatives and Social 
Services, Ronald Ngala, and several backbenchers aisgested that

ent behavior.

■ When Shikuku first voted against

^ 1. This occasion was the blocking of Estimates presented by 
the Ministry of Agriculture on July 17, 1969. See study-^^f-^ra-- 
tuities issue in Chl^ter 5.
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resign his posc.^ After Shikuku's next vote against the Gov

ernment, the Assistant Minister for Lands and Settlement, Jesse 
Gachago, asked: "...what is left in this House if this House is 
of the opinion that the Government Whip, from time to time, em

barrasses the Government by voting against the Government ^hen he 
should actually be whipping for the Government. 
during the Second Reading of the controversial Vagrancy Bill, • 
Minister for Labor, Ngala Mwendwa (a Kamba), complained of con

tentious interjections by Shikuku:
I am surprised, too, Sir, that a man who draws money 

as a Government Whip, a man who says he is a man of prin
ciple, comes here to oppose the Government. What prin
ciple is that? If I.were him, I would resign. Why take 
money as a Government Whip and then come to oppose the 
Government? That is not principle.^

Ministers in particular felt that Shikuku should be more loyal to

The next day.

the Government.
From the above material, several aspects of.the loyalty

of the whips can be identified. Two of the whips, particularly 
demonstrated consider^le independence from the Govem-Shikuku,

raent in ^heir speeches and even their yoting, and the Government

1. Report. Mar. 15, 1968, cc. 980-82.*

2. Report, Nov. 20, 1968, c. 3237.

3. Report. Nov, 21, 19j^., c. 3324-25. .

>9?
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to a considerable extent tolerated this behavior. On the other

hand, all MPs who held the post were more loyal in than out of 
Moreover, despite its repeated violation, there was a 

norm shared by some MP.s that a Chief Whip had a duty^to be loyal

office.

to the Government.

. >
Functions. Three functions of the Chi^f Whip have been mentioned 
in parliament: encouraging the attendance of MPSj .promoting par

ty discipline among backbenchers, and serving as a liaison be

tween front and back benches. The very word "whip," when used 
as a verb by MPs can mean "promote attendance" or

MPs seemed to -agree that one function of the Chief Whip
"discipline."

was to promote attendance, particularly when the House lacked a 
Malu, who reportedly failed to workquorum or held a division, 

on bringing MPs into the chamber, was criticized for not perform

ing this duty.^
-)•

On March 8, 1967, when a vote on- a constitution

al amendment had to be postponed because an .insufficient number
"I would likeof MPs were present, one backbencher complained:*

to call upon the Whips to make sure/that they do^^the^r work as
required by this House, because they are here to-make sure that

1, Malu's failure to work on this matter, especially in con
trast to Shikuku, was indicated not only by public statements but 
private assessments made -to author.
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Several months lat-.they whip everybody to come to the House, 
er, when it was revealed that a quorum was-not in the chamber, 

*’Mr. Speaker, may I propose through 
you. Sir, that since-we have a Whip, whose job it is^to see that 
all the Members are present here, it would not be possible 
to suspend him from this position as he is hardly ever in the 
House^^ ' "

another backbencher asked:

Shikuku took these duties more seriously tlian Malu, As

Whip, he spent more time in the chamber than any other MP, and 
he actively attempted to bring members into the chamber whenever

Of his own role, Shikukuthere was a quorum call or a division, 
said on March 5, 1968, "I am to whip all the Members, including
the Ministers, to be in this Chamber all the time, and if they 
do not they will get themselves into trouble."^ For this reason, 
Shikuku could compensate for his disloyalty to the Government, 
to some extent, by working hard on this aspect of his duties.

The question remain^^s to whether bringing members into 
the chamber was the only function of the W^ip.' The exchange be-

1-

1

1- Report, Mar. 8, 1967, c. 882 (Mr. arap Biy).
2. Report; June 23, 1967, c, 1387 (Mr. Kiprotich). For ad

ditional complaints, see various remarks on November 24^ X9d7.

3. Report, Mar. 5, JJ.68, c 
words ''Members" and "MinlsJ:ers".were switched.

. 429. In the original text the
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>Vv> low between Che Deputy Leader of Government Business and the 
Chief Whip indicated that the Govemmeric thought that it was:

The Minister for Housing (Mr. Ngei): It has been 
alleged that the elected officials of the Parliament
ary Group have no.powers at all. If a person is^en
trusted with a position with power and he does not ex- , 
ecute this power, then it is up to him. For example,
Sir, we have the hon. Chief Whip over ,there, the hon. 
'Shikuku, he has a lot of powers-

Mr. Shikuku: On a point of order, Mr. Speaker,
Sir, could the hon. Minister speaking please sybstan- 
tiate that the hon. Chief Whip has power, and could he 
say-

The Speaker (Mr. Slade): No. You cannot interrupt 
on a thing like chat.

The Minister for Housing (Mr. Ngei): Mr. Speaker,
Sir, he has the power to Cell Members of Parliament to 
come to the House on a Friday morning so chat the House, 
is full. If he is not capable of telling the Members 
of Parliament this and the Ministers to be here, then 

. he should not be asking for more power because that 
particular position has not been exercised properly.^

The Deputy Leader cited the undeniably poor attendance of member^.
on sittings just before weekends to argue Chat the Whip should
not be assigned duties beyodi^ bringing members into Che chamber.

There was evidence, however, of a broader conception of 
the role of Chief Whip that epcisted among some m^^rs of the " 
National Assembly. This conception was influenced by perceptions 

'^f the role of the party whips in the British House of CoinrQpns.

1. Report. Nov. Ly-lSdS*, cc. 2679-80.
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The diffusion of such British norms was facilitated by study 
courses at the House of Commons to which'the Government sent a
number of MPs. After returning from one of these trips, backben

cher Henry Wariithi said that since party caucuses were^not meet

ing, the Whips needed to be the link between benches, 
ed that'the Chief Whip, be briefed by the Government and mentioned 
that he had learned in Britain that the Whip there had an inte«- 
view once a week with the Prime Minister.^

He ^ggest-

Another source of
British norms was the Speaker, Humphrey Slade, While he usually
refrained from commenting on the role of the Whip because it was 
a party matter, he once when pressed made the following state-

’’...the ordinary duties of a Chief Whip, according to mpst 
Parliamentary practices, are those of creating liaison between 
the Government and the Back-benchers of that party, and organiz-

ment:

ing the Back-benchers in support of Government whenever required 
to do so."^

1

There was some support for these ideas, whatever 
their source, that the-Whip's, ^ties included communicating be

tween benches and organizing for the Govemmept among backbenc^-
1ers.

Report, Oct. 15, 1968, cc. 1804-05.
2. Report. Mar. 15, 1968, c. 981.
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These ideas bore little resemblance to actual parliamen-
tary practice. The barriers to organizing backbenchers in support 
of the Government can easily be grasped by observing the laxity 
with which the whips themselves supported the Govemmemt. Shikuku 

■ was as likely to organize backbenchers against the Goverrtment as 
for it. Kali did do some work trying to bring rebels around to 
the point of view of the Government or the Parliamentary Growp, 
but his efforts in this regard were not emulated by "his success

ors .
In order to promote communication between benches, the 

Whip needed the cooperation of the Government, and in particular 
that of the Leader of Government Business. MPs privately credited 
Shikuku with trying to keep in touch with Vice President Moi, but 
recognized that he got little attention. Shikuku himself com

plained of the situation. During the 1968 Vote on the National 
Assembly, the Chief Whip said; "I have been embarrassed at times, 
Mr. Speaker, by Members who. asked me what the Govemraeftt’s

views are on something. In most cases I say I -do not know. do 
not have cooperation from the Ministers. I am no'fr-a^liember of -

1. See EAS: Mar. 14, 1964, for description of one successful 
attempt by Kali to persuade rebel backbenchers to vote wlTt^Pthe ' 
Government.
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\,-,.jthe Cabinet, and I am not even briefed on what is'going on."^
The Whip promoted conmunication in a limited way by informing the 
Government of backbench opinion and warning it of impending re- 

However, there was little consistency or reciprocity involts.

the communications process. '

On the whole, there was virtually ho support or informa- 
tion exchanged between benches as a result of the whips. N^j-ther 
ministers or backbenchers were satisfied with restricting the role 
of the whips to bringing members into the chambers, but the steps 
necessary to broaden their role and make it more effective in the 
exchange process between benches were not taken.

Party Caucuses

The late Secretary-General of KANU, Tom Mboya, said of 
"...the Kanu Parliamentaryits official parliamentary caucus:

Group exists...to, facilitaterconsultations within the party'and 
‘**•6

between the party and the Government."^ As^such, the Parliamen

tary Group (or PG as it was frequently called) couid^play, at 
least potentially,- an important part in the exchange of informa-

1. Report, Oct. 15, 1968, c. 1821. 
2* Report, July ^.* 2719. -
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.A'jtion, demands, and support within the parliamentary party and in 
party cohesion. More precisely, this exchange could involve 
trading consultation and’open debate at early stages of policy 
formation in return for party cohesion and support in?public 
stages of policy formation. .The potential of this "bargain” was 
recognized by MPs. For example. Chief Whip Martin Shikuku stat- 
ed: "...in the Parliamentary Group Meeting we are supposed^io
look at Bills and criticize the Government. That iS the time 
when the Ministers and Assistant Ministers should put across to 
the Government what they think should be included in the Bill so 
that when we come here we can have the thing steam-rolled."^ 
Backbencher M. J. Seroney also recognized this potential role for 
caucuses when he said: "If the Government needs the support of 
the Members, they should associate the Members and consult the 
Members in policy-making and even in discussing Bills and framing.^ 
development plans.

While party caucuses^ere important, they were also", by 
definition, private affairs. As a result, jthe-behavior associat

ed with them was difficult to study/ Nevertheiea&t-^hom press 
releases, references to them in parliament,* and some private con-

1. Report. June 21, 1968, c- 1352.
2. Report. May 28„_,l^„c.. 432.
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^-••’A/ersations, salient patterns in the caucuses of the party can be .

pieced together.
All KANU MPs were automatically members of the KANU Par

liamentary Group. As- {provided by law, they could draw mileage 
and other allowances for attending up to 28 caucuses a y^ar, if 
such ‘caucuses met on days when they did not receive their regu- 
lar parliamentary allowances. Because of variations in the-fre- 

of meetings and in the activities of the Parfiamentary 
Group, this analysis of it must be divided into three periods.
These periods were the time from June of 1963 to July of 1965 
when the Parliamentary Group was overshadowed by a more active 
KANU Backbenchers' Group, that from July of 1965 to May of 1969 • 
when the Backbenchers' Group ceased to exist and the PG remained 
largely inactive, and that from May of 1969 to the dissolution of 
Parliament in November of that year when the Parliamentary Group 1 
maintained a schedule of weekly meetings.

During the first of. ^e above periods, the Parliamentary 
Group met most frequently in the weeks surrpunding the openi^ig of 
the National Assembly on June J, 1963. At this ttme^'Caucuses were 
necessary to nominate the party's candidates for Speaker, Deputy 
Speaker, and specially elected members and to organize the Group 
by electing officers and vhips. The Parliamentary Group quickly 
fell into disuse, howeveru_^'

quency
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Attention was diverted away from the inactivity of the 
Parliamentary Group, because party caucuses*continued to be held 
under the auspices of the KANU Backbenchers' Group, which was 
formed in late 1963. -The backbenchers' organization elected its 
own set of officers, which remained virtually the same through

out its existence. The Chairman was Henry Wariithi, the Vice 
Chairman Z.M. Anyieni, the Secretary Joseph Gatuguta, and the 
Assistant Secretary Tom Malinda. Bildad Kaggia later replaced 
Gatuguta as Secretary. The Backbenchers' Group tried to meet 28 
times a year and during recesses so that backbenchers could re

ceive the maximum amount of allowances provided for in the bud-
get.

Key ministers frequently consulted with the Backbenchers' 
Group, and MPs were given an opportunity at caucuses to examine 
members of the cabinet on governmental policy. Thus, the Back

benchers' Group provided a regular channel of communication be

tween front and back benches ^d enabled the party to work o'ut 
some of its differences privately rather thqn in the public s^es- 

In addition, the caucus helpBtKtfc make - 
backbenchers more effective in policy formation, since they could 
atft collectively on issues about which they agreed.

The Backbenchers' Group focused on three issues: welfare 
of members, ^fricanizaticm.^nu.-commerce and industry, and acceler-

sions of parliament.
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.^.'ation of East African federation. On the first two issues they

were able to affect policy significantly. On East African fed

eration, however, the backbenchers and the Government reached an 
impasse, and a public- confrontation on the issue both^in and 
outside parliament took place in May and June of 1964.^ 'On May 
11, 1964, Prime Minister Kenyatta stated that the activities of 
the backbenchers were not adding anything useful to the move»for 
federation.^

In early 1965, with KANU by then the Assembly's only par

ty, the Backbenchers' Group continued to perform what its Chair

man called the "watchdog" function^ and to irritate the Govern

ment. The first crisis occurred on February 17, when the back

benchers forced iirenediate adjournment of debate on two Supple- 
Estimates^ and voted down the Government's nominations 

for the Sessional Committee.^ Among the reasons given by back- t 
benchers for their actions were the need to go into more detail

mentary

1. See Chapter 5. /
2. May 12, 1964.

Report. June 23, 1964, c. 481.

4. Supplenie:ntary Estimate No. 3 of 1964/65—Recurrent Expen
diture and Supplementary Estimate No. 1 of 1964/65—Devetop^nt.' 
Report, Feb. 17, 1965, cc, 78-80.

5. Report, Feb. 17T--i|i5.,‘ cc. 81-97-.
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off'fthe matter of salaries and allowances of MPs, as listed in 
recurrent expenditures, and the dominance of the Government on 
the proposed Sessional Committee, on which 12 of 22 members were 
to be ministers or assistant ministers. The next day Vice Pres- 
ident Oginga Odinga immediately moved for a surprise adjourn

ment of tl^e House to discuss "matters of national importance" 
with the President. At the two and a half hour meeting, it was* 
agreed that members would in the future hold such meetings with 
the President on the first Wednesday of every month.^ Other el

ements of the private negotiations soon became apparent. On 
March 3 a new set of nominations for the Sessional Committee that
included two additional backbenchers in order to create balance-
between front and back benches was brought by the Assistant Min

ister in the Vice President's Office, Munyua Waiyaki, seconded 
by the Chairman of the Backbenchers' Group, and unanimously ap

proved by the House. An increase in members' annual salaries 
from I384O to tl,200 took effect*^ February 25, and Supplementary 
Estimates.postponed on February 17 were agreed^to on March 2. • ‘ 

During the next several months, which were amwig the 
most turbulent in the history of the House,.a number of crises 
forced the Parliamentary Group to reconvene. In the first

EAS. Feb> 19, 19657^—'-1.
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"'cjf March the Agriculture (Amendment) Bill appeared to be headed 
for defeat or amendment because of unpopular provisions enabling 
the Government to recover money and land from African settlers 
who defaulted on loan repayments, and on March^A Vice 1*resident 
Odinga moved that the Second Reading of the Bill be adjourned so 
that thg matter could be discussed in the Parliamentary Group. 
Twenty-three backbenchers voted against this move, wishing t^ re

ject the Bill immediately, but the Government won enough support 
to obtain the adjournment.! When the Parliamentary Group met un

der the chairmanship of Odinga on March 16, one of the leading 
critics of the Bill, K. N. Gichoya (a Kikuyu and Member for 
Gichugu) demanded that it be delayed for six months, but Odinga 
offered a motion which called for'a delay of only a week which 
was eventually approved by the caucus.^ Whatever the arguments 
presented to the backbenchers in caucus, the Bill passed its Se- 
cond and Third Readings on April 22 and April 27 with virtually
no discussion.

Similarly, many backbenchers began CO criticize a pro

posed amendment which altered entrenched provisionT^f* the Con

stitution and which was debated in late March and early April of

Report. Mar. 4, 1965, cc. 537-50.1.

2. EAS-.>.Mar. 17, 1'965^:-
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•v-;j 1965. Attorney General Njonjo presented the Government's case ■ 
for the amendment at a meeting of the Backbencher's Group on 
March 31, but a Parliamentary Group meeting the next day, attend

ed by President Keny^tta and chaired by Vice President Odinga, 
was needed to convince recalcitrant backbenchers to su^ort the 
constitutional changes.^

The Backbenchers' Group met frequently during the Tirst 
half of 1965, but the Government began to apply pressure on it 
to disband. On June 23, 1965, Odinga told the Backbenchers' 
Group, whose leadership had temporarily been captured by pro- 
Mboya forces, of the Government's wishes in this regard. In con

sequence, on July Z1 the Parliamentary Group, chaired by the Pre

sident, unanimously passed a resolution to the effect that the 
Backbenchers' Group should cease to meet immediately and that 
matters of concern should in the future be discussed at meetings'^, 
of the KANU Parliamentary Group.^

The resolution mark^ the transition to a second period, 
lasting from July of 1965 to May of 1969,/in the life of the PG. 
By the beginning of this period, KANU had been tfi^only party “in 
the Assembly for more than eight months. Thus, the membership of

1. E^, April 1 and 2, 1965.

2. July 22,'i96S^'-
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parliamentary party had become identical with the membership 
of the parliament, and much of the rationale for private caucuses 
apart from the regular parliamentary sessions eliminated. Faced 
with a similar situation, Tanzania in 1965 abolished the parlia

mentary party of TANU in order to ease demands on the time of 
ministeirs.^ In Kenya the Backbenchers' ^roup was disbanded, and 
although the Parliamentary Group continued to meet occasionally 
under the chairmanship of Kenyatta, the PG -fell into virtual dis-

During the period under consideration, the Parliamentaryuse.

Group met on the average of only once every two to three months.
and there were several times when it went for five to eight
months without meeting at all.

Given the infrequency with which the Parliamentary Group 
met, it is relevant to ask why meetings were called and what the
attitudes of MPs about them were. Caucuses were called for a 
variety of reasons. Several dealt primarily with business mat

ters, such as the heed to nomlBhte a Speaker for a new^session 
of Parliament^ and the election of officers 4nd whips.^ Others

1. R. Taylor-Cole, "The Ministerial System in Tanzania," in
K^l Dietrich Bracher, , Die modeme Demokratie and ihr
R^ht. Vol. 2 (Tubingen: J. C. B. Mohr, 1966), p. 654.

2. EAS, Feb. 9. 1967.
3. EAS r Jan. 24, 19'6^—^ '
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■''featured debates over long-standing disagreements between the 
Government and backbenchers concerning sensitive issues of poli- 

such as repayment of loans by African settlers^ and minimum 
payments on the Graduated Personal Tax.2

Most importantly, some caucuses dealt specifically with
Consti-

cy

legislation being considered by the National Assembly, 
tutional amendments sometimes were discussed in the Parliameirtiary 
Group before they were brought to the House, publicly. 
manner, the PG considered the amendment requiring MPs who had 
joined KPU to run for re-election on April 26, 1966,^ chat amal

gamating the House and the Senate on December 20, 1966,^ and chat 
providing for popular■election of the President on April 2, 1968?

Preliminary caucuses were not held for less important
If these matters were discussed in caucus-

In this

bills or for motions.

1es, it was only after confrontations in parliament between the

X. EAS, May 24, 1967, andi^Iuly 26, 1967.
2, Report. Jan. 18, 1968, cc. 4369-70, and EAS; Jan. 24,*

1968. 1

3. EAS, April 27, 1966.
4. EAS, Dec.'21, 1966.^ -  • '
5. Report. April 3, 1968, c. 1519 (Mr. Malinda).
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,-,'i3overninent and disgruntled backbenchers. For example, on June 
29, 1967, when the House was sitting as the Committee of Ways and 
Means to consider the Government's program of taxation, backben

chers pushed through an amendment vetoing a reduction^in the mar

riage allowance on income tax. On the morning of July 4' however.
the KANU Parliamentary Group discussed the issue, and that after

noon the House voted to recommit the measures to the CommitGee, 
where with little discussion they were brought in line with the 
Government's wishes.^

Similarly, rebellious backbenchers threatened to block a
motion guaranteeing repayment of a loan by Kenya Canners Ltd. on
June 15, 1967, and the Minister for Information and Broadcasting, 
James Osogo (a Luyia), successfully moved for adjournment so that
the dispute could be settled by the Parliamentary Group. The PG
discussed the loan on July 18, and the motion easily passed the 
House on July 26.^ Another confrontation developed over the Loc- 

Regulauions (Ajg^ndm'ent) Bill No. 2, 1968. During 
the Second Reading of the Bill on April 9 apd 10, backbenchers
al Government

/
■ i

1. Report, June 28, 1967, c. 1481; June 29, 1967, cc. 1596-
1626; and July 4', 1967, cc. 1711-1747. ‘

2. Report, June 6, 1967, c. 556; June 13, 1967, cc.''721^^31; 
June 15, 1967, cc. 1002-20; and July 26, 1967, cc. 2697-2720, 
2744-45.
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exp,ressed doubts about provisions preventing independent candi

dates (those not nominated by parties) froit contesting elections,
and on the second day the Minister for Economic Planning and De

velopment, Tom Mboya, called for adjournment to permit private 
consultations. Ac a meeting of the Parliamentary Group on Apri'l 
16, 1968-, Che Government agreed to several concessions. As a re- 
suit, the Bill that passed later in Che week included amendments 
setting up detailed nomination procedures required of all parties
and permitting appeals in the courts for those challenging nomin

ating practices.^ An additional example of the role of caucuses
in quelling backbencher rebellion came in November of 1968, when 
backbenchers balked at approving a social security scheme for 
MPs, because it did not place ministers under the same plan as 
backbenchers. After backbenchers passed amendments unacceptable 
to the Government, it backed an adjournment of debate on November 
20 to allow for discussion in the Parliamentary Group. The cau

cus was held on November 26, and^two days later debate reopened, 
the amendments deleted, and the motion quickly^passed.^ In these

I

1. Report. April 8, 1968, cc. 1729-30; April 9, 1968, cc. ' 
1805-21; April 10, 1967, cc. 1852-81; April’ 17, 1967, cc. 2047-92; 
Apri4 18, 1967, 2124-70; and April 19, 1968, cc. 2185-2234; EAS, 
April 17, 1968; and Cherry Gertzel, "The Role of Pdrliament-TtT^ 
Kenya." East Africa Journal. 5 (October, 1968), 33-43.

2- Report. -Nov. 18, cc. 3108-22;-Nov. 19, 1968, cc.
3143-94; Nov. 2^', 1968, cc. 3221-38; and Nov. 28, 1968, cc. 3705-
14.
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four cases, caucuses were used for private debate and negotiation 
after public debate and negotiation in the National Assembly had 
turned against the Government.

Since, as has been seen, caucuses were used infrequently
and for a variety of purposes, a small percentage of the business 
of the H'ouse was discussed privately in caucus in the. period July 
of 1965 to May of 1969. As might be expected, backbenchers were 
unhappy with the Government's failure to call regular ineetings 
of the PG, in part because the fewness of meetings conflicted 
with at least three of the "interests" of MPs previously identi

fied: income, deference, and information.
VThen the Parliamentary Group did not meet, MPs lost in-, 

come that was available from mileage, sitting, and overnight al

lowances that were available at the same rates as for regular
Even though the potential al-sittings of the National Assembly, 

lowances were only moderate, backbenchers expressed concern pub

licly that they were, not receivij^g full benefits. During ques

tion period on October 30, 1968, when the Govepiraent replied th^t 
money budgeted for caucuses but going unused could nO-t-^4 given 
to members to donate to harambee projects in their constituencies,
five^’backbenchers '^sked contentious supplementaries indicating_

their unhappiness both with the reply and the failure to use the 
money availabl$^ At this -tinig^illement Ngala-Abok asked the Dep-
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-UJjy Leader of Government Business, Paul Ngei: "...will the Min

ister accept the fact that this money is'being stolen from the 
Members because it is due to the Members and should not be re

turned to the Exchequer every year?"^ A similar question about 
unused allowances for party caucuses was raised on Novembe’r 8, 
and seven backbenchers asked questions displaying hostility to

■ -V. - ■ ' ■

the Government's policy. Backbenchers found the situation pv 
tlcularly unpalatable because the opposition KPU had a deliber

ate policy of meeting 28 times a year on days when the Assembly 
was not sitting, so as to obtain the maximum amount of allowanc

es. To prevent troublesome comparisons, the Government wrote a 
section into the National Assembly Remuneration Act in 1968 stip

ulating that only MPs in parties large enough to form a quorum 
(30 or more) were eligible to collect allowances for attending 
party caucuses. Although this legislation prevented KPU MPs 
from drawing allowances, MPs in KANU continued to attach import

ance to the payments they were pissing because the Parliamentary

1

Group seldom met. ^ •

The failure of the Parli^entary Group to mee4rfaore ofteo.

also affected the deference given to backbenchers, since it gave

1. Report, Oct. 30, 1968, c. 2487.

2. Report. Nov. 8, 19,6§^cc. 2979-82.■
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the impression that they were being ignored in policy formation. 
This was especially the case after Kenyatta became President, • 
since caucuses were then practically the only occasions that
backbenchers could meet with him. The frustration of being ig

nored was probably best expressed by Martin Shikuku during'the 
confrontation in parliament over the members' social security 
scheme, when the Chief Whip asked rhetorically: "How many^times, 
Mr. Speaker, have I tried to get in touch with the*Ministers to 
call meetings to discuss things before they come to this House? 
How many times?The deference to backbenchers was greater when 
they were consulted before rather than during public debate, 
since once legislation was introduced in parliament they were 
generally presented with faits accomplis. Mark Mwithaga (a 
Kikuyu and Member for Nakuru Town), when criticizing the 1969 
budget, said that the Government should have consulted backbench:^ 
ers before its introduction. He complained: "The brains of the
Members are being w.asted because no Minister is prepared to use 
the brains of these Members...."^ Not surprisingly, backbench

ers wanted to be consulted before cfebates in pagJXament and some

times balked at adjourning in the middle Of a stormy debate so
^hat the Government could rescue its case in caucus.

1. Report. Nov. 20^^:968, c. 3235.
2. Report. June 25, 1969, c. 1602.
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Since one purpose of the Parliamentary Group was inform- . 
ing backbenchers about the Government's plans and programs, the 
failure of the PG to meet regularly resulted in a loss of infor

mation for them. Waira Kamau (a Kikuyu and Member fo^ Githunguri) 
expressed the plight of backbenchers in this regard durihg a 
successful attempt by backbenchers to postpone indefinitely de

bate on the controversial Vagrancy Bill. He said: •

When this kind of Bill comes into this House, we should, 
fi'rst of all, be summoned as a Parliamentary Group ^sicj 
we should discuss it and pass it in our Parliamentary 
Group, so that when we come here we will know exactly 
what we are discussing. What amazes most of us, Mr.
Speaker, is that we find the Bills in our pigeon-holes 
and we have no idea of what is coming to be discussed.^

Members were reluctant to display ignorance of technical matters
in public and, therefore, preferred to seek information on the
details of bills in caucus. As can be seen, backbenchers found
regular and frequent meetings of the PG desirable for a variety
of reasons.

On May 20, 1969 , th&^^NU Parliamentary Group began' a 
series of weekly caucuses, all of which wer;e chaired by President 
Kenyatta and were continued until the dissolution'^Of" the Nation

al Assembly on November 7. The approach of general elections 
-Simulated the'change in the Government's attitude toward p^vl-

Repart, Mar. 22-50.967', c. 1470. ’1.
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ousiy iTiactive KANU party organs, including the Parliamentary 
Group, and in this period up to the elections tnany of them were 
used to promote party solidarity.

Although press releases during this period were general

ly vague, it is clear that considerable time was spent on mat

ters with^little direct relationship to parliamentary business. 
Thus, MPs discussed disputes in the external party; campaigns • 
were launched to sell MPs life memberships in.KANU; and the mem

bers left many meetings singing KANU Yajenga Nchi (KANU builds 
the nation). On the otherhand, parliamentary debates indicated
that the PG meetings also dealt with some business of the House. 
Matters such as the move to eliminate Monday sittings of the 
National Assembly, the dispute over -payment of gratuities to
ministers, and a bill establishing primary elections were dis

cussed both in parliament and in the Parliamentary Group. Sur

prisingly, however, the parliamentary party was not noticeably 
more cohesive during- the period^j^ regular PG meetings than be

fore. Perhaps the impending elections encouraged MPs to concepT 
trate on pleasing the electorate pore than the Goverfitt^^, so 
that frequent caucuses succeeded only in offsetting this added 
pressure toward independent behavior rather than eliminating itj- 

Questions about the role of President Kenyatta in party
caucuses and the. extent to~vhlch-‘caucus decisions were binding
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otvjKANU members were relevant whether the caucus was meeting fre

quently or not. Mgee (Swahili word meaning respected elder) was 
the dominant figure at all caucuses he attended, and he chaired 
all of them from 1966 through 1969. At his wish, Swahili rather 
than English was used in the Parliamentary Group. As Chaiidnan, 

powers in caucus were broader,than those of the Speaker in 
the House. Moreover, his prestige with members was such that he 
could rarely be challenged directly. MPs had differing yet simi

lar views about the relationship of Kenyatta and other MPs. Back

bencher Mohamed Jahazi described the President's influence in the

his

"Sometimes when things are not settled in Par-following words:
liament, they are settled in Parliamentary Group meetings. Sonje- 
times we allow the will of our father, the father of the nation
and also our father by age, to win; we allow him to come here and 
persuade us and we agree with him."^ Chief Whip Martin Shikuku 
took a dimmer view of the behavior of members at caucuses when 
he charged: "...the trouble,Speaker, with all Members o£ 
this House is that they never dare speak thei^ minds.. When thqy 
see the President in Che chair, they never speak theirr^n^nds.

They nod like little babies and do not speak their minds at all^'^

1

1. Report. Oct. 17, 1968, c. 1932.
2. Report^.June 21, .1948_,_cc. .1351-52;
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IHjeven stronger terms, the former Vice Chairman of 'the KANU 
Parliamentary Group and Leader of the Opposition, Oginga Odinga, 
said during a debate on gratuities: 
amentary Group always take any word which comes from the' Presi-

’'Memhers of the KANU Parli-

dent of Kanu as god's word and, therefore, it cannot be question

ed."^ When the above interpretations are added to the evidence 
of how MPs reversed their positions within several days after ^ 
they met with the President at caucuses, it seems clesfr that Ken- 
yatta had great control over backbenchers.

Nevertheless, this judgment must be tempered by the fact 
that backbenchers did, upon occasion, press their own point of 
view in caucus. Parliamentary Group meetings were frequently ^o 
to three hours in length, giving backbenchers an opportunity to 
state their case. Also, backbenchers sometimes obtained limited 

For instance, Kassim Mwamzandi said’ 
during the 1969 debate on the motion of thanks for the presiden

tial address that the Govemmen>t di'd not implement reforms in'the 
Graduated Personal Tax until backbenchers "ma^e a- fuss" in the^ 
Parliamentary Group.^ Other concessions to backbencher^ result-^ .. 
ing from caucuses, such as those concerning the Local Government

concessions at caucuses.

1. Report. Dec. 4, 1968, c. 3988.
2. Report. May 22, 196£J3,^ 143.
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^gjilations Bill and the membership of the Sessional 'Gommittee, 
were mentioned above. So, while backbenchers normally went along
with the President at' party’caucuses and the President usually
supported his ministers,, the backbenchers were also ablef’to make
their own points.

A related question concerns the extent to which decisions 
reached in caucus were binding on KANU MPs. 
ally cohesive in carrying out decisions made in caucus* but there 
were some exceptions, 
araentary Group had to nominate candidates for seats in the House 
of Representatives and the Central Legislative Assembly (an organ 
of the East African Community), both vacant because of the assa

ssination of Pio Gaioa Pinto, an ally of Vice President Odinga.
On March 24, the Parliamentary Group, under the chairmanship of 
Tom Mboya, nominated Ndola Ayah and Kamwithi Munyi (an Embu and 
later a MP) for the seats in the House and the Legislative Assem-

■9

The party was norm;

One case occurred in 1965, when the Parli-

bly. Both were supporters of Od^ga, and both won nomination by 
a plurality.^ Despite public warnings from Ch^.ef Whip J. D. Kali 
that members had to support those nominated by the PG^^d despite .. 
the absence of any opposition party at the time, M. C. M. Tialal

1. The votes for the seat in the House went 28 for Ayah, 20 
for Tialal, 13 for 0. A. Araru, and 15 for other candidates.
EAS. Mar, 25, 1965.
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Masai) beat party candidate Ayah 64 to 34 and T. M. Chokwe 
defeated Munyi 77 to 35 in the official vote;^ Moreover, the
vote against the decision of the caucus was afterwards endorsed 
by two anti-Odinga ministers, James Gichuru and^Julius ^iano.^

When Kenyatta chaired caucuses, decisions were les'b
Nevertheless, MPs would occasionally excuse op-easily 'evaded.

posing caucus decisions on the basis that they had not attended
the meeting or that there had been insufficient time to discuss
matters fully. One case of a mild backbencher revolt occurred
in June of 1969, when the Government tried to amend Standing
Order 17 in order to eliminate the regular Monday sittings of
the National Assembly.. Although many backbenchers wanted to con

tinue sitting on Monday, the amendment was endorsed by the Parli

amentary Group on June 3. When the amendment reached the floor 
two days later, however, several backbenchers voiced opposition 
to the-move. The Deputy Leader of Government Business, Paul Ngei, 
complained to the dissident meflj^ers that "in a Parliamentary 
Group meeting, they were the ones who assent^ artd said it was^ 
very good when the President sa^ in the chair." beginning -

to wonder," Ngei continued, "why Members change; when the Chair-

1. April 3, 1965.,

2. Kenneth Good, "Kenyatta-and the Organization of KANU," 
Canadian Journal of African Studies, 2 (Autumn, 1968), 123.
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■',ip^n of the KANU Parliamentary Group is there, they are different, 
and the moment they get into this House they,change again. 
Backbencher Mark Mwithaga ’responded: "Despite the fact that we 
had a Parliamentary Group meeting, the decision taken inhere had 
ho binding authority, on this House. The House has its own».auth- 
ority by law. . .

bencher move to adjourn the debate and refer the matter back ^o 
the Parliamentary Group. On June 9, however, before-the PG could 
consider the amendment again and after an abortive move by back

benchers for a second adjournment, the Leader of Government Busi

ness, Daniel arap Moi, brought the amendment back to the House 
and said that a second discussion of it in caucus was not needed.
On a voice vote the Speaker ruled that the Government's amendment 
was rejected. On a division called by Ngei, however, the amend

ment carried 47 to 8, with 3 abstentions.^ The voting demonstra- ^ 
ted that at least eight KANU MPs would oppose a caucus decision 
on a division and that many ptj^rs' would oppose it on a voice 
vote but were reluctant to be so recorded on^a division. More 
typically, most or all KANU MPs supported caucus decisions. On .. 
the other hand, there was nothing to prevent' an MP'from ducking

Later in the debate Ngei agreed to a back-

Report, June 5, 1969, c. 745.1.

2- Report. June 746.

Report. June 9, 1969, cc. 881-86.
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out of the chamber during a vote on a controversial issue, and 
some MPs even opposed such decisions more actively.

In summary, the Parliamentary Group did promote consulta

tion between ministers and backbenchers during the first National 
Assembly and did produce cohesion at times when the party ^as 
threatened by backbencher revolts. Nevertheless, its perform- 
ance in these areas was erratic, for the most part because the* 
caucuses did not meet regularly until May of 1969 and because the 
Government rarely used them to consult backbenchers prior to the
introduction of business to the House.

.Informal Consultation

While the institutions of the parliamentary party were 
the most obvious places to look for exchanges of information and 
support among KANU MPs, the proceeding study of them does not 
exhaust the possibilities of such exchanges could be found.
In fact, there were informal means by which consultation between 
ministers and backbenchers could^.take place.

In the first place, despite the doctrine of collective 
rerffionsibility, individual ministers had considerable autonomy, 
in conducting their own ministries, including the handling of 
business in the. House. Thua^ministers or' assistant ministers

J
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"cpuld answer questions, reply to motions,, and introduce bills 
with little help from the Leader of Government Business, 
a matter was unusually important, ministers were expected to

Unless

mobilize their own support without the help of caucus o^r the 
President, although they could always enlist the support o^ other

In practice, individualministers with whom they were allied, 
ministers made only minimal efforts to consult privately with*

•9

backbenchers prior to the introduction of business in the House. 
The Chief Whip reported in 1968 that he had sent a circular to 
all ministers, asking them to brief members on every bill before 
it was brought to the House. Only the Minister for Agriculture, 
Bruce McKenzie (the only European in the cabinet), replied to .it. 
According to Shikuku, "All the other Ministers feel they can 
bring any Bill to this House and have it go through without con

sulting the Members,"^

isters did consult with members prior to the introduction of 
legislation, and more of them .4^ least discussed motions or 
privately with backbenchers during the coursQi of 'the public dSs-

Despite the Whip's statement, a few min-

bills

bate.

Another factor facilitating communication within the 
pa:^y was the Government's practice of assigning ministers^p^,- 
ticularly skilled in mobilizing backbenchers to urgent business

1. Report. Sept. 5, 1969, c. 247.
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Until his assassination,tfia^ did not come under their portfolio.
Tom Mboya was usually given primary responsibility for business
that might create friction within the party or involved an attack 
on the opposition. At the time of his death, Mboya was involved 

* in defending the Government's unpopular gratuities program, which 
normally would have been the responsibility of the Ministry of

. Mboya was'especially skilled at organizing support pr:^ 
vately so that sufficient strength in parliament was guaranteed
Finance

before measures reached the floor. Attorney General Charles 
- Njonjo also had unusually good rapport with backbenchers, and 
after Mboya's assassination, he took over the gratuities issue

The fact that these ministers hand-on behalf of the Government, 
led a disproportionate Share of important business increased the 
chances that backbenchers would be consulted.

Additionally, most ministers counted on certain back

benchers, particularly those from the ministers' home'areas, for 
By the same token, most^ backbenchers depended 

tain ministers. These alliances were not always permanent 
did they erase cleavages between ministers and backbeq^ers. 
Nevertheless, they occasionally contributed to‘the exchange of 
infoj^iation and support within the party. Thus, Leader of Gov

ernment Business Moi, when he consulted backbenchers about busi- 
likely to contact MPs he thought he' could persuade

on cer—support.

nor

ness, was more
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t6 support the Government rather than the Chief Whip or recog

nized leaders on the back benches, 
on political alliances were useful to backbenchers who wanted in

formation and sometimes to the Government when upon rare pccasions 
• it mobilized the entire cabinet to seek support for controversial

These inforaal contacts based

measures..

In conclusion, neither the Leader dr Government Busines^, 
the Chief Whip, nor the KANU Parliamentary Group produced regular 
and effective exchange of information and support within the 
party, although this was clearly a function that these institu- 

■'tions were intended to perform. Furthermore, backbenchers were 
conscious of deficiencies in communication, and these deficien

cies seemed to affect cohfesion within the party. Although less 
formal patterns of communication compensated to some extent for 
difficulties with party institutions, these patterns did not 
change the basic judgment, which is that consultation'within the
parliamentary party was minimal and erratic.

■

/



Chapter V
PATTERNS OF INTRA-PARTY OPPOSITION

f-

. ,v

When in that house M.P.'s divide,
If. they've a brain and cerebellum, toa.

They've got to leave that brain outside.
And vote just as their leaders tell ’em to.

But then the prospect of a lot
of dull M.P.'s in close proximity.

All thinking for themselves, is what 
No man can face with equanimity.

Then let's rejoice with loud fal, la -- Fal, lal, la!
That Nature always does contrive -- Fal, lal, la! 

That every boy and avery gal
That's born into the world alive 

Is either a little Liberal
or else a little Conservative.^

Private Willis on sentry duty 
in Palace Yard, Westminster

The Government in Kenya ’delated its position on every 
matter decided by the National Assembly. This'‘chapter will ana-' 
lyze opposition to (and by the same token support of) these po

sitions by KANU MPs^ A common conception of parliamentary systems

1. W. S. Gilbert and Arthur Sullivan, "lolanthe," in The 
Complete Plays of Gilbert and^Sullivah (New.Y'ork: The Modem Li
brary, n.d.), p’.'*‘267.

(186)
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•' (which is articulated in the above quotation from a Gilbert and
Sullivan operetta) is that MPs automatically do what they are 
told by party leaders. This stereotype does not apply to Kenya, 
where MPs frequently opposed positions of the Government, as was 

. made clear in previous discussions of the KANU Whips and ..the'KANU
Parliamentary Group. 

. ,v
This Chapter attempts to analyz# the frequency and the 

importance of the occasions on which KANU members split with the
party leadership. In addition to a general treatment of the sub

ject, the Chapter will include a case study of opposition from
within KANU to the payment of gratuities to ministers.

-Frequency and Importance of Opposition

The most common form of opposition by KANU MPs to the
Government was verbal criticism during the course of debate. Un

less accompanied by a willingness-to vote against the Government,
■ ^

such criticism did the Government little direct.harm and was nor-
t

mally tolerated. In fact, the Leader' of Governmen^^^^iness, 
Vice President Daniel arap Moi, said in the-final debate of the 
^rst parliament: "The Members can say anything against their 
Government, against the Ministers, against each other, provided 
of course they do not crosn-the bounds, |sicj of what is written
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■' in the Standing Orders of this House,Backbenchers often cri

ticized the Government during question perio.d, general debates,
or discussions of specific legislation. Assistant ministers
rarely criticized the Government in parliament, in part because

•the Government was intolerant of such behavior. Ministers virtu

ally never spoke against the Government.
■ V ' ^

Although verbal opposition could be important, this ac

tion will deal only with opposition that involved voting against
or threatening to vote against the Government on motions or
bills. Such opposition in KANU came only from the back benches.
During the six and a half years of the first National Assembly, 
no minister voted against a position of the Government on a divi

sion. During this same period-, there were two occasions on which 
a single assistant minister voted against the Government on a di

vision. On June 18, 1964, the Parliamentary Secretary (as assi- ^ 
stant ministers were then called) for Education, Bildad Kaggia,

the amendment to a private mem-voted against the Government o^ 
ber's motion that set a deadline for East African federation./
Kaggia officially lost his position after the voteyJ.altihough 
there was some dispute whether he was dismissed before his vote 

the Government later claimed), or resigned after it (as Kaggia

1. Report. Nov. 5, ,19^9, 5. 1562.
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hiinserf;;_,ciaimed). On December 3, 1968, the Assistant Minister 
for Agriculture, Charles Murgor (an Elgeyo-Marakwet.) , voted a-
gainst the Government on a motion supporting the judgment of the
Speaker, Humphrey Slade, that. Clement Ngala-Abok be suspended?' 
from the House for three days because of misconduct. Although v 
the Government supported the Speaker on this occasion, the vote 
had little direct impact on the Government.

Backbench opposition occurred both on matters essential 
to' the Government and on other, less essential matters. Essen

tial items included parliamentary approval of the Government's 
financial motions in the Committee of Ways and Means and Commit

tee of Supply^ and the passage of bills, induding constitutional 
amendments. If the Government had been defeated on these mattery 
it would have had to change its policies or rule illegally. 
Moreover, such a defeat could have been interpreted as indicat

ing lack of confidence in the Government. The National Assembly 
business on wt^ch'the Government took 

positions but which constituted less of a threat to^it.- Defeats 
on motions setting a limitation on debate or^for adjournment^J 
for instance, irritated the Government, but did not’jeopardize 
its prog^iims. Similarly, some motions had the effect of resolu-

•a

dealt with considerable

Both were Committees of__t^'w^ole House..1.
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tiort's.of the House and were not legally binding on the Govem-

Defeat for the Government on one of these ipotions did not

In general, an impasse be-

ment.

have the impact of defeat on a-bill, 
tween the Government and KANU MPs was more likely to develoi^v on
less.essential than essential business.

Opposition omless essential matters.' fatherJdhan attempt to 
cover all forms of KANU opposition on items that were not essen- . 
tial for the Government, this section will treat only one kind, 
of non-essential business -- private members' motions. Any mem

ber could introduce such motions, and one day of each week (af

ter the beginning of 1965, the Friday morning sitting) was norm

ally devoted to debating them. An hour and a half was allotted 
for each motion, and the House disposed'of roughly two during 
each week it sat. Divisions were recorded only on close votes 
so that instances of individual opposition are not usually known. 
Since at least a voice vote was taken on each motion, however, 
it is possible to determine' the nuulrer of times the Government 
obtained sufficient support to carry its position ^on motions 
and also the number of times opposition was too great for it to
do so.

'*^n its first six years (June, 1963, through May, 1969) 
the National Assembly acted on 2^13 private members' motions. In
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a ■subs'tantial departure from orthodox parliamentary practice,
backbenchers.defeated the Government on 44 of these, either 

by blocking amendments offered by the Government or by passing 
motions the Government rejected. On some of these occasions,

. backbenchers cooperated with the opposition party. Most defeats • 
(91%) occurred, however, after KADU dissolved in -November of 1964 
and opposition parties were weak or non-existent. The decisive 
factor in these defeats of the Government was opposition*within

- its own party.
In light of the large number of backbencher revolts, it

Is surprising that the Government encountered no such trouble 
during the first year of the National Assembly, 
however, constituted a turning point, after which backbenchers

In that month, the

June of 1964,

voted more freely against their Government, 
opposition (KADU) and KANU backbenchers joined in successive
weeks to defeat the Government twice. The more important motion
called for acceleration of East African federation, an issue

■

about which the Backbenchers' Group had been concerned for some
/

time. The willingness of the KANU backbenchers to defe^ fhe 
Government reflected frustration with the failure of their pre

vious forts to spe^d up federation. The showdown came on an 
amendment to the original motion introduced by KANU backbencher 
Z. M. Anyieni. The amendment -set a deadline of less than two
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mbTiths by which time federation had to be effected. Despite 
their instructions from the Government, KANU, backbenchers on 
June 18 voted for the amendment by a margin of 40 to 10. The 
total vote was 59 to 28.^

The question then became whether the Government would 
implement, the motion, which it was under no legal obligation to 

During the budget debate on June 26, t^e mover of the suc-do.

cessful amendment said that the Government should resign if 
federation was not achieved by August 15, the date specified in 
the amended motion. "There will be no point in us coming here 

‘'to spend the taxpayers' money every day," he argued, "if what
112

we agree to is not carried "out by the Government. As it had
implied in the original debate, however, the Government failed
to implement the motion. Almost seven weeks after the deadline
passed, KADU introduced a motion of no confidence in Prime Min

ister Kenyatta because of the Government's failure to'achieve
weire not p^^ared to go this far, and : 

spoke in favor of the motion. Although federation .was never
federation. KAMJ MPs none

y

effected, no crisis occurred.

Report, June 18, 1964, cc. 326-27. 
2. Report, June 26, 1964, c. 679.
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The events connected with the split over federation de

monstrated that opposition to the Government on- private members' 
motions was not considered opposition on essential matters. Back

benchers saw that defeating the Government on resolutions«would 
* not topple the Government, bring fresh elections, or even draw 
heavy sanctions on the dissidents. MPs continued to desire co

operation with the Government so that motions would be implement* 
ed. They became increasingly ready, however, to defeat'the Gov

ernment on motions, even over issues considerably less provoca

tive than East African federation.
On its side, the Government found defeats on private 

members' motions unpleasant and embarrassing. Nonetheless, it 
became increasingly sanguine about it^ reverses, since it had the 
final say on implementation. Its more relaxed attitude toward 
motions was evidenced in several cases by its failure to call for 
divisions after narrow defeats on voice votes. Backbenchers were 
particularly reluctant to, be recoded' against the Government on" 
divisions, and the leadership could sometimes u^e them to reverse 
unfavorable outcomes on voice votes. After several of^i-ts* de

feats on voice votes, however, the Government simply accepted the' 
result.

Another indication that the Government did not always
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■\^-^^ssign high priority to private members’ motions was that no min

ister participated in 57 of the 213 debates.on them. Most debates . 
on these motions included some participation by ministers, and the 
Government avoided defeat in 87% of these cases (see Table 5.1).
In the cases when only assistant ministers spoke for the Govern

ment, -it avoided defeat in only 60%. Thus, while assistant min- 
isters carried the entire responsibility on only 27% of the tptal 
number of motions, they were entirely responsible fof 52% of the 
motions on which the Government suffered a defeat. Apparently, 
the Government could have been more successful with private mem

bers' motions if it had always been represented by a member of
the cabinet.

A second way of analyzing_intra-party opposition on non-
essential matters is to look at the 68 division lists recorded in
the National Assembly through July 17, 1969. Thirty-six of the 
divisions involved private members’ motions, motions for adjourn-

1

ment, and other matteirs. that h^ve been described as non-essential.

These divisions were held because the closeness-of the voice vote 
left the outcome in doubt. Six of the divisions on^noh-essential 
matters resulted primarily from the activities of opposition par

tes. The other-30 resulted primarily from disagreement between 
the Government and KANU backbenchers. On these 30 divisions KANU '
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Table 5.1. Participation by Ministers and 
Outcomes of Private Members’ Motions

. .V

Defeat Agreement

21 135Minister participating
34Minister not participating 23

44 169Total

/
1
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backbenchers cast 524 of their votes (45%) in support of the Gov

ernment and 637 against it. ' ■ '

What the divisions themselves do not make clear is that
on the great bulk of the non-essential business considered By the 
National Assembly during its first six years, backbenchers de-'* 
ferred to the Government's wishes and supported it solidly on 
voice votes. Backbenchers supported the Government even on oc- ^ 
casions when they disagreed with its policy. Nevertheless"*, they 
sometimes felt strongly enough about matters such as the 44 pri

vate members' motions mentioned above to defeat the Government.

Opposition on essential matters. Data from division lists indi

cate that KANU opposition on essential matters differed from
that on non-essential matters. The House passed through the di

vision lobbies 32 times on essential matters, but 26 of these
(usually votes on constitutional amendments) were necessary only
because of constitutional requirements for support of more chan
a simple majority of MPs, not because of a close voice vote.

/
these 26 important divisions KANU backbencl)ers supported ,che Gov

ernment with 1623 votes (99% of the total) and opposed it with

KADU forced close'voice votes and divisions on two occasion^

On

17.

1. July 31, 1963, and JuneJ^O, 1964.
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■ and Kty,jdid so once.^ On these three votes backbenchers support

ed the Government 72 to 1. This left only three occasions on 
which backbenchers played the primary role in forcing close 
voice votes and divisions on.essential matters. Backbenchers? 
supported the Government only 67 (52%) to 61 on these divisions.v 

The first National Assembly passed about 230 acts of 
parliament, running more than 2,600 printed pages of text,^ 
had to vote its approval twice, during the Second and Third-Read

ings, in order to pass each act. Furthermore, the National As

sembly agreed to numerous motions that were also essential to 
the’Govemment, e.g. , financial motions. That backbenchers 
forced divisions only on three'occasions indicated that intra

party opposition during voting on essential matters was very

and

rare.

Because they were unusual, the three divisions forced 
by KANU backbenchers merit close attention. Backbenchers did 
not force a division on an essentialpatter until June 29, 1967, 
after the National Assembly had been in operation for more than 
four years. An amendment offered by Joseph khaoya (a Luyia^and

1. ^pt. 25, 1968.-
2. For a survey of the legislative record by Attorney Gen

eral Charles Njonjo, see EAS. Dec. 12, 1969.
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ifembel: for Bungoma South) eliminated a proposal contained-in a 
taxation motion brought by the Minister for Fin^ce, James 
Gichiru, to reduce the marriage -allowance for income tax from 
t600 to t480. When it became evident that the amendment had g. 
considerable backbench support, backbencher Clement Ngala-Abok ^ 

"Since it is well known that when Government is defeated 
financial matter Tike this, it may even l^ad to the resig

nation of the entire Government, will the Minister for Finance 
be careful enough to withdraw this without unnecessary debate, 
because the Government will be defeated?" To which Gichiru re

sponded: "l am prepared to resign on this one."^
carried 45 to 27, with 30 KANU-backbenchers for and 13 against.
As was mentioned in the discussion of party caucuses, KANU MPs 
reversed themselves a few days later, after the Government ex

plained to them in the Parliamentary Group that Kenya, Tanzania 
and Uganda shared a common taxation policy and the difficulties
involved in Kenya's refusal unilaterally to reduce the marriage

■ ^
allowance.Although the controversy over the marriage allowance 
was the only occasion on which backbenchers 'defeated theJ3py^m- 
ment on an essential matter, they forced divisions*on December 5, 
1967, an amendment to the Land Control Bill offered by Mar-

asked:

on a

The amendment

Report. June 29, 1967,__c^l616.1.
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tin Shikuku and on December 5, 1968, over a motion to exempt gra

tuities to ministers from income tax.
The data from divisions indicate that KANU backbenchers 

seldom opposed the Government on essential matters at the vo^ting 
stage’, but this situation did not preclude opposition at earlief • 
stages. One of the most frequently used methods of opposition 
was for backbenchers to move adjournment of d^ate for private 

Sometimes the Government cooperated with or even 
Initiated such moves. The usual effect of adjournments was to 
postpone consideration of legislation while the Government and 
backbenchers settled their differences. On eight occasions 
there was sufficient disagreement between the Government and 
backbenchers over adjournments to force divisions.^ In such 
cases the backbenchers supported the Government's position on 
adjournment with 155 votes (41% of the total) and opposed it 
with 225. As the tactic of adjourning debates suggests,'back

benchers preferred indirect ppposltjon to the Government on es

sential matters rather than confrontation at the voting stage./
Through indirect opposition they were sometimes able to^dejay 
important legislation or .even to persuade the Government to bring

discussion.

1. These divisions were included among those on non-essen
tial matters, since they involved delay rather than defeat of . 
important programs of the Gov^r^ent.
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in^ajiendnienCs. ^
We have found striking differences -between intra-party

opposition on non-essential and essential matters. On the former
backbenchers demonstrated less restraint in opposing the Govem-

* merit than they did on the latter. In addition, as our study-.of *

the Parliamentary Group indicated, the Government did not use 
caucuses to head off public confrontations on non-essential mat-^ 

Our data on private members' motions and on divisd-ons con-ters.

firm that the Government was less likely to use caucuses and
other techniques of consultation and accommodation on non-essen

tial than essential matters. We have found considerable intra

party opposition in KANU, hut such opposition was most frequent 
on matters of peripheral' importance or in areas where it had 
little serious impact. Thus, KANU did not always do what they
were told to, but the instances of backbencher support for the
Government far outnumbered those of opposition, especially on
matters the Government considered^, important.

/

A Case Study of Opposition to Gratuities

^ A number of cases of KANU opposition to positions of the

1. Many of the instanc^'^f direct and indirect opposition 
on essential maffers were discussed in Gertzel, "Parliament in 
Independent Kenya" and "The Role of Parliament in Kenya."
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Government have been mentioned in the course of the present 
' study. The references have been scattered, however, and no 
single case has been placed.in its context and analyzed in depth. 
This deficiency makes.understanding the meaning of opposition 
more difficult and is the principal reason for this attempt to . 
follow the complete course of intra-party opposition to the pay

ment of'gratuities'to ministers -- one of -She most controversial 
issues in Kenya politics from November of 1968 to August of 19691

Gratuities, which were normally lump sums of money ’paid 
to officials upon retirement, first became an issue in parlia-
ment during debate in November of 1968 on a motion approving a

- social security scheme for members of parliament. The Assistant
Minister for Finance, Sheikh Balala <an Arab), introduced the mo

tion on November 18 and stated that it simply implemented a re

quest submitted by backbenchers at a Parliamentary Group meeting
in 1966.^ During the first day of debate, backbenchers lauded
the intention of the scheme, but questioned why ministers and
assistant ministers were excluded from the plan by Clause 2.

/ ■

topic of payments to ministers was first injected into ^l^e dis-
The

1. One reason for choosing this case was that the period of
controversy roughly coincided with the period of the author^ _
personal observation of parliamentary proceedings.

2* Report, Nov. 18, 196a_,.cc. 3108-10.
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Gussioh during the following exchange between the Chief and Dep- 
' uty-Whips:

Mr. Shikuku: Do I understand, Sir, that I am now 
approving a certain scheme which has not been brought 
before me which is including the Ministers and Assist
ant Ministers by having this clause 2? If that is not 
so, are they not to be insured? Are they not to con
tribute something so that when they die we take them horile 
and their wives will have something? This, is the thing 
I would like to know.

Mr. Omar: I think they have another scheme.
Mr. Shikuku: The Deputy Chief Whip is telling me 

that he thinks that they have another scheme. If there 
is such a scheme, has it been approved by this House?

Mr. Omar: It is a secret scheme.
Mr. Shikuku; If it is secret, Sir -- I am being 

fed with information from the hon. Omar that it is a 
secret scheme -- then this must be known by the public 
because it is being; fun with public money. When the 
Minister stands to speak. Sir, he must tell us the 
truth. If there is a different scheme for the Minis
ters and Assistant Ministers, then, who approved it?
How much do they get?^

While backbenchers continued to suggest during the day’s debate
that ministers were receiving payments that had not been legal- 

‘ '

ized by parliament, no one in the'Govemment denied the exist- • 
ence of such payments, as Bobo Karungarv (a Kikuyu and Member 
for Embakasi) was quick to point out. Before the.first day’s 
debate ended. Deputy Whip Omar offered an arnendment requesting

1. Report. Nov. 18, 196^,cc. 3113-14.
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thatr ministers and assistant ministers be placed under the plan 
for other members.^

During the second day of debate, November 19, the Assis

tant Minister for Finance, Sheikh Balala, accepted the Omar 
amendment on behalf of the Government; backbenchers and ministe^rs • 
with tongue.in cheek praised the former for generously including 
the latter groilp in their plan; and the alterations passed on a 
•voice vote. Later in the debate, a second amendment adding a 
provision that ministers and assistant ministers not receive 
"any other pension, gratuity or social security benefits" was 
siiggested by backbenchers Masinde Muliro and P. N. Munyasia (a 
Kamba and Member for Kitui West) and formally moved by Arthur 
Ochwada. The Government was caught.off guard by this amendment. 
None of the few ministers and assistant ministers present at the 
time spoke on the proposal, and the amendment passed on a voice 
vote despite a few "Noes" from the front bench.^ Before- the de

bate adjourned, Simeon Kioko (a Kamba and Member for Mbooni) in- ..

troduced a third amendment, which transferred certain responsi-
/

bilities regarding the social security scheme from the Permanent

1. Such an actio.n was "requested," because it involved the 
expenditure of public funds and, therefore, was something the 
House could not effect without the consent of the President.

EAS. Nov. 20, 1968, p. 4^2.
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Secretary to the Treasury to a select committee of the National 
Assranbiy. This amendment, unlike the previous, ones, did not in

volve expenditure of additional funds and was, therefore, legally 
binding on the Government rather than just a request.

By the start of the third day of debate, the Government ^

had had time .to consider the Kioko amendment and to organize its 
The A'sslstant Minister for Finance, 'Sheikh Balala, op-strategy.

posed the amendment, but promised that if it were defeated,, the 
Government would offer a substitute amendment creating a select
copnittee of the National Assembly to advise rather than replace

The only backbencherthe"Permanent Secretary to the Treasury.
who'spoke after Balala, A. J. Pandya (Asian and Member for Mom- 

"The select committee of this Housebasa Central),, insisted: 
must be the final authority on such a vital matter," and the

The Minister for Finance,Kioko amendment passed on a voice vote.
James Glchuru, then declared that the Government would not accept 
the motion as amended and attempted unsuccessfully to withdraw 

At this point, Alexander arap Biy (a Kipslgis and Memberit. /
for Buret) moved adjournment so the controversy could be.di^s- 
sed with the President in the Parliamentary Group.. Although the 
Govemmei^t supported the move, backbenchers were split over it. 
Sammy Omar and the Minister for Co-operatives and Social Service^
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Ronald=Ngala, spoke for the adjournment; Kibwage Omweri.Ca Gusii
—Vi

and Mdmber for Wanjare-South Mugirango) and Martin Shikuku op

posed it. Backbenchers voted against the adjournment 26 to 21, 
but the bloc vote of the Government enabled it to pass 42 to 31, 
with.two abstentions.

After a three-hour Parliamentary Group mqeting under the 
chairmanship'^o^ President Kenyatta on Novembec 26, debate on the 

.social security scheme resumed on November 28. The Minister for 
Co-operatives and Social Services, Ronald Ngala, immediately pro

posed removal of the Kioko amendment, which had established the 
select committee and had been the only one of the amendments 
which was legally binding on_the Government. The only two KANU 
backbenchers who spoke on;the Minister's proposal (including one 
who had opposed adjournment for the caucus) supported it. After 
complaints from Opposition Leader Oginga Odinga about "steam

roller" methods, the House removed the Kioko amendment, .and the 
motion as further amended passed easily on a voice vote. Because

two of the original amendments were left intact, however, the
/ ' •

National Assembly had at this stage gone op record as requesting 
place ministers under the same ,retirement plan 

as backbenchers and not under any other plan.
The gratuities issue returned to the House on December'AT^ 

1968, when it began debate on a^notion to exempt gratuities to 
ministers and assistant ministers from income tax. The Assistant

the Government to
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Minister for Finance, Sheikh Balala, reasoned that at a recent 
' T>arliamentary Group meeting the President had acknowledged the 
payment of gratuities to ministers, that no questions or contro

versial debate had arisen, and by implication that the backbench- 
- ers had already approved such payments. Balala added few ar^u- ^ 
ments in support of the exemption from income tax, which corres

ponded to the exemption of the Government's^contributions to the 
• members' social security scheme.^ Although two KPU MPs •launched 

strong attacks on the motion, the four KANU members who spoke on 
the first day of debate all praised the motion. The only hint 
•Of criticism from KANU members came when G. G. Kariuki said that 
the amount of the gratuity-had not been revealed at the PG meet

ing and that the ministers should.provide this information to 
the public and the House.^

The tone of the debate changed on the second day, Decem

ber 5. KPU Leader Oginga Odinga led off the debate by^ offering
to yield the floor to any minister willing to provide details oij 
gratuities including the amount already paid, but no one took up* 
his challenge.^ In the first speech by a member of KANU^ ^Chief

Report. Dec., 4, 1968, cc. 3979-80. 
2* Report. Dec. 4, 1968, cc. 3986-88. 
3* Report, Dec. 5, 1968,-^c. 4034-39.
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Whlp^^Martin Shikuku accused Assistant Minister Balala of trying 
to misrepresent what went on in the Parliamentary Group and said, 
”I would be doing a disservice to this nation if I approved ex

penditure of public money, here, without knowing how muchfis in- 
• volved."^ "Lt •The second KANU speaker, G. G. Kago, declared: 
will be very wrong for the House to pass this resolution before 
we are told exactly how much is going to be'*spent."^ After

Hassan Wario repeated similar sentiments, the Vice President and 
- Leader of Government Business, Daniel arap Moi, moved and later 
opposed adjournment of debate. Between the abortive move for 
’adjournment and the vote, backbencher James Kibuga agreed with 
earlier criticisms of the motion, and Assistant Minister Balala 
summarized the Government's case. - After a close voice vote, the 
Speaker said he thought the "Noes" had it, but the front bench 
promptly requested a division.3 On the division, when MPs were' 
forced to record their votes as individuals, the motion carried 
40 to 6 with 20 abstentions.. The breakdown of backbenchers, many 
of whom apparently changed their minds between the voice vote and

1

1. Report. Dec. 5, 1968, cc. 4034-39. 
2^ Report. Dec-.5, 1968, c. 4041.
3. Dec. 6, 1968.
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the'‘_division, was 19, 4, and 20.^ 
had refused to divulge any information about.past or current pay

ments of gratuities and had h^dled the whole affair ineptly, it 
obtained parliamentary approval for its motion.

Public interest in gratuities subsided during the early • 
part of 1969 and then surfaced again on June 6, when the Govem- 

publishW the National Assembly RemunerAion (Amendment)
■ Bill 1969, which sought to authorize payment of gratuities to

Thus, although the Government

ment

ministers equal to 20% of their salaries, backdated to April 7,
The Bill1962, or the date of appointment, whichever was later.

written after the Speaker discovered in April that gratuities 
being paid and suggested privately to the Government that 

such a bill was necessary' to provide legal authority for the pay-

was

were

^ In response to the publication of the Bill, KANU district 
branches, trade unions, and individuals attacked the gratuities ■

With this hostile

ments.

in press statements and letters to the editor, 
reaction and with disagreement in the cabinet about the wisdom of 
pushing the Bill so close to election time, theGovemment post

poned its introduction in parliament. I

For a correction of the1.^ Report, Dec* .5, 1968, c. 4062. 
division list, see Report, Dec. 11, 1968, c. 4308.

2. Report, July 23, 1969, c. 2319.
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' ■ The issue exploded in the House on June 25, during the 
^Vote on Account (which authorized one half of the sum required 
for the services of the Goveniment during the 1969/70 financial 
year). The Assistant Minister for Finance, Sheikh Balala, said 
that the Votes of the various ministries were described in the ,

1969-70 Estimates, claimed that the Vote on Account (which was 
an interim^neasure in anticipation of the annual Appropriations
Bill) involved no expenditure on new services, and presented as
virtually his only argument for the motion that it was needed to
pay members their sitting and subsistance allowances.
' After Balala’s short opening speech and a formal second
by the Minister for Finance, James Gichuru, the Speaker immedi

ately recognized M, J. Seroney. One of the few lav^ers on the 
back benches and called by one of his colleagues ’’the Attorney 
General of the backbenchers,” Seroney had consulted key members.
in advance about his speech, which turned out to be a carefully
worded attack on gratuities. He pointed out that, whereas each^

-ligi

vote in the 1968/69 Estimates provided for "salaries and allow- • 
ances" of ministers and assistant ministers, those in thejl969/
70 Estimates covered "salaries and allowances and gratuities." 
The spreading of gratuities throughout the various ministries 
so that the amounts spent on them could not be determined con

vinced the Member for Tinderet,.. "this is an attempt to obtain
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. money'^^playing a trick on us and on the public, and..

should make it quite clear to Che Government that they should 
out openly and say what it is they actually want instead 

of slipping things in in the hope Chat we may not notice."^ 
Seroney moved an amendment reducing the Ij41,185,312 authoriza

tion to fe40 million and adding the words, "provided Chat the

. we

come

>
authority hereby'given shall not... extend Co withdrawals for 
payments of any gratuities not previously expressly sanctioned 

By requesting only a moderate cutback in funds,by the House."

Seroney prevented the Government from arguing Chat his amendment
woui'd result in a cessation of services it provided.

Seroney’s carefully prepared and loudly applauded attack 
on gratuities received prestigeous though indirect support when 
Humphrey Slade, who in his role as Speaker was non-partisan in 
political matters, issued a lengthy communication from Che chair. 
In it he disclosed for Che first time in public: "A large' sum 
of money has been paid, spent put of ^current funds, during what 
is still the current financial year, for gratuities^for Ministers 
and Assistant Ministers, and chat payment ha& never been ailthor- 
ized by this House.Such payments needed the authorization of

Report, June 25, 1969, c. 1563. 
Report, June 25, 1969, ^c^^566.

1.

2.
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an acC of parliament, he pointed out, and could be provided by 
amendment of the National Assembly Remuniferation Act, but the 
Government was not proceeding with the amendment it had published 
in early June. Amid shouts of "shame" from the back benches^ he 
told an attentive parliament: "We are now facing a case of wha£ 
appears to be, I am afraid, deliberate excess j^of authorized ex

penditure/, and", I am afraid, contempt of the "tonstitutional 
authority of this House." The Speaker ruled that the issue of 
past, illegal pa3m]ents of gratuities should not enter into the 
debate, since he was waiting for a full report from the Control- 
let and Auditor-General and the matter could be discussed at a
later date. Nevertheless, his statement reinforced the already 
strong support for the Seroney amendment among backbenchers.

One backbencher who strongly criticized the gratuities 
and supported the Seroney amendment did not interpret the activ- • 
ities of the backbenchers as opposition. Fred Oduya declared:
"The Government is run jointly by us who back this Government 
and that is why we do not consider this kind of advice as opposi

tion to the Government."^ However their action was inte^i^g^fed, 
the backbenchers indicated near unanimous support .for-the amend

ment by^heir applause ,and speeches; Assistant Minister Balala

/

1. Report. June 25, 1969, O-1570.
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accep.ted"the amendment; and it and the amended motion passed on 
voice votes.

In a ministerial statement by Tom Mboya two days later, 
June 27, the Government attempted to defend its position. Mb^oya 
read from the Hansard to show that the Assistant Minister for ^ 
Finance, Sheikh Balala, had informed members that gratuities

being pai^'during debate in December of 1968 on the motion 
exempting gratuities from income tax. Mboya concluded that*by 
their approval of this motion members, in effect, agreed to the' 
payment of gratuities. The Minister said that payments were 
made from money voted and appropriated by the House and that 
responsibility to rule whether- further authorization was needed 
lay with the Controller and;Auditor General, not with the Speak

er. He also argued that the Controller and Auditor General is

sued reports on his own initiative and as required by law and 
that neither the Speaker nor the Government could "direct-or

were

ask the Controller and Auditor-General to make a report."^even

He thus maintained that the Speaker had misinterpreted both the
situation with' regard to gratuities and his own duties.

The Speaker replied that he could request but not-require 
a report from the Controller and Auditor General, but then ruled

1

Report. June 27, 1969, C.-J.753.
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that'neither he nor the MPs would comment on Mboya's statement 
until a report from the Controller and Auditor General was avail

able. This policy was protecting the Government from a barrage 
of criticism waiting to be unleashed by the backbenchers, but 
the Speaker also warned; "Of course, if no report is forthcoming, ‘ 
then the matter might have to be discussed further in some other 
way, but let us" wait and see what attitude he'Hiakes."^

The Speaker continued to prohibit consideration of-gratu- 
ities during the seven-day budget debate, which ended July 4.^ 
Because of an 11-day recess and an early adjournment on July 15 
be'cause of the death of Tom Mboya, the gratuities issue could 
not be considered again until-July 16. On that date the House
passed a procedural motion in preparation for the start of con

sideration of Votes (budgets) of the various ministries the
following day. During debate on this motion, the Speaker issued •

a communication from the chair indicating the formal procedures 
by which MPs might oppose the gratuities contained in the Votes. 
He pointed out that reduction of the total amount of a Vote did

/
i

1. Report. June 27, .1969, c. 1754.
2. budget debate was a formal device to permit MPs to

comment on the Government and its policies with little restraint, 
as to subject matter.
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not alt^r the items covered by the Vote and that Standing'Orders 
prohibited the House from making any such alterations. As a 
result, he suggested that after'the motion that "Mr. Speaker do 
now leave the Chair"^ a member could move an amendment askings 
the Government to withdraw, the Vote and revise it so as to ex- v

elude gratuities. He said: "That avoids any suggestion of lack 
of confidence in the Government, and does give an opportunity for ^ 
a clearcut debate on the particular issue, to get it out o? the 
way one way or the other.

4

He proposed that if members wanted 
to raise the issue of gratuities, the first Vote scheduled, 
Ministry for Agriculture, should be made

In consequence, after'the Minister for Agriculture, Bruce 
McKenzie, moved that "Mr. Speaker do now, leave the chair in order 
to debate Vote 10 -- Ministry of Agriculture" and presented a 
30-minute stJinmary of the activities of his Ministry to an unusu

ally full House on July 17, M. J. Seroney offered an amendment 
requesting the Government to, withdra^the Estimates for the Min

istry of Agriculture, to remove therefrom all provisions for

a test case.

1

1. The motion that "Mr. Speaker do now leave the Chair" for
mally cleared the way for the House to sit as a‘committee of the 
whole. ^ practice, i-t- also enabled the House to conduct a gen
eral debate on the ministry of the minister introducing the mo
tion .

Report. Jul;yl6, 1969,,..5^0,ftl. .2.
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pajfHient of gratuities to ministers and assistant ministers, and 
to describe items in the Vote in more detail.^. Seroney and the 
six KANU backbenchers who spoke in support of him repeated pre

vious objections to gratuities. Several MPs made clear that the 
* major obstacle to approval of the Estimates, as far as they were 

concerned, was the by-passing of the authority of the House in 
the payment of gratuities, although the Speaker quickly ruled ^ 
that references to previous payments of gratuities were'still 
out of order. Three ministers (Ngala, Osogo, and Ngei) defended 
gratuities by comparing their own lack of pay increases after 
independence to those of backbenchers. The Deputy Leader of Gov

ernment Business, Paul Ngei, promised that the Government would 
call for a division if the backbenchers opposed it on a voice 
vote. The ministers underwent boisterous heckling. Ngala's 
speech was interrupted 22 times by points of order, usually 
fraudulent, and disorders that necessitated the attention of
the Speaker.

Except for those on which more than a sjLinple majority of^ 
the membership of the House was required* for passage ‘Cuau611y on 
constitutional amendments), the two divisions on leaving out and'

1. Report. July 17, 1969, 2169.
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inSercitig the appropriate words on the Seroney amendment were 
the most heavily attended in the history of.the National Assembly 
While the division bell rang,-some ministers circled the floor 
and tried to persuade members to reject the amendment. Some 

-backbenchers, including Government Chief Whip Martin Shikuku,^ 
cried to convince members to support it. Actually, many back

benchers had 'discussed the matter among theid^elves before Che 
debate began, and it was obvious that Che amendment was' going 

- through. To their obvious delight, the two divisions carried 
.55 to 45 and 58 to 50. The 33 and 36 ministers and assistant 
ministers voting, of course, opposed Che amendment, 
benchers supported it 47 tO'12 and 50 to 14.

To thus defeat the Government on a matter it felt strong

ly about, backbenchers needed a number of resources. The public 
support for opposition to gratuities was, undoubtedly, one fact

or. Second, their own cohesiveness made it difficult for the 
Government to single out individ\aa.is,-except the obvious leader- 
Seroney, for sanctions. Another factor was Che roles in the 
dispute played by Seroney and Slade. Both were crainQ4;^ayyers 
able to deal with technical legal arguments raised by the Gov- 
emme^ and skilled, at anticipating in advance objections of the 
Government. Both were also, for different reasons, relatively 
immune to political pressure from the Government.

KANU back-

Slade's role
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was^^re a judicial than a political one, and his exercise of 
his office was respected both inside and outside- the House for 
its impartiality. He was largely invulnerable to attack by the 
Government. Seroney was estranged from the Government in any 
case, and much of his political strength in Nandi seemed to stem 
from his anti-Government positions. Pressure from the Govern

ment that might have affected other MPs did not dissuade him 
from leading the fight against gratuities.

The week after the passage of the Seroney amendment the 
Sessional Committee decided to postpone debate on the Estimates 
indefinitely, and on Wednesday, July 23, the Government brought 
j:he National Assembly Remuneration (Amendment) Bill, authoriz

ing gratuities to ministers, to the House for its First Reading.
At this time the Speaker stated that in previous debates on gra

tuities the questions of parliamentary authority in approving 
them and of whether or not ministers should receive gratuities

The introduction ofand if so how much had, been intert^ned. 
the Bill, said Slade, "recognizes, once and I hope for all, that ^

every expenditure of public funds is. controlled by Partiamdnt; 
and that this House requires to be fully informed of any new 
type qS expenditurebefore giving approval."^ Since this

Report. j:uly 23, 1969.,Cil,.2320.
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ques'tjlyn was settled, the House could focus on the wisdoin of 
gratuities and their amount.

A two-day debate on thd Second Reading of the Remunera

tion Bill began on July 29.. The Government had prepared for the 
debate with a discussion and vote on the Bill at a Parliamentary 
Group meeting, at which, according to one MP, only seven members 
voted against it.-*- As an additional precaution, the Leader of , 
Government Business, Daniel arap Moi, exercised unusually’tight 
control over the attendance of ministers and assistant ministers

. V

in order to insure maximum effect for the front bench during the

voting. While moving the Bill in the House, Attorney General 
Charles Njonjo apologized to the National Assembly on behalf of 
the Government for not seeking to legalize gratuities before June, 
the country's financial month, and the apology was well received

by backbenchers. Njonjo said that assistant ministers had in

advertently been omitted from the Bill and that this omission 
would be remedied with an amendmentj^t the Committee Stage. He 
said that the Government would bring a second amei^dment at that 
time providing statutory authority for the inembers' socraL-^sfecur- 
ity scheme, which had been the subject of the motion of November 
28, 19£^ and which had gone into effect on May 1, 1969.

1. Report, Ai^. 5, 1969,^-0,72^^ Oduya).
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■' five of the KANU backbenchers who spoke during the 
Second Reading opposed the Bill, with Seroney-and Shikuku again 
playing prominent roles and with the critics receiving consider- 
able applause. Two backbenchers, however, spoke in defense of 
the Bill, and after the first day of debate, the Government sent;. 
Shikuku (a Roman Catholic) to Kampala, Uganda, to represent Kenya 
during the visif by Pope Paul VI to East Africf. It became clear 
that the Government had added strength since the confrontation on 
July 17, after the Second Reading was agreed to by a voice vote. 
The Speaker later indicated that the vote was close enough that 
he "would have called a division if requested, but strangely none 
of the many critics of gratuities asked for one.^

Because the House was also considering the National Assem

bly and Presidential Elections Bill during this period, it did
not take the Committee Stage of the Remuneration Bill until
August 5. During committee proceedings, the House accepted an 
amendment by Njonjo that included as^stant ministers in the 
gratuities program.

y

The principal issue at the Committed Stage was atC.apiend-
ment proposed by Seroney,.which substituted ex gratia payments

Report. Aug. 5, 1969, c. 2827.
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of salaries at the termination of appointment for'the 20%
gratuities paid at the discretion of the President. The ^ gratia 
payments covered service after May 1, 1968, rather than after 
April 7, 1962. Thus in terms of contributions by the Government 
and period of coverage, the proposed plan for ministers resembled 
the members'" social security scheme. The reaction of KANU back

benchers to the Seroney amendment was mixed. Arthur Ochwada,
Fred Oduya, and J. K. arap Soi (a Kipsigis and Member for Chepa-
lungu) supported the amendment; Martin Shikuku and Karawithi 
Munyi said that they opposed it because they were against any 
extra pa3rments to ministers; and Joseph Gatuguta was the only 
backbencher to admit that he opposed the amendment and favored 
the original Bill. Shikuku stated that,he would have brought 
his own amendment if his trip to Uganda had not prevented him 
from tabling one in time. (His absence may also have been a 
factor in the obvious lack of consultation between Shikuku and 
Seroney.) Ochwada argued that’ if Chose claiming to oppose gra

tuities were serious they would support the Seroney amendment, 
and it was clear that, as Oduya charged, some MPs were suppott- 
ing gratuities in the Parliamentary Group, opposing them in the 
public yd!ftbates, and then supporting them on voice votes. With 
the backbenchers split among themselves, the Government had 
little difficulty defeating theJl^oney. amendment. After the
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voice.xgte, 12 members stood for a division, but 20 were required 
because the Speaker was not in doubt about the outcome of the
voice vote.

A third amendment, moved by the Attorney General, author

ized payments out of the Consolidated Fund for the social secur-' 
ity scheme of MPs. The Government argued that its‘contributions

■ -9

to the scheme, which had been going on for three months, were 
illegal and therefore needed to be legalized by the Bill. The 
amendment did not specify the amount of the Government's contri

bution, but an increase in payments from 10% to 157o of salary 
had recently been agreed to at a private party caucus. Seroney 
condernned the amendment, saying, "it is trying to confuse the 
issue by attaching by ^sicj innocent scheme to one which is not 
so innocent."^ He was joined by Kibwage Omweri, while G. G. 
Kariuki and Clement Lubembe supported the amendment. The amend

ment carried easily on a voice vote, and the Bill was reported 
from committee for its Third. Reading^n the same day.

The Third Reading of the Remuneration Bill ;was-perfunc

tory, with only one KANU backbencher, Shikulcu, speaking. 
the Bill was agreed to on a voice vote, only ten members stood

1. Report. Aug. 5, 1969, c. 2841 (Mr. Lubembe) and c. 2851
(Mr. Shikuku) . .

2. Report. Aug."5, 1969, c, 2836.
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for a division, although well over the nxcnber of 20 required to 
fbrce'a division had at some point opposed the payment of gratu

ities. The settlement of the .gratuities dispute cleared the way 
for consideration of the Estimates, which had been blocked ^y 
.backbenchers on July 17, to resume the next day, August 6.

An area of disagreement concerning the members' own 
social secuAty scheme still remained, howev*:. One of the dif- 

. ferences between the two retirement programs approved by J:he 
-House was that ministers received their payments at the discre

tion of the President, while backbenchers were paid only after
their failure to win re-election. Backbenchers complained that
ministers would, as a result-, have extra money available for cam

paigning expenses, whereas MPs outside the Government were de

nied this-advantage. Consequently, at one of the last meetings 
of the KANU Parliamentary Group before the dissolution of parli--
ament on November 7, 1969, the Government agreed to permit back

benchers the option of receiving their-money at dissolution so

that it could be used to finance their (campaigns for re-election. •
*

The agreement between the Government and backber^e^s to 
pay Che money at dissolution did not appear to be compatible
with legislation Che House had passed, and doubts about the 
legality of implementing the agreement were raised when the Gov

ernment proposed on November 5-that the House adjourn sine die.
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The.^-^rst backbencher to speak in the debate on adjourriment,

Hassan Wario, wanted to amend the motion to provide for an ad

journment of only two days, "because if... the Members are going 
to receive what they have .been promised and what they havefcon- 

' tributed to the scheme, then, Mr. Speaker, the law must be amend

ed."^ His amendment was promptly seconded by Mark Mwithaga, who 
said that if the payments were held up by legal difficulties, ^

’ "it will not be difficult to suspect that they /the miniffter^/

■ do not want the Members to have this money with them for the 
■ election compaign £sic^ .

The Assistant Minister for Finance, Sheikh Balala, as

sured members that payments would be made from the Contingency 
Fund and that such payments in anticip.ation of legal authoriza

tion was not unusual. Despite the assurance of the Assistant 
Minister, five backbenchers in succession expressed fears that 
the Treasury or the Auditor General would veto the payments. 
However, after Attorney General Chgrle's Njonjo read the legisla-' 
tion authorizing advances from the Contingency Fund-for "urgent 
services" and gave further assurances, the members fej-aebed 
Wario's amendment and agreed to adjournment of dhe House sine die.'

1. Report. Nov. 5, 1969, c. 1545. 
2- Report. Nov. 5, 1969-,/c2_1547..
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The story of the struggle over gratuities may appear, 
at first glance, to be a mere listing of confusing events or 
simply a case of unhappy backbenchers surrendering to the dic

tates of the Government. -The behavior of MPs can be observed as
an‘orderly process, however, if we interpret events on the basis 
of the four interests of MPs analyzed earlier.

The principal goal of the Government throughout the gra-» 
tuities controversy was to obtain added income for its members. 
From this goal it did not waver, nor did it make any concessions 
on the issue. The problems of the Government centered around 
the legitimacy of payment of gratuities. The Government could 
.not ignore the Speaker’s private warning in April of 1969 and 
his public statement in July that gratuities were being paid 
illegally, since they called into question the deference claimed 
by the Government by virtue of its legal authority. In the 
course of legalizing the gratuities the Government apologized 
for previous illegal pa5mients, bu^safeguarded its long-term 
claims for legitimacy and deference. The effect^ of the struggle ^ 
for gratuities on the political posJ.tions of those in “the'Gov

ernment was more ambiguous, and this was the reason that some 
membe<% of the cabinet opposed pushing the issue. The Govern- _ 
ment’s drive for unpopular legislation several months before 
elections did np.t_increase drt:a_.BSpularity with voters, but the
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mone^.,.from gratuities came at a strategic time, when it could be 
used to finance campaigns for re-election or to soothe the sting

of defeat.
The interests of backbenchers, too, were well served 

throughout the struggle. In the period under consideration, ^ 
backbenchers obtained a social security scheme, into which both 
they and the Government contributed 10% of their salaries. When ^
the Goyemraent threatened that the scheme was illegal, the back

benchers did not go along with the Government on gratuities un

til their own plan was legalized and the contributions raised to 
15% of their salaries. Thus, backbenchers obtained added (albeit
postponed) income during the'struggle over gratuities.

The backbenchers also defended the deference given the 
National Assembly. They were most militant about gratuities in 
July of 1969, when the issue involved an attempt by the Govern

ment to pay gratuities.without proper authorization from parlia

ment. The introduction of,the Remunera’tion Bill and the apology ~ 
of the Government recognized the role of parliamejit in approving 
public expenditures. With deference to the authority o-£lpatlia- 
raent thus protected, backbenchers became less cohesive in their 
opposi£4:on to gratuities.

Information was also an issue in the dispute over gra

tuities. The Government originally,did not inform MPs that gra-
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were.being paid and later refused to disclose the amount
By their resistance 

the' relevant infor

tuities

.of them, even 
to gratuities, backbenchers were able to pry

in the Parliamentary Group.

mation from the Government,

The relationship of thh gratuities issue to the political 
of MPs was complex. MPs collectively lowered their 

standing with . the public by allowing the-g,racuities to be ap- 
As Individuals, however, they were able to appeal to

interests

proved

by speaking against the gratuities and at the same
Government by not taking effective steps to

the voters
time to satisfy the

During the debate on gratuities, which stretched
months and involved many hours of debate.

bloc]s them.
over ^approximately nine

ly three or four KANU backbenchers expressed a willingness toon

Yet the gra-accept gratuities, while many spoke against them.
eventually approved by a wide margin.

between the Government and many
The key to

tulties were
this situation was the agreement 
backbenchers not to force a

Without a division,-MPs did^feot need to record their

division during the votes in August

of 1969. 
vote for or against gratuities. They attempted in this way to 

, members also fSade*Of courseprotect themselves politically.
so chat their retirement money could be used toarrangements

finance ^litical campaigns.
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Conclusion

This Chapter used the term "intra-party opposition" to
refer to actual or threatened voting against the party leader- 

"OppDS.ition" could also include dissintship by party members. 
to majority opinion expressed by a minister at a cabinet meet

ing, backbencl^er attacks on- governmental policies at party cau

cuses, or public criticism of the Government by members of the 
ruling party when voting was not an issue. All of these situa

tions involved party members opposing positions of party lead

ers. Alternatively, it could be argued that none of the above 
behavior was actually "opposition," but simply part of the pro

cess of policy-making in the ruling party. Backbenchers in 
KANU were not opposed to the existence of the Government or 
hostile to its policies. In fact, they explicitly disavowed 
any intention of opposing the Government, even when engaging in 
activities that we have so far termed "opposition". As a re

sult, it is difficult to' apply' the-w^^d "opposition" to the be

havior described in this Chapter without ambiguity/
For these reasons it is helpful to conceive of "Svfra- 

party opposition" as a form of intra-party bargaining. Thus 
party m^bers assumed positions opposite to those of the lead

ers and even threatened withdrawal of support in order to obtain
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concessions. Such bargaining was boch private and public. One 
of' the purposes of private bargaining, such as that which took 
place at party caucuses, was to prevent intra-party bargaining 
from occurring in public, although party unanimity in public^ be

came, less important when the opposition party did not include 
many MPs. In any case, instances of public bargaining reflected 
the failure of "private'bargaining to produce ^rty cohesion. As 
a result, the data presented on intra-party opposition were
closely related to those on party caucuses.

The material on backbencher behavior in this Chapter
co’hfirmed the vailidity of interpreting this behavior as bar

gaining. Backbencher rebellion was always gauged to prevent 
creation of a split that could not be quickly patched, 
could be seen clearly on occasions when backbenchers and the

This

Government differed over essential matters. In such instances
backbenchers usually did not oppose the Government directly.
Instead, they adopted the tactic of adjourning debate so that

■

private negotiations could be conducted in caucus. Their
/

strength in such situations lay in their ability to staU-', ai^ 
even block consideration of the business of the Government.
The ultj^ate weapon of,backbenchers was to demonstrate their 
withdrawal of support by voting directly against the Government
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on esserftial business. They did so only once in sufficient num

bers td defeat the Government, the reason being their refusal to 
accept the reduction in the marriage allowance on income tax.
In this case, the withdrawal of support was only temporary, and 
the backbenchers reversed their position within a few days.

Whether bargaining was public or private, it involved 
considerable Reciprocity. The Government domi^rlated the process
of exchange in the National Assembly, but it did not merely dic

tate to its backbenchers. The attitude of members was perhaps*
best expressed by Mark Mwithaga. While asking that the Govern

ment take steps to legalize the payment of social security bene

fits to members so that they could use them for campaigning, the
Member for Nakuru Town declared:

We do not want any discord to be here. Therefore, we 
should unite on this issue, because, when we voted for 
the gratuities of the Ministers, we voted in good faith 
and they were given all their money. They have their 
thousands of pounds, it was their entitlement and they 
were given it. 
the Members?^

So why should they stand in the way of

As the statement of Mwithaga suggested, members could use their
/

limited powers to bargain.
To someone expecting to fijid a replica of .the British 

parliamentary system in' Kenya, the evidence of public bargaining

i

Report. Nov. 5, 1969, C.-J.547.1.
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we tl&x® found within the ruling party is striking, 
ers spoke against the Government frequently,-passed 44 private 
members' motions it opposed, ^d even threatened some of its
essential legislation. Nonetheless, even the cases of pubMc

♦ /

bargaining themselves pointed to an underlying cohesion and > 
self-confidence in the party. Backbenchers refrained from fre-

Backbench-

V
quent rebellion on business the Government considered essential, ^ 

' and when they did rebel, their opposition was a temporary*tac-
The style of back-tic rather than irreversible obstruction.

bench revolt indicated that they were loyal to their party and
engaged in public bargaining to challenge the dominance of the 
Government in the bargaining process, but not to threaten its
existence.

■

i



Chapter VI r

POWERS OF THE GOVERNMENT — APPOINTMENTS

. % 4

Mr. Seronev asked the Minister of State in the Presi
dent ‘sOfficeif he would give a list of all members of 
the National Assembly showing Government patronized posi
tions (excluding Parliamentary Committees) held by them, 
like ministership of £'sicj boards or commissions and 
other bodies or organizations, together with the salar
ies which go with them.

The Minister of State"' President's Office (Mr, Koinage): 
The information required by the hon. Members is unreason- 
ably detailed and may serve no useful purpose.^

In 1968 the Kenya Government employed 99,000 people. This 
figure accounted for 44.7% of employment in the public sector, 
which in turn accounted for 36.4% of all employment.^ Although 
the Government's role as employer ijfe a source of considerable

1. Report. Dec. 5, 1968, c. 4076'.
2. Other employers in the public sector were statutory 

boardSj^ocal governments, and various, organs of the East African 
Community. See Kenya, Economic Survey. 1969, pp. 122, 124.

(23T.T
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powetf,.this Chapter deals with appointments that constituted only 
a f’raction of the total number of those made by. the Government, 
but which were directly relevant Co a study of parliamentary be

havior. As is common in parliamentary systems, the Govemmeijt in 
Kenya, appointed MPs to numerous extra-parliamentary positions, v 
ranging from.ministerial posts to memberships on statutory boards. 
Despite the reply of the Minister of State quofed above, it is ^ 
felt Chat a careful study of these patronage positions is worth

while because of their relationship to the roles and behavior of
members in Che parliamentary party.

This Chapter will give special attention to the questions 
of which MPs were appointed as'members of the Government and as 
members of boards and of what effect these appointments had on
parliamentary behavior.

The Selection of Ministers

"The President shallThe Constitution of Kenya required: /
appoint the Ministers from among the member^ of the Natiohai As- 

This section of the dissertation deals with the ques-sembly.

tions of^hich members, the President appointed to the Government.

1. Constitution of Kenya, Chapter II, Part,2, Section 16(2),
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One app.Egach to the question will be historical and analyze 
chronologically the various appointments between .thq general
elections of May, 1963, and December, 1969. A second approach 
to the question will analyze the composition of the Govemment^f 
at ‘the beginning of 1969 in.a statistical manner and compare it -v.

with the composition of the National Assembly and with the popu- 
lation as a whole'. ■«

Historical study of appointments. The results of the 1963 gener-: 
al election were known on Tuesday, May 28, and the cabinet was 
sworn in the following Saturday. Clyde Sanger and John Notting

ham in their study of the 1963 election emphasize the care taken 
to balance KANU's factions and tribes in the cabinet. The party'.s 
principal rivals, Oginga Odinga and Tom Mboya, were given portfo

lios of roughly equal standing, Home Affairs and Justice and
Constitutional Affairs. At least one position on the 16-man 
cabinet went to each of the country's six largest ethnic groups 
(Kikuyu, Luo, Luyia, Kamba, Gusii, an^^Ieru). Ethnic balancing

of parliamentary secreliaries (later 
called assistant ministers), and otherhthnic groups, Europeans, 
and Asians found some representation in the Government.^ As a

also affected the recruitment

1. Sanger and Nottingham, "The Kenya General Election of 
1963," pp. 36-38. ,
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whole, che-.Qpvemment represented 17 different administrative' 
districts, including the six most populous ones.^ '

The unusual as well as the representative features of the 
Government should also be noted. . First, the Kikuyu with five 
ministers and the Luo with four dominated the 16-man cabinet;
it was difficult -to recruit ministers from some ethnic groups.

. >
particularly those that had voted as a bloc for KADU. Second, 
the Government was characterized by its political experience and 
ability. Many of its members had been leaders in the nationalist 
movement, and most had served in the Legislative Council. One 
indication of the ability of the Government was the number of 
advance^d degrees held by its members. Njoroge Mungai, Minister 
for Health, earned his M.D. at Stanford University. Mbiyu 
Koinage, Minister of State for Pan-African Affairs, had a doctor

ate from the London School of Economics; Julius Kiano, Minister 
for Commerce and Industry, a Ph.D. from the University of Calif

ornia; Tom Okelo-Odongo, Parliamentary S^yetary for Finance and 
Economic Planning, an M.A. from Howard University; and ^eter 
Marrian, Parliamentary Secretary for Lands and Settlement, an 1

1. In oJRler to facilitate comparison of Governments on the 
number of districts represented, one ranking of districts, that 
of the 1969 census, is used. If the 1962 census had been used, 
the seven most populous districts wouW have been represented 
at this time.
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-M,A. from-'-Oxford University.^ Third, the 34-man Government in

cluded only one senator, James Machio, Parliamentary Secretary 
for Information, Broadcasting and Tourism, 
were picked from the House of Representatives.

Between the formation of the first Government and the 
change to a republican status on December, 14, 1964, President 
Kenyatta made only slight modifications in its membership.
Njiiri and James Nyamweya were added as parliamentary secretaries 

Njiiri had vacated a seat in the Legislative 
Council in 1962 to permit the election of Kenyatta, who had just

The appointment of Nyamweya as 
Parliamentary Secretary of Justice and Constitutional Affairs

The other 33 members
s'

K.K.

on July 10, 1963.

been released from detention.

provided the Government with the services of a trained lawyer, 
as well as with its second representative from Kenya's fifth

In December of 1963, Charleslargest ethnic group, the Gusii.
Njonjo (a Kikuyu) became Attorney General and, as such, an ex
officio member of the House and- the cal^^et.

Three more MPs were added to the Government o^ June 19, 
1964, because of previous resignations by parliamentary secfte-^*

• taries, Chanan Singh to become a Judge of the Supreme Court, Peter

1. Information on education is from Who's Who in East Africa.
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• MarriajVj to return to private life, and Bildad Kaggia to return 
to the back benches on account of a split with the. Government
over its policies on land settlement and East African federation. 
Kaggia's replacement at the Ministry of Education was Jesse ? 
Gachago, a political rival of Kaggia in Murang'a District, an- '■ 
other Kikuyu; and a man whose politics were more acceptable to 
the Government. The appointment of Simon Kamunde as Parliament- ^ 
ary Secretary of Justice and Constitutional Affairs (Nyamwe'ya had 
been transferred to take Chanan Singh's spot in the Prime Minis

ter's Office) gave the Meru a second man in the Government, to 
which their numbers entitled them. The appointment of Eric 
Bogiett, a Tugen (Kalenjin) and" specially elected member, as Par

liamentary Secretary for Works, Communications and Power was an
attempt to build up KANU in an area where KADU was strong and 
gave the Government its first MP from Baringo District.

Republic day, December 14, 1964, was the occasion for 
some major changes in the Government^ Oginga Odinga assumed the 
newly created post of Vice President, but relinquished-his port

folio of Home Affairs to Daniel arap Moi, Kalenjin leader^artcf 
former National Chairman of KADU. A second new minister was Paul 
Ngei, pr.«tninent Kamba politician and former leader of the defunct 
African People's Party. The addition of six assistant ministers 
gave the President^further oppoc^ilties Co bring former opposi-
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tion tiPs^into the Government. Stanley ole Oloitipitip (a Masai), 
Robert Matano (a Duruma, part of the larger Mijiken.da group),
Senator Nathan Munoko (a Luyia),-and William Murgor (an Elgeyo) 
had been in KADU, and Gideon Mutiso (a Kamba) had been in thef^APP. 
Galgallo Godana (a Galla) had been elected to parliament as a v ' 
member of the- Northern Province United Association,' but along with 
the two other NPUA members in the National Assembly had quickly ^ 
joined K^U. With these additional members, the Govemment*vas 
able to add to its political base, which previously had reflected 
the ethnic coalition that produced KANU's 1963 electoral victory.
By this time the Government represented 22 of the 41 districts.

The 43-man Government formed on republic day served until 
the KPU split in April of 1966 with only two changes. On January 
1, 1965, James Njeru became Assistant Minister for Information, 
Broadcasting and Tourism in place of Simeon Kamunde, who had died 
in an auto crash five days earlier. Like Kamunde, Njeru was from 
Mem District, but came from,the Tharaka rather than the larger 
Mem tribe. On December 22, 1965, James Nyamweya was elevated 
from Assistant Minister to Minister of State'in the Presidiavtis
Office.

Jp April of 1966 Oginga Odinga resigned as Vice President

and was followed out of the Government by Minister for Informa

tion and Broadcasting Achieng-pue^^^Assistant Minister in the
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Vice Pf^feident’s Office Munyua Waiyaki, and Assistant Minister 
for Finance Tom Okelo-Odongo. All except Waiyaki were Luos and 
joined with the newly formed Kenya People's Union. The expanded 
50-man Government created in response to these defections tried 
to compensate for the loss of Luo representation. Thus, Argwings- 
Kodhek was prbngoted from Assistant Minister for Defense to Minis

ter for Natural Resources, and Omolo Agar and Oselu-Nyalick be

came assistant ministers.

Many non-Luos were also promoted. Joseph Murumbi (a 
Masai-Goan) took over Odinga's old post as Vice President, and 
three assistant ministers in addition to Argwings-Kodhek were pro

moted to minister. Two of these new ministers, Mwai Kibaki and 
Jeremiah Nyagah,.had.recently been elected KANU provincial vice 
presidents at the March delegates conference that ousted Odinga 
from his position as Vice President of the party. Kibaki, a 
Kikuyu, brought the talents of a trained economist into the cabi

net, and Nyagah became the first man-4ja the cabinet from the Embu 
District and the Embu tribe. The other assistant minister pro-

J
moted to minister, James Osogo, was the second Luyia minister.

Besides the Luos mentioned above, 11 fonper backbenchers 
adddtf to the Government. Ronald Ngala, Eric Khasakhala, and, 

Justus ole Tipis had been elected to important posts in the
were
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national party organization in March.^ Seven of the former back

benchers represented areas with no one in the previous Government. 
The most important of these was Ngala, who was appointed Minister 
for Co-operatives and Social Services. Ngala was the former''' 
President of KADU, a leader of one of Kenya’s largest ethnic 
groups, the M^jikenda, and.the first minister from the Lower Coast 
Othermembers giving areas representation for the first time were » 
Japhet Kase, the first assistant minister from the Pokomo tribe 
and the Tana River District; Alfred Kerich, first from the 
Kipsigis tribe and the large Kericho District; Paul Rurumban, 
first from the Samburu tribe and Samburu District; Anderson
Wamuthenya, one of many Kikuyu in the Government but first assis

tant minister from .Nyeri District; Maisori-Itumbo, only Kuria in 
the Government; and Sayid Amin, the first Somali and first MP 
from the Northeastern Province to enter the Government. The one
assistant minister who was dropped in the reshuffle was Senator 
James Machio, a Luyia and former peijgonal secretary of Odinga.
The number of Luyia in the Government did not drop-, however, be- . . 
cause of the appointment of another ;^uyia, Eric KhasakhaTrb'^ *

1. '^gala was elected KANU Vice President for the Coast _ _
Province, Khasakhala KANU Vice President for the Western Province, 
and ole Tipis KANU National Treasurer.

_ _
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T-'iAfter these changes, 28 districts were represented in the
Government, including the top 15 in population^ The first change 
in this Government occurred on January 5, 1967, when President 
Kenyatta appointed Daniel arap Moi as Vice President to replace 
Joseph Murumbi, who had resigned from the Government to devote ' 
more time to business affairs. The new Vice President retained 
his old portfolio of Home Affairs. The appointment of Gerald 
Kalya as Assistant Minister for Co-operatives and Social Services 
at this time brought a second former member of the Senate, which 
had just been amalgamated with the House of Representatives, and 
the first member of the Nandi tribe, Kenya's tenth largest, into
the Government.

Later in the year, November 14, 1967, two new posts were

created, Minister and Assistant Minister to the East African Com

munity. To fill the senior position, Kenyatta promoted a Luo,

Joseph Odero-Jowi, from Assistant Minister for Finance. John 
Cheruiyot, a Nandi and B.Sc.‘from th^Universitv of Colorado, 
took the junior post. Odero-Jowi was not replaced ^t the Ministry ^ 
of Finance until February 18, 1968, whan the President ap^pothted 
Sheikh Balala. Balala became the first Arab and the first MP

from the-Hombasa District in the Government. Another backbench

er, Josiah Mwangi Kariuki (a Kikuyu), was added to the Government 
Tije new Assi8taixt_Mini8ter for Agriculture, whoon July 1, 1968.
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—had recehitly been elected Vice President of the Kenya National 
Farmers Union, was the only backbencher ever to introduce or have 
passed a private member's bill, and was the first representative 
of the Nyandarua District in the Government. With the appoint^ 
ment of Karikuki, 31 districts were represented in the Government^ 
including the 17 most populous ones.

The deaths of two important Luo ministers in 1969 created 
a crisis for the Government, which included maintaining Luo re

presentation in the cabinet. Argwings-Kodhek died in an auto
accident on January 29, 1969. The President found it difficult 
'
to name a Luo replacement because most of the able Luo MPs were 
already in the Government or in the opposition KPU. A KPU candi

date was elected to Argwings-Kodhek's seat in parliament by a 
wide margin, and Kenyatta simply transferred his portfolio to 
another Minister, Mbiyu Koinange, rather than appoint a successor. 
The assassination of Tom Mboya on July 5 led to rioting by Luos 
in several sections of the country ancj^eft only two Luo minis

ters in the cabinet. Within the month Kenyatta responded to the 
situation by giving Mboya's old post as^.Minister for EconorSld^ ^

• Planning and Development to Luo Odero-Jowi, who had held the 
less prestigious position of Minister for Finance in the East 
African Community. The latter job.went to the Permanent Secre

tary to the Minister.,Qf Works, R-^.«__Ouko., another Luo. Finally,
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■ Kenyatta_-^ppointed John Okwanyo, one of three remaining Luo'back- 
benchers, as Assistant Minister for Foreign Affairs.,

Two salient characteristics of the Government during the 
period we have covered were its expansion and the trend toward ? 
increased representativeness,. The Government selected in May of v

1963 included 16 ministers and 18 parliamentary secretaries and
By contrast^ the Government

V
represented 17 different districts, 
in power at the beginning of 1969 had 23 ministers and 31 assis

tant ministers and represented 31 districts.

The 1969 Government and ability. The history of appointments to 
the Government indicated that factors such as ability and ethnic 
background were an important part of the process. By concentrat-. 
ing on one Govemmenti that in power at the beginning of 1969, 
we can study the relevant variables in the selection of its mem

bers more carefully. This Government was not necessarily typical 
or atypical; it was in power after the President had had ample 
time to shape its composition as he wf§Red and before two deaths 
forced stopgap measures to patch up the Government until elec-

' - ■ 'I

tions at the end of the year.
Kenyatta himself singled out ability as the most import- 

ant factor in selecting ministers. As Prime Minister during the 
period of internal self-government, he declared:
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Mr.'Speaker, one of the speakers tried to accuse 
. the^'P^ime Minister of being a tribalist. He speaks 
df my Cabinet, |]sicj I think he has no right at all 
to speak of my Cabinet, because I have selected 'it 
according to ability of.every man without regard
to what tribe or to what part of Kenya he belongs.^

The judgment, albeit subjective, of many observers is that 
Kenyatta's cabinets have been very able and have generally in

cluded the most^talented MPs available. . Ability is difficult to 
assess, so we will work with two related variables, experience 
and education. This approach does not mean to suggest that ex

perience or education were perfect indicators of ability, only 
proximate indicators.

Membership in the Legislative Council can be used as an 
indicator of experience. We saw in Chapter 1 that 36*% of MPs 
entering the House in 1963 had served in the colonial Legco.
Some of these men had filled ministerial positions, and all of 
them had more experience in the parliamentary system than their 
colleagues who had not served in that body. This experience in 
previous legislative bodies irtfluence^t^enyatta's formation of 
Governments, and its impact could still be seen in the Government 
in power at the beginning of 1969.

The data on experience in the Legislative Council and 
promotion'^ithin the National Assembly are found in Table 6.1. 
They show that 65% of the ministers served at some time in the

!-• Report. July 25, 1963, c. 1378.
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Table 6.1. Experience in the Legislative Council 
and Appointments to the Govenuaent

> •t

Assistant Ministers BackbenchersExperience Ministers

1615 11Some

94208None

11023 31To tal

Gamma = 0.67

Kenya Colony and Protectorate, Legislative Council, 
Debates, Vols. 74-91 (Nairobi: Government Printer, 
1957-196^).

Source:

/
1
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Legco-^.^^This figure compared with 357o of the assistant ministers 
and 15% of the backbenchers, 
variables, experience in the Legco and promotion, is indicated 
by a Gamma calculation of .67-^ It is clear that Kenyatta wanted 
experienced politicians in. his cabinet. Of the ministers who v 
were never in the Legco, several were experienced politicians, 
but found it difficult to enter the Legco before independence.

The association between the two

because they were in detention or in exile abroad.
Like experience, education was associated with the se

lection of ministers and assistant ministers. Using data from 
Who's Who in East Africa, we have constructed two simple dicho

tomous scales, whether or not TiPs attended Alliance High School
and whether or not they undertook post-secondary studies at 
Makerere University College or outside East Africa. More ambi

tious measures have been used in elite studies based on the same 
data,^ but the present study has favored a more cautious approach

•
1. Gamma is an ordinal measure of association developed by 

Leo Goodman and William Kruskall. For description/ see Linton 
C. Freeman, Elementary Applied Statistics; 'For Students.jiryBe- 
havioral Science (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1968), pp.
79-88.

2. ^^chal Chaput,- ed., Patterns of Elite Formation and Dis
tribution in Kenya, Senegal, Tanzania and Zambia (Syracuse, New 
York: Program of East African Studies, Syracuse University, 1968X 
and Michal Chaput and Ladislav Venys, A Survey of the Kenya 
Elite (Syracuse, New York: Pro^anTof East African Studies, Syra
cuse University, 19B7).
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Table 6.2. Attendance at Alliance High School 
Appointments, to the Government

H-

Attendance^ Ministers- Assistant Hjnisters Backbenchers

1412 5Yes

26 96No 11

11023 31Total

Gamma = 0.54

Source: Who *s Who in East Africa.

/
i
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Of^t^e ministers, 527o attended Alliance, an elite secondary 
school discussed earlier.^ By contrast, 167c-of.the assistant
ministers and 13% of the backbenchers did so. As seen in Table
6.2, the distribution yields a Gamma of .54. The associat;4on 

• between education and promotion is even stronger when post-sec- '

ondary education is considered in place of attendance at Alli- 
As seen in Table 6.3, 83% of the ministers undertookance.

post-secondary education at Makerere or outside East Africa.
The comparable figures for assistant ministers and backbenchers 

Gamma is .67.were 23% and 17%.
The data strongly suggest that promotion was related to 

ability. The relationship was not particularly strong for those 
promoted to assistant minister, but was striking in the case of
those entering the cabinet.

Appointing MPs to the 
Government on the basis of geographic or ethnic considerations 
conflicted with appointing them b^ause of their ability, since , 
as was shown earlier able MPs tended to come from certain areas' 
on account of uneven development within the country, 
less, in the historical section on the formation of Governments, 
many appointments were interpreted on the basis of ethnic back—^

The 1969 Government and representation.

Nonethe-

1. Pp. 93-9T.
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r

Table- 6.3. Post-Secondary Education Outside East Africa 
or.vat Makerere and Appointments to j^he Government

Attendance. Ministers Assistant Ministers- Backbenchers

1919 7Yes

24 914No

11023 31To tal

Gamma = 0.67

/
Source: Who’s Who in East Africa.

1
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. grouncts^.^d geographic areas of MPs. This interpretation was 
plausible, in part because demands based on geography were openly 
articulated in parliament. Many MPs believed that ministers 
favored their areas. For instance, backbencher Arthur Ochwadaf* 
wondered, ’'whether, when His Excellency favours someone with a v 
Ministerial post, he gives him a license to use that position in 
order to entrench" his own position in his constAuency. Given ^

such assumptions, MPs believed that it was important whether-'or 
not areas or tribes were represented in the cabinet or at least
the.Government.

The most persistent demands for representation in the 
cabinet came from the Coast Province. Dawson Mwanyumba, a Taita
from Taita District, represented the Coast after his appointment 
as a minister in the first Government. Although a part of the 
Coast administratively, Taita was different politically (having 
supported KANU rather than KADU in the 1963 elections), ethnical

ly (the Mijikenda were the dominant e^nic group on 
and geographically (Taita did not Couch the Indian Ocean). Hence,

there was agitation for additional representation by MPs f-cbm-the
>•

Coast until Ronald Ngala became the second minister•from the Pro

vince in JJfy of 1966. In a press statement issued on January 7,

Che Coast)

Report. June 27, 1967,1.
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, 1965,X:oasC MP Sammy Omar said that although Ngala had recently 
been appointed as Chairman of the Maize Marketing Board, the 
people of the Coast would feel neglected until he was appointed 
as a minister.^ The demands became particularly pressing in 
February of 1966. On February 4, when F. B. Tuva (a Mijikenda 
and Member for Malindi) introduced a private member's motion 
calling on the Government to give increased attrition to develop

ment priorities in the Coast Province, he said:
Since we do not have a Minister from the lower Coast 

in the Cabinet, we have nobody to voice the Coast prob
lems there.... Therefore, I ask the President kindly, 
next time, to appoint somebody from the lower Coast -- 
‘and of course the person is known -- the right voice to 
air the Coast views in the Cabinet.^

Later in the same debate Omar said that the House had about ten . 
MPs from the five districts of the lower Coast, but not one was
in the cabinet. He stated that Taita District, from which 
Mwanyumba came, was not part of the lower Coast.^ Two weeks la

ter Omar gave notice of his own motion, never debated, which
read:

THAT in view of the fact that Lower Coast Districts 
— namely — Mombasa, Kwale, Kilifi, Tan^ River and 
Lamu have special difficulties which are not adequately

1

1. Jan. 8, 1965.
2. Report. Feb. 4, 1966, c. 514.
3. Report. Febr^4, 1966, c7''5227
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voitfed in the Cabinet of Kenya, this House urges the 
Goverainent to appoint two members of the Lower Coast 
as Ministers so that such difficulties can be effec
tively represented in the Cabj.net.

Such geographic demands for representation in the Govern- 
men.t were not limited to the Coast. On March 26, 1965, when 
seconding a private member's motion requesting the Government to 
seek a settlement'with the Shlfta (Somali guerrillas) in the 
Northeastern Province, Japhet Kase (a Pokomo and Member for Jana
River) said:

We believe, Mr. Speaker, Sir, that the steps to 
solve this problem are not being taken effectively be
cause some Ministers do not come from these troubled 
areas. I believe also that if these Shifta come and 
hit Nairobi or Muranga where there is a Minister or 
-Kiambu where there are Ministers, this problem will 
receive more attention, but the Somalis do not have 
a Minister. The_Pokomo people down there do not have 
a Minister, so the whole thing will be left in that 
position.^

Fourteen months later Kase became the first Pokomo assistant min

ister and Sayid Amin (Member for Mandera) became the first Somali
assistant minister.

A similar situation occurred with regard to /Kipsigis re- 
On February 4, 1966, Alfr’ed^ ^presentation in the Government.

Kerich seconded a motion requesting increased sen/ices for the 
Kipsigis development plans and said iti the course of his

Report, Feb.-'-18, 1966, c7~'14.:69\

Report. Mar. 26, 1965, c. 871.2.
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speech:"'':'*’I quite agree with the Members who have mentioned that 
the Cabinet needs to be reshuffled so that we have representa

tives from all parts of Kenya.
Kipsigis in the Government, but, Kerich himself was appointed as 
an assistant minister in May.

Data oi^ the geographic and ethnic^ composition of the 1969 
Government strongly suggest that many demands for representation

Table 6.4 shows the representation

At the time there was no

in the Government were met.
of Kenya's seven provinces and the Nairobi Area in the Govem- 

Provincial categories were relatively unambiguous, since 
MPs could be assigned to them on the location of their constitu-
men t.

ehcies or, in the case of tho.se who were not constituency raem-
Ethnic and provincialbers, the location of their home areas, 

categories overlapped, since provincial boundaries were explicit

ly drawn to minimize the mixing of major tribes in the same pro- 
The boundaries of the Eastern Province, for instance, 

reflected the wish of theEmbU and Me% to be separated from the 
Kikuyu, who were found primarily in Central Province.^ 
between Nyanza and Western Provinces was designed to place'^^e

vinces.

The line

1. R^ort. Feb. 4, 1966, c. 541.
2. Report of the Regional Boundaries Commission (London: 

Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 1^62), p. 11.
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Luo in .the former and the Luyia in the latter, although the two 
groups lived in the same region before independence/^ Table 6.4 
indicates that there was considerable similarity between the pro

vincial distribution of population recorded in the 1969 census*^ 
and* the distribution of positions in the 1969 Government. With ' 
the exception of Rift Valley,and Nyanza Provinces, the population 
percentages and those for positions in the Government did not 
differ by more than 1.4. Wider fluctuations can be observed'^in 
the distribution of positions in the cabinet; Central Province
and Nairobi were clearly over-represented and Rift Valley under

represented. However, areas that were over-represented in the 
cabinet were generally under-represented at lower levels, while 
areas under-represented in the cabinet received extra representa

tion in junior ministers. This apparent strategy produced a 
Government in which each province was represented, in numbers if 
not in actual power, to an extent closely related to its percent

age of the total population. *

As we have noted previously, there was some pverlap be-
Nonetheless, mostr-prb-tween provincial and ethnic categories

vinces contained more than one ethnic group, and many ministers

1. Ibid., pp. 13-15.
_ _
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Table 6.5. Ethnic and Racial Composition of 
Population and Government (percentage)

Assistant
MinistersPopulation MinistersGroup Government

22.2
11.1
11.1

Kikuyu •
Luo
Luyia
Karaba.
Gusii
Meru
Mijikenda
Kipsigis
Somali
Turkana
Asian
Nandi
Masai
Tugen
Elgeyo
GalLa
Embu
Taita
Pokot
Teso
Marakwet
European
Samburu
Kuria
Mb ere
Tharaka
Arab
Pokomo

19.0 30.4
17.3

16.1
13.2 6.5
12.6 
10.8 
6.2 •

8.7 12.9
8.7 6.5 7.4

. V
8.7 0 •» 3.7

1.95.1 4.4 0
4.8 4.4 3.2 3*7

0 3.2 . 1.94.0
3.23.1 0 1.9

2.1 0 0 0
2.0 0 3.2 1.9
2.0 0 6.5 3.7

0 9.7 5.61.8
3.21.3 4.4 3.7

1.2 0 3.2 1.9
1.1 0 3.2 1.9

4.4 0 1.91.1
4.4 0 1.91.1
0 0 0.9

.9 0 0 0

.8 0 0 0
4.4 0 1.9.7

3.2 -1.9.6 0
3.2 1.9.5 0

0 0 0.4
0 3.2 1.9.4

3.2 1.9.4 0
3.2 /

/3.2
1.9.4 0

.3 0. Sabaot 
Other 1.3 0 0

100.0 100.2 99.8 1G0.7Total

Source: ^nya, Ministry of Economic Planning and Development, 
Kenya Population Census. 1962, Vol. 3, p. 36, and Kenya National 
Assembly, Official Report.
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As a result, addi-came.£.-fom cities that were mixed ethnically.
tional information can be obtained by classifying-the members of
the Government on the basis of ’tribes and races and comparing
the classification with a similar breakdown of the population, 
as is done in Table 6.5. The classification should not convey' 
the false impression that the tribes were monolithic or unrelated

V;
/ to each other. Tribal classifications were based primarily on 

language, and several schemes could be used.^ Furthermore^ it
must be remembered that the population figures were based on cen

sus data that were in some cases estimates only.2 Given these

limitations, it is still clear that the Kikuyu, who constituted

197o of the population were over-represented in the Government

with 307o of the ministers and 227o of the total membership. This

dominance was accentuated if the prevalence of Kikuyu in senior
ministries was taken into account. Nonetheless, the representa

tion of groups in the Government was generally comparable to
their size in the population, and.almost all groups, even very
small ones, received some representation. The lai^gest tribes

i

1. For discussion of tribal classifications,'see Kenya, Min
istry of Economic Planning and Development, Kenya Population Cen
sus. 19^. Vol. 3 (Nairobi: Government. Printer, 1966), pp. 34-35; 
and Jay E. Hakes, A Study Guide for Kenya (Boston; African Stu-*~^ 
dies Center, Boston University, 1969), pp. 11-18.

2. Kenya, Ministry of Econ^^c...J*lanning and Development,
Kenya Population Census. 1962. Vpl. 3, pp. 7-8.
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■withouc' representation were the Turkana and the Pokot, with-2.1?!, 
and .9% of the population respectively.
Government of Kenya seems similar-to that in, for instance, 
Canada, where a successful cabinet must include representative^, 
from each region, province, and even sections of provinces.^ 
Given the unbalanced distribution of talent among the MPs, the 
geographic and ethnic balance created in the Government by the 
President was, indeed, remarkable.

The association between geography and the composition of 
the Government did not necessarily refute President Kenyatta's 
statement, quoted above, that the cabinet was chosen according

Using 'experience and education as mea

sures of ability, we have found great difference between the

Representation in the

to the abilities of MPs.

abilities of cabinet ministers and backbenchers but little dif

ference between assistant ministers and backbenchers. Further, 
we have found that ethnic balance in the Government resulted not 

cabinet as fro^a pattern 
ministers being appointed from areas under-represented in the 
cabinet. As a result, it is reasonable to generalize that^ahild- 
ty was the primary factor in the selection of the cabinet w'ith 
geography ^d ethnicity being of secondary importance and that

of assistantso much from a balanced

1. Howard A. Scarrow, "Distinghlshing Between ‘Political 
Parties—the Case ofCanada", MidwesTT'Joufnal of Political 
Science. 9 (1965) 75.
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assistant qiijisters were chosen principally on Che basis of geo

graphic and ethnic considerations with ability in these.cases be

ing less influential.

Collective Responsibility of the Government

parliamentary behavior of MPs changed d^matically 
upon appointment to the Government. Members of the Government • 
were bound by collective responsibility. Consequently, they had 
to present a united front in parliament and refrain from criti

cizing the Government in Che way that backbenchers did and in 
the way Chat many ministers and assistant ministers did them

selves before their appointment.
The collective responsibility of ministers was a consti

tutional obligation. We have already seen that without exception 
ministers voted as a bloc on divisions. In their speeches too' 
they generally supported the Government. ,.0n some occasions rain- 
isters articulated regional demands, but this was more frequent

ly done in private and, especially if in public, With considered i 
able restraint. The duty to speak for Che Government rather chan 
their home aj;ftas was an important constraint on the behavior of 
ministers, for many of them achieved political prominence by serv-

The
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..ing as spQ^&esmen for particular geographic areas or ethnic inter

ests. The Minister for Lands and Settlement, Jackson-Angaine, 
once spoke against a private member’'s motion that called for his 
Meru District to be divided in two parts and that had been sup- ? 
ported by other MPs from his area. In response, backbencher
Kibwage Omweri s-aid:

. > _
I can now see that it is very bad to be a Minister 

because you can be brave enough to oppose your own elec
tors when they tell you what is actually required. Here, ' 
Sir, we have a Minister who very honestly tells us what 
his people have been telling him, how the district should 
be divided and very courageously he says, "No", to this 
particular request which is a genuine request.

■9

i

Like geographic and ethnic cleavages, those based on KANU 
factionalism rarely disrupted the unity of the cabinet in parlia

ment. The dispute between the Odinga and Mhoya-Ngala factions 
did embarrass the Government several times before Odinga left the 
ruling party, and later factional struggles also surfaced briefly 
in parliament. Such public splits were exceptional. Once min

isters were co-opted into th.e Govemmeji^ they normally ceased 
criticizing goveimmental policy in public.

The Constitution did not require collective responsib-i-Mi 
.ty of assistant ministers. Nevertheless, it was understood by 
those conceisded that such loyalty was a condition of appointment.

/

These requirements were formalized after the establishment of the

Report. Dec. 6, 1968, c. 4133.1.
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republic,' when assistant ministers were required to sign Letters 
of appo^intment, which stipulated inter alia that they abide by 
collective responsibility. The expectations of Kenyatta regard

ing collective responsibility were also conveyed in private notes, 
after•several assistant ministers made statements interpreted as 
criticism of governmental policy. For example, after Bildad 
Kaggia, then Parliamentary 'Secretary for Educationf criticized 
the land policy of the Government in early 1964, he received a- 
letter from Kenyatta complaining about his behavior and stating:

If a Parliamentary Secretary is unwilling to support 
. and accept collective responsibility for any of the Gov
ernment's acts or policies, the only course open to him 
is to resign. It is a condition of your appointment that 
you' recognize and accept this -principle of collective re
sponsibility, and I shall be glad to receive your person
al assurance that incidents' of the type to which I have 
referred will not recur.^ ’ . --

Similar attempts to promote collective responsibility often took
place during parliamentary debates after assistant ministers
spoke on behalf of their constituencies rather than as members 

On February *29, 1968^.during debate on the 
Presidential Address, the Assistant Minister for Education, 
Gideon Mutiso, criticized the lack of gov-emmental programs in

On an interjection the Leader of Government Business,

of the Government.

1

his area.

1. Odinga, Not Yet Uhuru, p. 266.
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.Daniel’arap Moi, objected by saying: "His Excellency the Presi

dent has given instructions to Ministers and Assistant Ministers 
that they cannot wear two hats. They must speak for the Govern

ment and not for themselves." Several minutes later Moi said that 
independent statements by mepibers of the Government could create v 
confusion about its policies. He added: "Upon his appointment, 
responsibility is'conferred on a Minister or Assistant Minister 
and this suggests that he must adhere to certain things without 
criticizing the Government. If he wants to resign his post in 
the Government, then he would be free to criticize."^ There was 
considerable evidence of such attempts to insure that assistant
ministers did not criticize the'Government.

There was more evidence of such attempts directed at as

sistant ministers than at ministers, because the former were more
likely to disregard collective responsibility. Both in and out 
of parliament some assistant ministers felt unable to ignore 
their role as constituency members. Fpr instance, in January of 
1967 two assistant ministers on separate occasions criticized 
police bmitality to their constituents.^ In i^arliament, tod*.^ 1 
assistant ministers usually came into conflict with collective

Report. Feb. 29, 1968, cc. 192-93. 
EAS. Jan. 9 and Jan. 24,_j^7

1.

2.
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■ respori'sjjbility when voicing to ministers the complaints of' their 
constituents. Assistant ministers usually refrained from such 
behavior, however. Appointments'to the Government usually trans

formed MPs, publicly at least, from spokesmen for their constitu

encies- to spokesmen for the. Government.
Because of collective responsibility and his strategy of 

selecting ministers and assistant ministers, the President was 
able to co-opt the most able MPs and the political leaders from
most areas into the Government and thus to immobilize opposition

KANU MPs, of course, continued to criti-to .it within the party.
cize the Government, but the process of co-optation made organ

ized efforts by backbenchers rao’re difficult.

MPs and Agricultural Boards

Although positions for MPs as ministers and assistant 
ministers were the most impor^tant and^visible forms of patronage 
controlled by the Government, it could also appoint^MPs- to numer

ous positions on tribunals, boards, and commissions. Thesa^cists 
tended to be less important than those in the Goverhment, ‘but 
did cons5;,^tute additional resources that could be used to co-opt 
MPs. The Government stated in 1968 that there were A03 "statu

tory boards and other bodies ln_^e'' cQuntry, ranging from big
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stacfe.corporations, such as the Industrial and Commercial Devel

opment Corporation, to small committees, such as the Factories 
Committee under the Ministry of Labour."^ One indication of the 
power of statutory boarda was that they employed 14,000 peoj^le 
in 1968, 6.4% of employment in the public sector.^ Moreover, v 
they paid Ii3.5 million in wages that year, 11% ofwages in the 
public sector.3' Positions 
filled by civil servants, others interested in the affairs*of 
the boards, andMPs.

The term "statutory boards" in Kenya frequently referred 
only to those boards under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of 
Agriculture, since these bodies were the oldest and best known 
of the boards. Most of the agricultural boards carried over 
from the colonial period, the Coffee Board being the first to be 
established in 1933,^ although certain boards were dropped, amal-*

on these quasi-independent boards were

1. Report. Mar. 4, 1968,. ,c. 29§. Lower figures were also 
quoted for the number of statutory'VSards. These contradictory 
totals reflected ambiguity as to the definition of a statutory 
board. . * ‘

2. Republic of Kenya, Economic Survey. 1969, p. 122.

3. Ibid., p. 125..

4. '^he Pyrethrum Board began in 1938, the Pig Industries 
Board in 1945, the Coffee Marketing, Sisal, and Upland Bacon 
Factory Boards in 1946, the Kenya Meat Commission in 1950, the.
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gamaC'edj or created after Independence. The boards regulated 
tiie growing and marketing of many crops and were both more numer

ous and more comprehensive in their coverage than boards in 
neighboring Tanzania and Uganda.^ This study of membership of 
MPs on boards will concentrate on the agricultural boards, since,, 
not all bodies can be analyzed with equal detail and since more 
information on the agricultural boards is avaifable. ^

General policies. Certain policies of the Ministry of Agricul-,
ture affected all boards under its control and in many cases re-

For instance,
the rules regarding membership and remuneration for agricultural 
boards were similar in all cases-

. sembled those for boards under other ministries.

Members of boards were usually selected in one of three 
ways. First, the legislation establishing boards frequently 
stipulated that certain people, usually senior civil sein/ants 
in the Ministry of Agriculture, were automatically members by

4s.

Tea Board in 1951, the Wheat Board in 1952, the Cofton Lint and 
Seed Marketing Board in 1954, the Governing'Body of Egertpn.^rl- 
cultural College in 1955, the Canning^'Crops Board in 1957, the 
Kenya Dairy Board in 1958, and the Maize Marketing-Board ‘in 1959. 
See International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, The 
Economic-Development of. Kenya (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 
1963), pp. 321-30.

1, I. Livingston and H. W. Ord, An Introduction to Economics 
for East Africa (London: Heinemafitr; 1968), pp. 162-67.'
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virtue of^^their positions. Second, the producers of crops some

times elected members to the boards. Third, the-Minister for 
Agriculture, Bruce McKenzie (who during the entire first National 
Assembly was the cabinet's only European), was always authorized 
to nominate several members to the boards. MPs usually joined 
boards through-nomination by the Minister, who assured the House 
in 1967 that he tried to appoint an MP to each bcfard.^ During 
the first few years of self-government, when Kenya's governmental 
structure was organized on a regional basis, MPs could also ob

tain, membership through nomination by regional assemblies, three 
of which were controlled by KADU.

MPs demonstrated a desire to be nominated to the boards. 
On March 2, 1967, during debate on the Presidential Address, 
McKenzie pointed out that the amalgamation of several boards 
meant that fewer positions than before were available for MPs

"I and my Assistant Ministers, let alone being Under 
pressure from hon. Members to be nomln^ed'on the boards, we are 
under pressure to renominate those hon. Members who have.come off 
boards into vacancies which may occur within dur boards, 
support the statement of the Minister that MPs lobbied for posi

tions, we^nd several instances in which MPs requested either

and added:

Report. Mar. 2, 1967, c. 666v1.

Report. Mar. 2, 1967, c. 667.2.
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. that inpjre MPs be appointed to boards or that their own are'a be 
given additional representation. For example,-during question 
period on June 29, 1967, Sheikh Balala (later appointed as an 
assistant minister) asked the Minister for Agriculture, "...could 
the Minister given £si(Q an assurance to this House that politi-v 
cians, particularly Members of Parliament, will, in future pic^ 
be given priority on appointment to these boards?"^ The Minister 
replied with a qualified "yes." An example of one type of'^hnic 
demand for representation occurred during a debate on a private 
member's motion on July 21, 1967, when Alexander arap Biy com

plained, "...most of the chairmen lot board^/ are from Kikuyu." 
After the Member for Buret was "challenged to substantiate and 
could name only four Kikuyu chairmen, he was forced to withdraw 
his allegation.^

At the time of independence there was considerable vari

ation in remuneration to the staffs and members of the agricul

tural boards. This situation was cri^ciked by the Salaries Re

view Commission, which in its 1967 report suggested^that payments 
be standardized.^ Even before the Commission's report, the-^l

Reports June 29-,• 1967, c. 1575. ,

2* Report. July 21, 1967, cc. 2582-84.
3, Kenya, Report of the SalarQs .Review Commission 1967. 

(Nairobi: Govemment'T’rinter, 1967)'7 pp. 116-20.
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Miniscr^y begun steps to regularize and exercise greater^ con-
•-%'j

‘ trol “over’ remuneration of board members, partly .in response to 
scandals surrounding the West Kenya Marketing Board. . In January 
of 1966 the Minister for Agriculture issued two directives, on^ 
of which- established guidelines for payments. This directive 
stipulated that the maximum salary to a non-executive chairman 
would be fcl,5d0 a-year, his total allowances wou?d not exceed 
t250, and no other allowances or perquisites such as housing .al

lowances or private secretaries would be allowed. The directive
also said that vice chairmen and members should not receive sal

aries; that sitting allowances should not exceed 100 shillings 
per day, and that overnight allowances should be limited to 60 
shillings per night.^ The other directive included a warning to 
board members that claiming allowances from two organizations for 
the same travel was illegal.^ When the directives were discussed 
in the House the next week, McKenzie admitted that some board
chairmen had received as much as t2,750 a year with their allow-
ances and that sitting allowances had ranged from 20 to 400 shill-
.ings a day.^ 1

1. Di^ctive No. BD/l/Vol.V/83, dated Jan. 24, 1966.
2. Directive No. BD/l/Vol.V/82, dated Jan. 24, 1966. 
3- Report. Feb. 2, 1966, cc. 392-97.
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The^Government took further measures to regulate the ' 
financial affairs of the boards.

West Kenya Marketing Board and with-other boards as well, the 
Government hired an Inspector of Statutory Boards from the Audi- 
tor General's Department at the salary of B2,800 a year to make 
spot checks on the boards and to prevent financial irregularities?- 
On July 14, 1967, tfie Government issued Treasury Circular No. 19, 
which prohibited Government officials from receiving more than -

After its troubles with the

one salary. This policy resembled a similar move in Tanzania and
followed by only two days the tabling of an opposition motion 
calling for such a prohibition.^ On January 15, 1968, the Minis

ter for Agriculture reported that "the multiple salaries ban had
been implemented "to a large extent" and-that 42 MPs had been 
affected by it.^ The net effect of these financial regulations 
was to reduce the remuneration of board members. Although posi

tions on boards continued to be attractive because of the allbw-
and fringe benefits and MPs contin^d to serve on them out 

of civic obligation, the reductions in remuneration encouraged
ances

1

1. For description of the post and controversy surrounding 
it, see Report. June 16, 1967, cc. 1051-53.

2. Report. July 12, 1967, c. 2073.
Report. Jan. 15, 1968, cc. 4122-24.3.
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some MPs tQ-.,,^ecommend friends for some positions rather than 
occupying these themselves.

Another policy that affected*all of the agricultural 
boards concerned the loyalty of members to their boards. McKenzie 
stated’the expectations of his Ministry clearly in one of his 
directives when he said: ’’Press statements must be cleared by 
the Permanent Secretary, before issue," and

Board Chairmen and Members when talking in public 
should not make statements which criticize the Govern
ment's policy with regard to their own Board. If a 
Chairman or a Member of a Board wishes to criticize 
either the Government's or the Board's policy in public 

• they, should resign first after which they will be free 
to criticize both.l

Besides refraining from criticism, members of boards were expect

ed to help the boards explain their activities, both in tours 
throughout the country and in parliament.

The support of boards by their members who were politi

cians was particularly important because of the vulnerability of 
the boards t^ political criticism. Agric^ture dominated the 
Kenyan economy; when things went wrong, the impact on t^e • 
wananchi was direct and widespread. Second, profits from cash^--^* 
crops were dependent on the vagaries of the world market, and 
falling prices? frequently frustrated the plans of the Ministry

1. Directive No. BDAI/VoI.V/83^3ated J^n. 24, 1966.
\
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.of Agriculture and its boards. Third, the boards were originally 
the creations of European settlers, and Europeans, continued, to 
varying degrees, to dominate the staffs and memberships or boards 
well after independence. The Select Committee to Investigate ^^n- 
to Possibilities of Africanization in All Fields in 1969 singled 
out statutory boards as the area of the governmental' sector in 
which Africanization was not proceeding as fast ^s expected.^
The boards could compensate for some of these liabilities by-co

opting politicians and committing them to defend their own board.

The Maize and Produce Board result-The Maize and Produce Board.
ed from the amalgamation of the Maize Marketing Board, the Kenya
Agricultural Produce Marketing Board, and the West Kenya Market- . 
ing Board on March 5,-1966. 
duce Board had greater political ramifications than those of any

The activities of the Maize and Pro-

1. The Select Committee was chaired by Martin Shikuku and 
consisted of three ministers, one assistant minister, and eight 
other backbenchers. Although the Seld^ Committee devoted spe
cial attention to statutory boards, only one of them, the 
Pyrethrum Marketing Board, submitted detailed documentation 
the racial composition of its staff. As of January 31, 1965„v" 1 
the breakdown of 74 positions was: 41 Kenya Africans, 6 non
citizen Asians, 25 non-citizen Europeans, and 2 citizen Europeans. 
Even this level of Africanization was achieved only because of 
the predom^ance of Africans at lower-level positions. Most of 
the top positions were held by non-citizen Europeans. See Report .< 
of the Select Committee to Investigate into Possibilities of 
Africanization in All Fields (cycldstyled, 1969).

on
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other bohrd. Coffee, tea, and sisal, for instance, were export 
crops/ Maize, in addition to being an important export, was

Thus, poli-Kenya's principal domestically consumed foodstuff, 
cies on maize affected not only the producers but the consumers ^ 
of maize,'who constituted the bulk of the population. The im

portance of policies on maize can be seen from the necessity of 
making decisions such as the chairmanship of the ifaize and Pro

duce Board and the price of maize at the cabinet level, 
activities of the Maize and Produce Board were also sensitive 
politically, because two of its predecessors, the Maize Marketing

The „

Board'and the West Kenya Marketing Board, were involved in docu-
Because of its political im-mented'cases of corrupt activities, 

pbirtance, the Maize and Produce Board was singled out for close
analysis.

The MPs who served on the Maize and Produce Board and its 
three predecessors are shown in Table 6.6. Several regulari-ties 
can be observed in the pattern of appointments. First, the chair-
manship of the Maize Marketing Board and the Maize and Produce 
Board was held by only major politicians.

t
The'first Chairman ^^ 

appointed after independence, Paul Ngei, took office .in October 
of 1963, j^t one month after he disbanded his African People's 
Party and became the leading figure in KANU outside of the Govem- 

KADU disbanded in November o^-1964, and in December Ngeiment.
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.y.,, Table 6.6 MPs on the Maize and Produce 
Board and its Predecessors

Maize Marketing Board
June 12, 1962-Dec. 12, 1964 
(Chairman, Oct. 18, 1963-Dec. 
12, 1964)
Dec. 12, 1963-Mar. 29, 1966 

Ronald Nghl^a (Chairman) Dec. 23, 1964-Mar.^23, 1966

Paul Ngei

Z. N. Anyieni

Kenya Agricultural Produce Marketing Board
Eric Khasakhala (Chairman) Sept. 17, 1964-Mar. 4, 1966 
S. K. arap Choge 
Masinde Muliro 

... Okuta Bala 
Thomas Mwalwa

Sept. 17, 1964-Dec. 11, 1964
Sept. 17, 1964-Dec. 11, 1964
Sept. 17, 1964-Dec. 11, 1964
Sept. 17, 1964-Mar. 4, 1966

. F. M. C. Mati (Vice Chairman) July 20, 1965-Mar. 4, 1966

West Kenya Marketing Board
Dec. 4, 1964-Feb. 14, 1966
Dec. 4, 1964-July 20, 1965
Dec. 4, 1964-Dec. 21, 1965
July 20, 1965-Dec. 21, 1965

Jonathan Masinde 
C. M. ole Tialal 
Alexander arap Biy 
J. K. arap Tanui

Maize and Produce Board
Ronald Ngala (Chairman) Mar. 23, 1966-July 2, ^966 
Eric Khasakhala (Vice Chairman) Mar. 23, 1966-July 2,.1966 

March 23, .1966— ^ *
Masinde Muliro (Chairman) July 2,^ 1966--

July 2, 1966-Mar. 3, 1’969 
July 2, 1966 —
Mar. 3, 1969 —
Mar. 3, 1969 —

Makone Orabese
F. M. Mati 
F . B. Tuva 
Joseph Khaoya 
Thomas Mwalwa

_ _ _ _ _ A..*
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... and one o^, KADU's three prominent leaders, Daniel arap Moi, en

tered the cabinet. As for the other two former leaders of KADU, 
in January Masinde Muliro was named Chairman of the Cotton Board 
and Ronald Ngala replaced Ngei on the Maize Marketing Board. ^ 
Ngala joined the cabinet in May of 1966, and Muliro moved over 
from the Cotton' Board to the more powerful Maize and Produce. 
Board as Ngala's successor.

The areas from which MPs came were additional factors'*in

H.

■9

the pattern of appointments. MPs on the boards dealing with 
maize tended to come from major maize-growing areas. Muliro's 
Trans Nzoia District led all others in production of maize. 
Khaoy^'s Bungoma District was second, and Khasakhala's Kakamega 
District was fourth. Ngala and Tuva came from Kilifi, the lead

ing maize-producing District in the Coast Province.^ Not all 
members on the maize boards came from major maize-producing areas, 
but a tendency in that direction was clear. Furthermore, once an 
area gained representation, it‘never -Ig^^t it. The Kamba always 
had a member on the maize boards since Ngei was replajjed on the 
Board by F. M. Mati, and when Mati was promoted to Chairmah‘^3f^ *

. the Central Agricultural Board he was succeeded on the Maize and

1. Maize purchases per district are contained in Maize and 
Produce Board, Second Annual Reporti Balance Sheet and Accounts. 
for the period ended 31st July 1968;.. /
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Produce' Board by Thomas Mwalwa; when Ronald Ngala came off the 
Maize'and Produce Board, a fellow Mijikenda from Kllifi District,
F. B, Tuva, came on the Board; Gusii A. N. Anyieni was dropped 
from the maize boards at the time of amalgamation, but another^ 
Gusii, Makone Ombese, joined the Maize and Produce Board at the v

time; and, finaiiy» the membership of Khasakhala, Muliro, and 
Khaoya meant that''after May of 1966 the Luyia al\feys had one re

presentative on the Maize and Produce Board.
Other patterns in appointments to the boards involved

the attitudes of the MPs toward the boards. This matter can be
studied by examining the single debate that the House conducted 
on regional marketing boards and- the six debates on maize. On

September 24, 1964, the House-debated a KADU motion calling on
the Government not to turn the assets of the disbanded Nyanza
Provincial Marketing Board over to the new Kenya Agricultural 
Produce Marketing Board. The mover of the motion, Jonathan* 
Masinde, expressed reservations ^bout transferring the assets of 
a wealthy board operating in the Western part of Kenya to a na- 
Cional board. Five MPs who the week before had been appointed-1
as the first members of the Kenya Agricultural Produce Marketing
Board spol^and, in a few. cases, voted on the motion, 
these, Muliro and Choge, were members of KADU, had been nominated

Two of
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--fco the Board by KADU-controlled regional assemblies, and voted 
for the motion. In the debate Muliro argued that the'new Board 
created unnecessary duplication, saying, "I would have welcomed 
it, if there was not the existence of a Board called the Kenya ^ 
Maize Marketing Board.By contrast, Thomas Mwalwa, who had 
been nominated by^ a KANU-controlled regional assembly, and Chair

man Khasakhala and Okuta Bala, both of whom were nominated by the 
Minister for Agriculture, supported the Government by voting 
against the motion. A later Vice Chairman of the Board, F. M. 
Mati, also voted against the motion. Although the motion was de

feated on a division, it had considerable support in the Western
area of the country and among MPs and senators from that area.
Subsequently, the Minister for Agriculture revived the Nyanza 
Provincial Marketing Board under the name of West Kenya Marketing 

One of the first members of the new Board was Masinde, 
who had moved the motion criticizing the Government's original 
action, but who in November crossed the^loor along with other

A later appointee, J. K. arap Tanul/, had also

Board.

KADU MPs to KANU.
1voted for the Masinde ttotion.

On July 23 and 30, 1965, the House debated a motion of 
KANU backbetfther Fred Oduya. The motion objected to the prices

Report. Sept. .2^, 1964, C'r-^.£8--.'
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-paid to fa-Cmers for their maize and to the importation of Ameri- 
The Government's part in the debate was coordinatedcan maize.

by backbencher Ronald Ngala, Chairman of the Maize Marketing 
Board, although motions were otherwise always handled by members^ 

A future Chairman of. the Maize and Produce 
Board, Muliro, stinngly attacked the activities of the Maize 
Marketing Board.

of the Government.

Maize was discussed again in short debates on November 9, 
1965, and October 19, 1966. Although no current members partici

pated, the Minister for Co-operatives and Social Services and 
former Chairman of the Maize Marketing Board, Paul Ngei, whose 
portfolio included marketing boa.rds transferred temporarily from 
the Ministry of Agriculture, defended himself from criticism dur

ing debate on the first motion. The seconder of this motion.
which called for a commission of inquiry into the poor distribu

tion of maize and corrupt practices during the Ngei chairmanship,
was Masinde Muliro, who again acted as a,^trong critic of maize 
policies. /

insignificanf'*^-*In March of 1967 the House conducted an 
Joumment debate on the price of maize in Kitui and from the 22nd 
to the 29th'Engaged in a lengthy debate on the Maize Marketing 
(Amendment) Bill. This bill legalized the merger in March of
1966 of three boards intp the Maize-and-Produce Board. Many back-
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benchers Vere irritated by the Government's delay in seeking ' 
their approval for the action and by maize policies.and practices 
in general. One of the few backbenchers to support Che Bill un

equivocally was the only member of the Maize and Produce Board ^ 
to speak,.Makone Ombese. Makone also voted against an attempt 
by Mark Mwithaga.to adjourn debate. A future member of Che Maize 
and Produce Board, Joseph Khaoya, criticized the bAi and offered
two unsuccessful amendments to it.

On February 17, 1969, Che Government asked the House to
approve a Supplementary Estimate, necessitated by a subsidy for 
the export of maize. The expenditure came under strong attack 
from backbenchers, especially from'Joseph Khaoya, who was ap

pointed to Che Maize and Produce Board just ^o weeks later.
Khaoya had been a frequent critic of the Maize and Produce Board
and had clashed with the Chairman, Muliro, at a meeting of the
Kenya National Farmers Union on February 14, 1968, over prices
paid to maize producers.^ In Che debate ^n Che Supplementary
Estimate, Khaoya Cried to present the grievances of the^KNEU, of
which he had recently become Vice President. Th4 only backbench-J
er Co support Che Board was again Makone. He began by'saying:
"l am a memb^ of the Board-in question and, therefore, the Mem-

1. EAS. Feb. 15, 1968.
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bers will'be^grateful to hear the inside story rather than de

pend, Mr. Chairman, as my friend from Kisii ^/^Kibwage Omweri_/ 
seems to do, on the newspapers and so on."^ Makone continued 
the defense of his Board amid considerable heckling, but the Es- 
timate'waS'eventually agreed to..

In this systematic survey of debates dealing directly 
with regional marketing boards and maize, we have found 
casioris on which a total of five future members of boards were '

.V .

seven oc-

recorded by means of speeches and a division for or against the 
Government's policies. On six of the seven occasions Che MPs 
opposed the Government's policy, 
found seven other occasions on whicli a total of six current mem-

In these same debates we have

bers expressed their opinions on the policies, of the Government
and their boards. Five times the MPs supported Che Government.
The two unusual cases of opposition Co the Government by board 
members involved politicians nominated to the Kenya Agricultural 
Produce Marketing Board by KADU-cpntrolled regional assemblies.
The survey suggests that critics of boards were frequently selec

ted for membership on them and that membership on boards general.^ i 
ly resulted in a cessation of criticism, with MPs nominated to
boards by reg^oi^^l assembli-es being an exception to this general

ization. This pattern was also clear in general debates in which

■v

^ 1. Report, Feb. 17, 1969, c. 5118.
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-'-maize waisV^ne of many topics discussed, 
ber 11, 1965, Masinde Muliro criticized the Government for not 
raising the price paid to farmers for maize and stated: 
urge our Government to rethink On its policy, to rethink its de

cisions on the price of maize.

For instance, on Novem-

"I would

Yet on June 27, 1967, after 
Muliro had assumed the chairmanship of theJMaize and Produce 
Board, he explained the circumstances that necessitated cutting 
the price of maize.^

Other agricultural boards. Fifteen of the 18 agricultural boards
had at least one MP at the beginning of 1969; only the Canning 
Crops Board, the Tea Board, and the Cereals and Sugar Finance 
Corporation had no representatives from.parliament. On the re

maining boards 25 MPs held 27 positions. One opposition MP, 
Ondiek-Chiilo, sat on the Cotton Lint and Seed Marketing Board, 
and two assistant ministers had a total of three positions. -How

ever, the remaining posts went to KANU backbenchers.
Some of these boards dealt with important produce. The

/
Kenya Coffee and Marketing Board, the Kenya Meat Commissions^’t^q 
Tea Board, the Pyrethrum Board of Kenya, the Pyrethrum Marketing

1. Report. Nov. 11, 1965, c. 362.
2. Report. June 27, 1967, c. 1420.
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.Board, an^'j^he Sisal Board, for instance, coordinated and 
trolled Kenya's leading exports.^ Two of the boards, the Agri

cultural Development Corporation and the Agricultural Finance 
Corporation were important because of the loans they granted to ^

con-

develop fanning. The boards were also significant for reasons
other than the subjects with which they dealt. For instance,

■ 4
since the Kenya Meat Commission was Kenya's ninth largest employ-

2 • ' *
er, its activities had political ramifications that were not
directly related to meat.

The position of the various MPs on the boards varied.
At the beginning of 1969 Karawithi Munyi served as Vice Chairman 
of the^Cotton Lint and Seed Marketing Board and G. J. Mbogoh held 
the same position on the Kenya Coffee and Marketing Board. Other

members achieved influence through work on executive or sub-com

mittees, while others of them were largely inactive, 
received allowances and some of the more prominent ones became 
eligible for fringe benefits, such as trjgs abroad to represent 
Kenya at international conferences, 
boards were expected to perform tasks such as touring rural AlreA's'

All members

On their part, MP^ on-

1. For Jfenya's leading'exports, see Republic of Kenya, 
Economic Survey. 1969, p. 43,

2. Who Controls Industry in Kenya? (Nairobi: East African 
Publishing House, 1968X;^;.p. 134.
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to explai'ij;;,j:he policies and programs of their boards.
We find several familiar patterns in the recruitment of 

MPs to the agricultural boards. Requests for membership on the 
boards were usually presented on. a regional basis. On March 10,r 
1967,‘for'instance, Joseph Nyaberi (a Gusii and Member for West 
Mugirango) requested the Minister for Agriculture to increase the 
representation of the Gusii on the Pyrethrum Board?^ 
budget debate on June 22, 1967, Habil Kanani (a Luyia and Member 
for Busia Central) stated:

During a

Mr. Speaker, Sir, we need to be represented in the 
- Co.tton Lint and Seed Marketing Board. I hear that there 

is no member on this board from our district and I do 
not,know how our interests can be represented if we do 
not have somebody from our dis~trict--where cotton 
ing grown“-sitting on this board.^

is be-

Similarly, on February 13, 1969, Sammy Omar criticized the ab

sence of an African from the Coast on the Agricultural Finance
Corporation and asked the Assistant Minister for Agriculture, 
"Can the Assistant Minister give an assurance that the next re

presentative on this corporation will be^n African so that the 
African farmers' interests are represented on the corporation?"3

1. Report, Mar. 10, 1967, cc. 981-82.
2. Report, June 22, 1967, c. 1310.

Report. Feb. 13, 1969, c. 4961.3.
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TheviJi-i^istry of Agriculture tried to appoint board mem

bers who represented areas producing the crop associated with 
their boards, and this constituency factor can be clearly seen 
in the pattern of recruitment to boards. A 1965 map of Kenya, 
showing* cash crop production by district, can be used to check 
the home districts of MPs on boards for coffee, cotton, pyrethrum, 
sisal, and wheat.^ Using this method, we find that there were 
21 coffee-producing districts and that all four MPs recruited to" 
the Kenya Coffee and Marketing Board and its predecessors came 
from these districts. Similarly, seven of eight MPs appointed 
to the Cotton Board represented one of Kenya's 17 cotton-produc

ing districts; all three MPs on the'Pyrethrum Board of Kenya came 
from constituencies in one of the 18 pyrethrum districts; and 
three of four on the Sisal Board since independence came from the 
11 districts where the crop regulated by the board was produced.
The one MP on the Wheat Board did not come from one of the seven

Thus, 17 of the.20 MPs on these boards tepre- 
sented areas that produced crops associated with their boards.

membership on the^—i 
other agricultural boards induced MPs to support their Boards.

wheat districts.

As with the Maize and Produce Board

1. Kenya: Cash Crop Production by District (Nairobi: Survey 
of Kenya, 1965).
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.An exc^^Jiion to this generalization was KPU MP Ondiek-Chillo, 
who was also unique as the only opposition member, appointed to a 
position. Chillo criticized the Gotton Board in parliament on 
several occasions, but the Government had to appoint a KPU sup-^^ 
porter to the post in order to represent cotton-producing Centralv 
Nyanza, and Chillo did accompany the Board on tours in his area 
to promote cotton'production. More typically, M?s behaved as 
did Joseph Gatuguta, a member of the Agricultural Finance Cbi*pora- 
tion, when he helped the Assistant Minister for Agriculture, J.M. 
Kariuki, explain the Agricultural Finance Corporation Bill.^ 
Such’support could even be helpful apart from the parliamentary 
debates. As has been mentioned," the Select Committee to Investi

gate into Possibilities of Africanization in All Fields directed 
special criticism toward statutory boards for their slowness in 
Africanizing their staffs. When the Coffee Marketing Board was 
called to testify before the Committee, one of those who defended 
it was a KANU backbencher and its Vice Chairman, G. J. Mbogoh. 
Mbogoh and the Committee's Chairman, Martin Shikuku,^always sat 
together in parliament and were frequent collaborators thecajs^ i 

The importance of loyalty to boards can be seen from the 
occasionswhich MPs Left boards because of differences with

Report. Feb. 4, 1969, cc^_4463-64.1.
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thein. This hkppened at least twice with the agricultural boards. 
First, ^G. G'. Kariuki claimed during an adjournment debate on 
April 13, 1968, that he-and Masinde.Muliro had been sacked from 
the Agricultural Development Corporation because they said it ^ 
was b.enefiting European farmers rather than the African comrauni-’ 
ty.^ Second, Kibwage Omweri "resigned" as Vice Chairman of the 
Kenya Coffee and l^a-rketing-Board because, according to the Assis

tant.Minister for Agriculture, Tom Malinda, of "incompatibility 
between the Chairman and the Vice Chairman, which led to differ

ences of opinion detrimental to the coffee industry." John 
On’sando suggested that Omweri had been suspended because he was 
pushing a policy of Africanization.^ These cases provided some 
evidence that the Minister for Agriculture would enforce rules 
regarding loyalty to boards by their members.

We have seen that McKenzie recruited those most likely
to be critical of the policies of the boards, 
cruited backbenchers from areas that produced the crops associ-

That is, he re-

It was not necessary to recruit minis-ated with their boards.
/

ters or assistant'ministers since they were already bound by • 
collective responsibility. Neither was it necessary t;o recruit

Report, April 3, 1968, c. 1572.1.

2. Report. June 5, 1968, cc. 47-Sj577.
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backbenchers who had little interest in the produce since they 
were unlikely to become critics in any case, 
of selection of board members, McKenzie was able to build some 
support for his Ministry, although certainly not to shield it ^ 
from-all.criticisms.

Through his policy

■#

MPs and Other Statutory Bodies

Ministries other than Agriculture also had bodies to
which they could appoint MPs. These bodies included a wide vari

ety of’institutions such as quasi-independent boards, tribunals.
school'boards, advisory committees, commissions, and boards of
semi-public companies to which the Government could appoint di-

As examples, MPs served on the Industrial and Commer-rectors.

cial Development Corporation, the Betting Control and Licensing
Board, East African Airways Corporation, the Electric Power Ad-

the'Nairobi, Mombasa andvisory Board, Kenya Power Company Ltd.
Kisumu Rent Tribunals, the Industrial Court, and the Transport

y

Licensing Board. j

We have focused attention on the agricultural‘boards', 
but there w^e several important differences between these boards 

First, the non-agricultural boards were general

ly of more recent origin than the agricultural boards.

and the others.

Thus, in
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some cases M^s approved the legislation that established the 
boards. In general, however, the newer boards were less account

able to parliament, mainly because they were less likely to pub

lish annual reports and accounts- and make them available to par- ^ 
liament-or the public. On the whole, the non-agricultural boards
had surprisingly little visibility as institutions, despite the 

. V
importance of some of‘them.

' The respective ministers involved were also different. 
McKenzie was the only European in the cabinet, and it was especi

ally important for him to build support in the National Assembly.
At the s^e time it is doubtful that he had any further political 
ambitions; so his appointments did not have the same political 
connotations as those of other ministers, many of whom were in

volved in factional struggles in the cabinet.
Despite these differences, the process of appointment to 

the non-agricultural boards resembled in many ways such processes 
previously identified. First, politicians who'demonstrated an 
interest in Che respective subject areas were frequently^placed 
on boards, and these politicians were often KANU backbenchers. ^ t 
The Government did have some reservations about this policy.' Ih 
August and Sep^mber of 1967. the Minister for Commerce and Indus

try, Mwai Kibaki, replaced all 17 MPs serving as chairmen of 
their local joint trade development boards with district commis-

4

\
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sioners. .vin 'defense of his action Kibaki stated that MPs had.
... ■ .

been using their positions for political advantage. Nonetheless, 
MPs continued to be selected as members of most of the boards.

Because of the low visibility and failure to function of 
many of the extra-parliamentary bodies, it is difficult to deter

mine the exact number of MPs serving on them. Nonetheless, the 
author has identified 71 of-them, excluding parliamentary commit

tees,.school boards, commission ofinquiry, local boards, and ^ 
agricultural boards covered earlier, on which MPs have served 
since independence.^ Early in 1969 a number of MPs were chair

men' of non-agricultural boards. These were:
S. Balala — Kenya National Assurance Company Ltd.
J. Gatuguta -- Teachers Service Commission Appeal Board 

and Transport Licensing Board 
J. M. Kariuki—Betting Control and Licensing Board 
B. Kathanga r- Co-operative Bank of Kenya 
F. Kubai — Apprenticeship Board 
R. Matano — Kenya Inshore Fisheries Ltd.
J. Mohamed -- Kenya Hospital Fund Authority and Kenya 

Hotel Properties Ltd.
A, Ochwada -- five Wages Councils
J. ole Tipis — Kenya Tourist Development Corporation 
H. Wariithi — Business Premises Rent^ribunal and 

Teachers Service Remuneration Committee
/

Six of these ten chairmen were also assistant ministers, but al

most all other members of boards were backbenchers.

1. The author surveyed all non-civil service appointments 
listed in the Kenya Gazette in order to find the occassions on 
which the appointments of MPs were announced or cancelled. Sup
plementary data was obtained from sysTematic'reading'of the East
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As..with the agricultural boards, ethnicity was an import-
• -'si

factor In' the operation of other boards. In response to a 
question on July 10, 1968, the Assistant Minister for Education, 
Eric Khasakhala, listed the 24 members of the National Advisory 
Council, on Education, which Included assistant ministers Matano 
and Balala and backbenchers Godia and Warlithi. In a supplement

ary question, John ^ebaso (a-Gusii) asked; "...is tfce Assistant 
Minister aware that because Kisii District was not represented, _ 
all secondary schools last year were distributed between Central

ant

Nyanza and South Nyanza, and because the Kipsigls people were not 
represented the schools which were supposed to go to Lltein were 
taken to-Baringo?" After Khasakhala said that all provinces were 
represented, Kebaso requested the Minister to "tell this House why 
all four chances given to* Nyanza Province went to Luo districts 
and not one to Kisii."'- As this exchange indicated, many boards 
needed broad ethnic representation to build political support..

Another familiar pattern was that (IPs .on non-agriculrural
■

boards, like other appointees of the Government, tended to be
t

On July 6, 1967, for example, Henryloyal to their boards.
Warlithi strongly defended the Central Selection Board, on which

1

African Standard and annual reports of boards that published 
them and from references to boards during parliamentary debates.

1. Report. Jan. 10,,.1968, co. .39iSrl6.. .
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he served,‘gainst charges of giving inadequate publicity to 
scholarsliips and discriminating against certain provinces during 
a debate.^ Similarly, Bernard Kathanga stated during a budget 
debate in September of 1968: "Those Members who spoke against 
the /Co-operativ^/ Bank /of Kenya/ should know that the Bank is 
coming along very nicely and, as the Chairman of the Bank, Mr. 
Speaker, I am very happy witb the way the Bank is coding along." - 
Finally, during a debate on the Presidential Address in May of - 
1969, Thomas Mwalwa (a Kamba and Member for Kitui East) charged 
that a Kikuyu Chairman of the Industrial and Commercial Develop

ment Corporation was discriminating against other tribes. On an 
interjection a member of the ICDC, Alexander arap Biy (a Kipsigis)
said:

Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, I would like to correct my 
hon. friend because he has said that the Chairman of 
the Industrial and Commercial Development Corporation 
is a Kikuyu, rsicH 
is not a Kikuyu; h 
Karaguri.^

John Kebaso and Gideon Kago, onc^Siaunched an attack on 
the loans policy of. the Ministry of Lands and Settlement^, although

I would like to inform him that he 
e is a Kisii. He is Mr. Johnson

Two MPs

i

Report. July 6, 1967,-cc, 1890-91. 
2. Report Sept. 2, 1968, c. 33.

3. Report. May 26, 1969, c. 257.

S
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the^ were of the Loan Defaulters Sifting Committee,^ but'
such public criticism by board members was rare.

i
Conclusion*

We have seen that the Government's strategy of appointing 
ministers, assistant ministers, and board members resulted in 
placing the most able members of the National Assembly under 
special obligations to the Government. Ministers and assistant 
ministers were obliged to be collectively responsible for the 
policies and acts of the Government. The demands on board mem

bers were less comprehensive, but they did have to refrain from 
criticizing their boards or the Government's policies concerning 
them. These appointments and the collective responsibility they 
entailed promoted party cohesion by virtue of the number of MPs 
involved and, perhaps more importantly, because the MPs selected
were the kind that would otherwise have been significant threats
to such cohesion.

The Government's control over appointments may have had-^-^- 
a wider impact on party cohesion through its interaction with the

In his interviews of Canadian MPs,

i

career expectations of MPs.

Report, May 23, 1969, cc. 186^=21^
x.
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Allan Komberg found that 23% of party members said that they - 
we'fe motivated to act cohesively because it was advantageous Co 
both their party and themselves. According to one of Che Canadi

an legislators: "Unless you want to be a permanent back bencher ^ 
Robert Jackson found similar attitudes 

in the British House of Commons. He reported Chat many Conserva

tives who resigned th'e whip 'declared that Che important thing 
Chat the party "controls the career of every MP."^ In these sit-^ 
uations the Government's control of appointments affected even

you support'your party.

was

Chose MPs who had not yet been appointed.
There was some evidence of such a phenomenon in the Kenya

parliament. On October 1, 1964, a KADU motion of no confidence
in Che Prime Minister because of his failure to achieve East Af

rican federation was able to generate no support among KANU MPs. 
Masinde Muliro explained their reluctance by charging: 
that some hon. Members in this House would like to play it so 6s 
to be appointed to the new Cabinet as Ministers when the Prime

"We know

y

1. Allan Komberg, Canadian Legislative BehaVior; A Studv.>, ^ i 
of the 25th Parliament (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
1967), pp. 133-34. . ■

2. Roberj;^J. Jackson, Rebels and Whips: An Anal'ysis of Dis
sension. Discipline and Cohesion in British Political Parties 
(New York: St. Martin's Press, 1968), p. 297.
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Ministeir form's'it after the republic."^ Such expectations about 
positions, however, were probably salient only during these few 
periods, such as the one in which Muliro spoke, when a major re

shuffle of the Government was anticipated. In addition, we have ^ 
seen that members of boards were frequently chosen from among

. As a^result, it is difficult to argue that anti

cipation of these positions could induce any blanket support for 
the Government. Still, it probably induced more generalized sup- 

•• port, so that expectations of appointments as well as the appoint

ments themselves played a role in party cohesion.

their critics

1

Report. Oct. 1, 19M, c. 301&t~——-1.



Chapter VH
POWERS OF THE GOVERNMENT--PART II

V

. . .it will be the duty of the Government to show it .is 
governing and will govern firmly.^

Vice President Daniel arap Moi 
October 28, 1969

The Government possessed many powers other than those
to appoint and dismiss office holders. Volumes could be written
about these powers, but since the topic is potentially so broad,
this Chapter will take a narrow focus and concentrate only on
some powers that directly affected MPs.

■ 'Se
Constitutional Prerogatives of the Government /

The Constitution of Kenya and the Standing Orders of the 
National Assembly established the legal framework for relations

1. Report. Oct. 28, 1969, c. 1189.-^
V

(293)
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between tH^jGovernment and the National Assembly, 
portance, Che Constitution gave the President control over the

Of special' im-

life of the National Assembly and made the Government the sole
initiator of certain types of legislation. These powers enabledf*
the Government, and in particular the President, to dominate in 
its exchange with members of parliament who were not in the Gov-

V
■9

emment.

The Constitution assigned the President important respon

sibilities in the summoning, prorogation and dissolution of par

liament. It stipulated: "...each session of Parliament shall be
held at such place within Kenya and shall commence at such time 
as the President may appoint."^ A later section provided that 
the President could prorogue (i.e., end a session) or dissolve 
parliament at any time.^ Of course, the Constitution also set 
limitations on the powers of the President in this regard and 
established reciprocal powers that could be exercised by ordin

ary members of parliament. por instance^a general election and 
the first sitting of a new parliament were required within three

months of the dissolution of the old one.^ Further, the President

1. ConsMtution of Kenya, Part 3, Section 58 (1) .

2. Ibid.. Part 3, Section 59 (1) and (2).

3- Ibid.. Part 3, Section 58 .(-31^
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requliTi^d to call parliament into session at least once a' 
year,^ and because of the need for parliamentary approval of ex

penditures, it was inconceivable that he could keep parliament 
out of session for that length of time. As its ultimate weapon^ 
the National Assembly could after seven days' notice and by a ma- v 
jority of its membership pass a resolution of no confidence in 

If the President did not within Siree days of 
the passing of such a resolution either resign from his officer 
or dissolve parliament, parliament was automatically dissolved on 
the fourth day.^

A test case on the role of the President in summoning par

liament occurred during the first'half of 1964, when some members 
suspected that ministers were trying to stifle debate by limiting 
the sittings of parliament. The Government failed to convene the 
House from March 19 to June 9, despite requests from the Speaker, 
KADU leaders, and KANU backbenchers to do so. As Speaker Humphrey 
Slade explained to the House when it fi^lly met. Standing Order 
135 required that the annual Estimates be laid on the ^table of 
the House not later than the last day of May, and Standing O-tilerJ 

.144 (6) stated that any Vote on Account had to be put'down as the

was

. >
the Government.

Ibid., Part 3, Section 58 (2), 
Ibid. . Part S^^Section 59,_i3TV

1,

2.
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first businessj on a day before June 7.^ The opposition and KANl/ 
backbenchers joined to criticize the Government for Violating 
these orders, and backbencher Clement Sgala-Abok charged: 
is not the only example of a likely, dictatorship coming."^ Fin- f 
ance Minister James Gichuru stated that the Estimates could not

"This

be cabled before June because of rapid constitutional advances 
and their financial ramifications. He added Chat no disrespect 
to the House was intended by Che delay in summoning it and moved 

.. to amend the Standing Orders so as to push back the deadlines for 
financial business.^ Although backbenchers accepted Che amend

ments, which carried 39 votes to 14, that June turned out to be 
one of ch^ more troublesome months for Che Government in its re

lations with the parliamentary party. After this experience, the 
Government was, on the whole, reluctant to create tensions by de

laying unduly the summoning of parliament.
' The relationship between the Government and ordinary MPs 

created by the Kenyan Constitution^rescmblg^ in substance that in 
other nations utilizing a parliamentary form of govemmenj:. In 
Kenya, however, Che threat of dissolving parliament was a more

■9

j

1. Report^June 9, 1964,- cc. 3-4.
2* Report. June 10, 1964, c. 49.
3. Report. June 10, 1964, c. 45

'V
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pQ.tent weapon, for the premier than in most of these other coun

tries because of the poor record of sitting members in general 
elections in East Africa. General elections were not held after
independence until late in 1969, by which time Kenya had no oppo- f* 
sition party. As a result, voters selected their MPs in open 
KANU primary elections on December 6. In a light turnout of 
voters five ministers and fourteen assistant ministers were de

feated, and backbenchers fared even worse. Of the 170 members of 
parliament at the time it was dissolved (the seat of Tom Mboya 
was vacant because of his assassination), only 61 (36%) became 
members in the new parliament that began sitting on February 6, 
1970, and four of these did so by means of presidential appoint

ments. MPs in the first parliament could only, guess that the 
electorate would deal so harshly with them in general elections, 
but there was considerable evidence available to them suggesting 

Senators, a third of whom had to run for re-election * 
every two years until Che Senate was■ amal^^at'ed with the House 
at the end of 1966, fared poorly in bids to retain their^seats.
Of the 29 representatives and senators forced to ^ace the elec-^-^ J 
torate in the 1966 "little general elections," only nine won.^ 
Furthermore, Kienya's neighbors to the North and the South,

as much.

David Koff, "Ken;^a's LiCtle^.eneral Election," p. 59.1.

S.
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Ethiopia wiCh^its no-party system and Tanzania with its one-party 
system, both held general elections in 1965 in which a majority 
of incumbents failed to be returned to parliament.^ Kenyan MPs 
were probably more impressed by feedback from their constituen- ^ 
cies than election results in other African countries, but the 
results of the 1969 elections could not have come as a complete

The unfavbrable prospects "for MP^ in elections 
made the President's power to dissolve parliament a more serious^ 
threat- than if sitting members tended to be re-elected. Similar

ly, it increased the impact of the 1966 constitutional amendment 
requiring members who left undissolved parties to run again for 
their seats. MPs were naturally reluctant to change parties or 
to take other actions that might-precipitate new elections.

The Constitution also dealt with the role of the Govem-

surp.rise to them.

ment in initiating legislation. For instance, once a constitu

tional amendment was introduced in the National Assembly by the
Government, no alterations to it were allowed.^ This rule forced

/
1. Only 85 out of 250 (34%) of the sitting members of the^- j 

Ethiopian Chamber of Deputies were returned- in 1965. See Christo
pher Clapham, Haile Selassie's Government (New York: Frederick A. 
Praeger, 1969), p. 143.

In T^zania less than half of the sitting MPs chose to 
stand, and l^s than half of those who did were successful. See 
Lionel Cliffe, "Factors and Issues," in Cliffe (ed.). One Party 
Democracy: The 1965 Tanzania General Elections (Nairobi: East 
African Publishing House, 1967), p. SOO,- and William Tordoff,
Gov mment and Politics'^in TanzaniaT^.—^39.

2. Constitution of Kenya. Part 2, Section 47 (4).
V
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MPs to accept.,pr reject such bills to to. The Constitution 
also prohibited the National Assembly from increasing taxation 
or expenditures except upon the recommendation of Che President 
signified by a minister.^ Although_backbenchers could, in theory, ^ 
introduce some kinds of bills, the Standing Orders of the Nation

al Assembly created-impediments, and only one such bill was, in 
fact, introduced from 1963 to 1969. Thus, because of'^the require

ments of the Constitution and the Standing Orders, Che Government-
. had Che pre-eminent position in initiating legislation. Back

benchers had to content themselves with initiating questions or
resolutions, both of which had their impact, but neither of which 
had legal authority. This imbalance "between Che Government and 
backbenchers was not entirely Che product of constitutional re

strictions, since backbenchers would, in any case, have lacked 
resources such as skills in legal drafting necessary to initiate
legislation.

■ ’is.

The Bureaucracy of the Government
i

The Government depended on a vast bureaucracy of civil 
servants to exgijute its policies. It stressed that civil servants

1. Ibid.. Part 2, Section 48.
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should not hdld,^positions in the party, run for elected office, 
or participate in campaigns, and this ban even extended.to.school 
teachers. Nonetheless, as civil servants performed the tasks
assigned them by the Government, they had an unavoidable impact 
on MPs and even on their political positions. This section will
discuss relations between MPs and the provincial and district ad

ministration, the Registrar-General, the Ministry of Finance, and
the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting.

't^rovincial and district administration. Provincial and district
administration in independent Kenya was modeled after the colon

ial pattern. During the colonial period regional and district 
commissioners had great powers in the areas they governed. These 
officials, who until 1962 were all non-Africans, had almost com

plete control of law and order, and their responsibilities includ

ed control of police and performance of judicial functions. There 
was some erosion in the powers of the administration and in the 
control of the Government over it from May o’^-1963 to December 
of 1964, when Kenya was under a regional form of govemraent^" im

posed by the constitutional conference of February 14 to April 
6, 1962. During this period the Government refused to surrender 
some powers to the regions, and when Kenya became a republic in 
December of 1964 the administration was restored to its position 
before May of 1963.

1
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After Dfedember of 1964, provincial and district adminis-
... '

tration was one of two portfolios that President Kenyatta kept 
under his personal control,^ and virtually all senior posts were 
Africanized. The administrators did not retain all the judicial 
functions of .their colonial predecessors, but in 1965 they as

sumed new responsibilities when they were assigned to key, posi

tions in the machinery‘for economic development. Because of the

0

vast powers of provincial commissioners, some MPs felt that these^
The Government resistedposts should be held’by politicians.

this kind of pressure, however, and, unlike neighboring Tanzania, 
maintained a theoretical separation between the civil service and 
politics.^-

The responsibilities of provincial and district commis

sioners were so broad that they were sometimes drawn into polit-
This involvement, in turn, on occasion broughtical matters.

The most frequent issue in thesethem into conflict with MPs.
cases was the licensing of public meetings. Tom Mboya, when Min-
ister for Justice and Constitutional Affairs, explained the Gov-

/
emment's attitude toward public meetings by saying: "The rights

j

1. The other portfolio was foreign affairs.
2. For a study of the administration, see Cherry Gertzel, 

"The Provincial Administration in Kenya," Journal of Commonwealth 
Political Studies. 4. (November, 1966), 2,9.1-15.
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of freedom'^td assembly/ are not absolute rights. In any demor 
cracy or''any country, they are bound to be curtailed by the ne

cessity to ensure that they are only used for so long as they pro

mote the national interest and for as long as they are used re

sponsibly.’^ Consequently, in another continuation of a colonial 
practice, MPs had to apply for licenses in order to hold public 

Such applications'had to include a list c® speakers 
and the topics to be discussed. During the period of regionalisgi 
licenses were issued by the Prime Minister; afterwards the dis

trict commissioners dealt with the applications.

meetings.

'MPs often complained in parliament of their failure to
obtain licenses for their meetings.- Not surprisingly, members 
of opposition parties had the greatest difficulty in securing per

mission to hold public meetings, but members of KANU also had ap

plications for licenses rejected. Backbenchers were particularly 
irritated by the barriers they encountered when they tried to - 
hold meetings because ministerial tours to explain the policies
of the Government were not considered political meetings. As a

/
result, ministers on such tours did not need licenses and might-
be able to hold meetings in a constituency in which the.member- 
for the area prohibited from doing so. Assistant ministers

Report. June 17, 1964, c. 300rw1.
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and, more rately, even ministers were sometimes not allowed to 
address meetings in their districts.

The reasons for banning meetings varied, 
once said that a ban on public meetings might result from speech

es made by MPs in the House.^

Martin Shikuku

However, it was usually local is

sues that determined whether or not meetings were allowed/^
Meetings at which a local chief was to be criticized, "^or instance, 
were banned,^ and meetings at which local political or tribal con--
flicts were to be discussed were treated in a similar manner.
Conflicts between MPs and KANU district branch chairmen were
probably the reasons most frequently cited by officials for re- 

For whatever reason, the refusal tofusing to issue licenses, 
grant permission for public meetings hurt MPs by handicapping 
them in attempts to win local political posts in KANU and, in
the long run, by jeopardizing their chances for re-election.

While district administrators regularly affected MPs be- ' 
cause of the Government's policy of^licensing public meetings,

/
1. Report. Oct. 7, 1966, c. 589.
2. For discussions in parliament of licensing of public meet

ings, see Report, June 17, 1964., cc. 297-304; Feb. 10, .1966, c, 
795; Oct. 7, 19^, cc. 580-606; Mar. 7, 1968, cc. 521-22; June 
28, 1968, cc. 1680-82; Sept. 9, 1968, cc. 348-50; Sept. 26, 1968, 
cc. 1287-88; Sept. 30, 1968, c. 1419; Oct. 23, 1968, cc. 2181-90; 
Nov. 4, 1968, cc. 2701-05; Nov. 19, 1968, cc. 3194-3204; and Oct. 
28, 1968, cc. 1133-34.

3. Chiefs were local administrators rather than traditional
rulers.,
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they played a'particularly salient role in political affairs on 
two kinds of'occasions, when political squabbles threatened to 
einapt into violence and during elections. .When violence was 
threatened, the administration became involved on grounds of se- ^ 
curityv A dispute in the Coast Province between KANU factions 
headed by Minister for Co-operatives and Social Services Ronald 
Ngala and by Mombasa-Mayor Mansifu Kombo reached a jfeak in the 
first aeven months of 1969, and because of actual and threatened^ 
disruptions the civil service became deeply involved in the con- 

In February of that year four supporters of Kombo were 
injured -in a fight at a KANU sub-branch office in Mombasa, and
flict.

February 25, another of Kombo's supporters, MP Mohamed Jahazi, 
ready "to blow the town's roof off."^

on

said that his group was
In response to this situation and the KANU factionalism pervad

ing the Coast generally, Coast Provincial Commissioner I. M. 
Mathenge announced the next day that he had suspended all KANU* 
election meetings in the Coast Province.^ Justifying a continua-
tion of the suspension a month later, Mathenge stated: ...the

/
present ban on all political meetings and elections throughout^- ^ 
the province will continue until I am satisfied that law and order

1

1. E^, Feb. 26, 1969, p. 9.

2. HAS. Feb. 27, 1969, p. 1.

\
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will be maintained.’*^ Until the dispute over political leader- 
ship in Mombasa was at least temporarily resolved in late August 
of 1969, the provincial and district administration played a 
pivotal role in the rivalry by determining when and where meet

ings and elections could be held and by deciding which faction 
should occupy contested KANU offices. Ngala at one point claimed 
civil servants wete'assisting the opposing faction.Whether or 
not the charge was true, the civil service certainly was deeply 
involved in the dispute. Since the administration was under the 
control of the President, the case of the struggle for KANU 
leadership on the Coast provided an illustration of additional 
powers of- the Government with regard to MPs.

Civil servants also increased their involvement in poli

tical matters during elections. District commissioners were 
traditionally appointed as returning officers in their areas 
whenever elections were held. Their appointments gave them im

portant responsibilities in overseeing nomination papers and 
conducting the balloting. Of course, they also controlled cam- 
paigning because of their regular powers in licensing public. ^

meetings. The leading case of the extent to which district-com-

Daily Nation. Mar. 25, 1969, p. 1.1.

EAS, Jan. 31, 1969, p. 1.2.
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missioners'p.Qiild influence the electoral process, the local 
government elections in August of 1968, did not directly* Involve 
MPs. Local government elections were'normally of minor import

ance, but in 1968 they were to be £he first national test between ^ 
KANU and KPU and the first elections conducted under legislation 
banning candidates-running without party sponsorship. Although 
intended to strengthen party machinery, the ban against indepen

dent candidates stirred up dissension in KANU, as political riv-** 
als competed to control the nomination process, which was per

ceived as being tantamount to election in areas where the party 
was strong. Some of the popular candidates passed over by KANU 
and unable to become independent candidates switched to the KPU 
side, and the opposition found itself with unexpected strength.
In late July at Nakuru, President Kenyatta presided over a KANU 
conference, attended not only by party officials but by the 
country's provincial and district commissioners. Shortly there

after, the DCs, in their capacity as returning officers, ruled 
that the nomination papers of almost all of the KPU candidates 
had been completed incorrectly, a deficiency founc^ onrone of che^ * 
KA?^U papers. The elimination of the KPU candidates demonstrated
the powers of ..^e administration in elections and explained some 
of the apprehensiveness shown by MPs in 1969 about possible inter

ference in their own bids for re-ele.cjj^.,>
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The Registrar^General. The Registrar-General, who served in 'the 
Office of the Attorney General, occupied one of the. most import

ant posts in the bureaucracy affecting political affairs. He was 
responsible for registering societies, and as a result determined 
the legality of both opposition parties and KAKU branches, since v 
neither of these-could operate legally without proper tegistra- 

Upon several occasions disputes between rival KANU fac

tions over district leadership were resolved by the Registrar-- 
General's registration of one of the groups. Sometimes the Reg

istrar-General favored the claims of groups who were opposed by 
factions with backing from the national party organization.
Since KANU MPs were frequently involved in struggles for party 
leadership, the powers of the Registrar-General often affected

tion.

them.

The struggle for party leadership at Mombasa, discussed 
above in connection with the powers of the provincial and dis

trict administration, cannot be .understogd without knowledge of 
the role played by the Registrar-General. During the dispute, 
the KANU national organization, headed by Secretiary-General Tom.-'J 
Mboya but whose spokesman in controversial matters was* frequent

ly Organizii)® Secretary Nathan Munoko (who was also Assistant 
Minister for Local Government), supported the Ngala faction. In 
spite of this, a slate of officers^__sugo_i;ted by Mayor Komfco and
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led by Jiuna was recognized as the official KANU branch
organization-: In a letter dated March 19, 1969, the Deputy Reg

istrar, J. M. Long, told Munoko that the elections organized in 
January by Juma and his followers were legal and that his slate 
had been registered as KANU Mombasa* branch officials. The" list 
included two MPs, Mohamed Jahazi as Vice Chairman and Sammy Omar 
as Assistant Secretary.^ The decision of the Regisijrar-General 
was enforced by the administration in Mombasa.

The relationship between the provincial and district ad

ministration and the Registrar-General involved more than the 
former simply carrying out the directive of the latter. A letter 
from the.Registrar-General to Organizing Secretary Munoko stated 
that the basis of the registration of the Juma group was "noti

fication from the Minister of State, Office of the President, 
that the elections held in respect of the Kenya African National
Union, Mombasa Branch, on the 30th January, 1969, were properly 
conducted and legal. Presumably, the Minister based his noti-

f
1. Daily Nation. Mar. 22, 1969, pp. 1, 4.

2. When Francis B. Tuva suggested in parliament on^July L,
1969, that the Minister of S.tate had written a letter to the 
Registrar-General advocating'registration of the Juma group, he 
was asked to-Substantiate th'e existence of such a letter, and 
Attorney General Njonjo denied any knowledge of it. The next 
day Tuva produced a copy of the lettet to Munoko, which is 
quoted in part. See Report. July 2, cc. 1864-65.

i

_ _
\
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fication on-'repSrts from the district administration, for which - 
as Minister of State he was responsible. Thus, the decisions 
about party affairs in Mombasa were not made by the party organ

ization but by the provincial and district administration and the ^ 
Registrar-General working in concert. As has been mentioned, 
Secretary-General Mboya and Organizing Secretary Munoko were 
allies of Ngala, and Jurna supporters at one point demSnded the 
resignation of Munoko. On the other side, the administration * 
was directed by Minister of State Mbiyu Koinange and the Regis

trar-General by Attorney General Charles Njonjo, both opponents 
of Mboya And Ngala. As mentioned above, Ngala complained that 
the civil 'service at the Coast was partial against him. He also 
complained about what he called "backdoor registration" of the 
rival KANU Mombasa branch officials.^ In any case, the govern

mental apparatus under the direction of Ministers Koinange and 
Njonjo had an important impact on the political positions of a - 
number of members of parliament, including Ronald Ngala, who was 
a minister and KANU Vice President for the Coast Province.*^

1

Daily Nation, Mar. 25, 1969, p. 14.
2. Ngala'^.defeat at Mombasa was not permanent. Mboya was 

assassinated irT^July of 1969, which may have lessened the oppo
sition to Ngala in the Government somewhat. In August President 
Kenyatta intervened personally in the dispute, and at a series 
of public sub-branch and branch elections Ngala and his follow
ers swept to victory. "

V.
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Ministry of Finance. As part of its broad control over expendi

tures by the Government, the Treasury oversaw payment of- the
salaries and allowances of MPs. MPs and*the Treasury sometimes
came into conflict not only over general matters of financial
policy but*over finances related more directly to the National 
Assembly. It should be remembered, for instance, that MPs felt 
strongly that their social security scheme should be administered 
by a parliamentary committee rather than the Treasury.^ Coopera

tion between the Treasury and MPs was particularly important in
cases when MPs received increases in salaries and allowances
that were only later given statutory authorization.

One little noticed function of “the Treasury was to
guarantee car loans for MPs. MPs needed cars to visit their
constituencies, and a program established by the Government en

abled them to secure loans at interest rates lower than they
otherwise would have paid. In April of 1966 MPs who switched 
to KPU were forced to vacate their seats by ^constitutional 
amendment after they left KANU. In May it was announced th^t 
the Government had withdrawn its guarantees for those who were
•no longer MPs, so they had to settle their debts or surrender

1. Seep. 204
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their cars.^' ,This relatively minor incident illustrated the 
kinds of rewards and sanctions controlled by the Government 
through the Ministry of Finance.

Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. After independence,
the Government created the Kenya News Agency and nationalized
the Kenya Broadcastiiig Corporation- and the Voice of Kenya.
Kenya News Agency issued press releases for the privately owned 
newspapers in Kenya.. Since the newspapers did not send report

ers to cover public meetings in rural areas, it was the sole
The VOK broadcast tele-

The

source of information on these meetings, 
vision programming in English and Swahili and, to a much larger 
audience,' radio service in English, Swahili, and various verna

cular languages.
Although a relatively free and privately owned press 

existed in Kenya, the Government had considerable influence on 
the publicity given to MPs through its own press organs.

Minister for Information and Broadcasting rtttild direct that cer-

In fadt,

ministers received relatively more and backbenchers relatively 
less publicity from the Government's press media than from the

The

tain kinds of news be covered and not other kinds.
1

1. May 12, 1966.
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private press, in coverage of parliamentary proceedings. The 
Government' argued that since ministerial speeches contained of

ficial policy they should receive priority in press releases and 
news broadcasts. Not surprisingly, backbenchers protested the 
Government's, policy on news. Backbencher Stanley Godia charged 
during an adjournment debate oh press coverage for meetings of 
members of parliament:" "...the Voice of Kenya and thS Kenya News 
Agency.;, think chat Che Cabinet Ministers are the only people .. 
worthy of being covered and reported fully in the Press; not 
other Members of Parliament."^ MPs frequently grumbled in the 
House that they were ignored in publicity controlled by the Gov- 

This attitude was natural since publicity strengthened 
the political positions of MPs in their constituencies by making
emment.

them better known.
Of course, some civil servants attached to other minis

tries also had at least limited relations with MPs. Those men- * 
tinned so far, however, were among the more important in this 
regard. Even from the material presented, it can be seen that 
the bureaucracy had a great impact on MPs, as it did on all of 
Kenya's inhabitants. • ’

Report. Jan. 17, 1968, c. 4346.1.
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■\^-,^Einergency Powers of the Government

Within certain legal restraints, the Government was 
authorized to assume special powers during periods of emergency. 
One of these powers was detention without trial. This powerJ 
which became important in Kenyan political affairs after the 
formation of the Kenya People's Union in 1966, was autjjorized by 
the Public Security Act of 1966. The National Assembly rushed 
through the Second Reading, Committee Stage, and Third Reading 

”of this Act on June 2, 1966. At this time KPU MPs were not in 
parliament, because they had been forced to vacate their seats 
by the constitutional amendment concerning members who left un

dissolved parties and because none'-bf them had yet had an oppor

tunity to seek re-election.- Although the Act was modeled after 
previous provisions for "emergencies", the Government preferred 
the label "public security" for its measures, since the word 
"emergency" was associated with attempts by the colonial Govern

ment to suppress the African nationalist mo^^nent. KANU back

benchers strongly supported passage of the new laws on public 
security. Parliamentary approval for the Government's use of 
emergency powers had to be renewed every eight months, and KANU 
backbenchers agreed to this too with little objection.

The Government's legal authority to detain without trial

i
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wa&..used Co promote order in the Northeastern Province and con

tiguous districts, where for several years after independence 
it was threatened by Shifta activity, and it was used against 
politicians. In the latter cases, detention was limited almost 
entirely'to the KPU. In August of 1966 the. Government detained 
nine trade unionists and KPU officials, seven of whom were Luo.
None of those detained was an MP, but one was a former MP de

feated in the "little general election" (Christopher Makokha),

.. and another (Mrs. Carolina Okelo-Odongo) was the wife of an MP.
Most of these detainees were released within a year, and the 
first two of them let go (Dennis Akumu and Rading Omolo) became 
active in,KANU politics.

MPs were not detained until October’of 1969, several 
weeks before the dissolution of parliament for general elections.
On October 27 KPU Leader Oginga Odinga and Deputy Leader Joseph 
Nthula were placed under house arrest and taken to detention 

The six other KPU MPs.its Publicity 
Secretary Achieng-Oneko, former Minister for Information ^nd • 
Broadcasting, were immediately placed in detention. All detain-*'—-^ * 
ees- except Nthula, a Kamba, were Luo. The incidents leading to 
Che detentions-«ere not directly related to the National Assemb

ly. Two days before Jomo Kenyatta had been heckled by crowds in 
Kisumu, Che center of Odinga's politicaL^Ase in Nyanza Province.

within a few days.
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As the President was leaving a rally, violence broke out between- 
the 'police" and'the crowd, and at least nine were killed and many
more injured. The Government held the JCPU responsible for the
disturbance and argued that the detention of KPU leaders helped 
to preserve public security.^

With a few courageous exceptions, KANU MPs generally 
gave the Governtnent strong encouragement when it detaftied mem

bers of KPU. In fact, KANU backbenchers previously urged the 
Government on several private occasions to detain KPU politici

ans- In parliament backbencher John Kebaso advocated detaining 
KPU MPs as‘early as May 26, 1967, when he said: "I Chink it is 
high time that the Government should review the security of the 
country and detain some of theMembers of this House now,"^ De

tention did not threaten members of KANU's parliamentary party, 
as long as its use was confined to members of the opposition.

On one occasion, however, the Government detained a KANU-
politician. John Keen, a KANU member of the Central Legislative

■

t
1. Vice President Moi said in parliament: the Kisumu

incident, of course, was the brainchild of the KPU leadership, 
and also of other hostile forces working against the interests 
of the State.... KPU is not an ordinary political party. It

‘organization backed by foreign powers."
•^c. 1187-88.

2. Report. May 26, 1967, c. 266.

is a subversive 
Oct. 28, 1969,

Report
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Assembly'\(-.^ body of the East African Community), was detained in 
late May of 1967. When the issue was raised in parliament, the 
Vice President and Minister for Home Affairs, Daniel arap Moi,
refused to give the reasons for this detention. Oginga Odinga ^

of KPU and Martin Shikuku of KANU suggested that Keen had been
detained because he had criticized the Government in the Legis-

Although the Vice President denied this charge,lative Assembly
KANU'backbenchers were clearly more troubled by this detentioh- 
than'by those that preceeded and followed it. Waira Kamau

"Mr. Speaker, Sir, if it is true that Mr. John Keen was 
detained after making a statement in the Central Legislative 
Assembly, would it not cause some embarrassment for the Members 
of this National Assembly if they were to sgeak freely—and 
frankly they would be detained by the Government?"^ Keen was 
detained for only a short period.

Detention never directly affected the parliamentary 
a factor, that hatj^i 

leaving the party, since it was used against the parli^amentary 
party of the opposition. Moreover, although thfe Government i 
.clearly reluctant to detain KANU MPs, these members stilL were

asked:

to’be considered beforeparty of KANU. It was

1. Report. May 26, 1967, c. 261.
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aware of itSj legal authority to do so.^

Conclusion

Although this consideration of powers of the Government 
has threatened to' lead into matters with only a tangential con

nection with parliament, it has been necessary in order to pro

vide a more complete understanding of relations of the President 
and other members of the parliamentary party in the Government 
with those who were not. An examination of the power of the 
President over the life and sittings of the National Assembly 
indicated that the constitutional provisions in this regard were 
similar to those that traditionally prevailed, in parliamentary 
systems. The political effect of the President's power to dis

solve parliament was probably greater in Kenya, however, since 
sitting MPs in Kenya fared poorly in elections and feared facing 
the electorate as a result.

The Government could also influence MPs through^ the bu

reaucracy and through special powers designed to promote public-^*

1. For aft analysis of’the legal situation, see letter of 
Professor J. P. W. B. McAuslan in the East African Standard of 
June 2, 1967.
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,securityGovernment demonstrated considerable restraint: 
in applying these powers to members of its own parliamentary

It was opposition parties that bore the brunt of deten-party.

tion without trial and who had the greatest trouble with the
provincial and district administration, the Registrar-General,
the Ministry of Finance, and the Ministry of Information and

Thus, the Government raised the cos^ of leavingBroadcasting.

KANU to join the opposition. The Government could apply sane-*
tions against KANU MPs through the bureaucracy, but the sanctions 
were of a more limited nature than those used against opposition
politicans.

When KANU MPs were controlled by the bureaucracy, their 
positions in parliament were rarely affected in a direct way.
The Government's control over the public meetings, factional 
disputes in the party, and publicity of MPs affected their life 
outside parliament. When in parliament, MPs possessed a certain 
immunity from governmental sanctions, ^et they could not be 
iinaware of the potential control over their activities^outside 
of parliament by the Government and the bureaucracy. 1



Chapter VIII
CONCLUSION

. v •t

Backbenchers raay challenge individual Ministers, and 
they may threaten to demand a change of government,, but 
they do not take action. The Cabinet is able to c 
on Government in spite of parliamentary criticism.

jrry

Dr. Cherry Gertzel, 1966

The analysis presented in this dissertation has attempted
to lend some explanatory order to parliamentary discussions,
votes, and resolutions that took place in the Kenya National As

sembly from 1963 to 1969. The consistent theme throughout has 
been cleavage and cohesion in KANU's parliamentary party. It is
now time to take an overall view of this problem and to examine

■

the reasons members of this ruling party behaved as they did.
/

We have found considerable evidence of cleavage in i

parliamentary party. Sometimes the party divided along .ethnic

lines. MPs us^lly represented ethnically homogeneous constitu-

1. Gertzel, "Parliament in Independent Kenya," p.'499.

(319)
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encies. Consequently, they articulated the grievances of and 
bargained on behalf of ethnic communities. Many questions and 
much of the debate reflected this ethnic cleavage. At the same 
time, the parliamentary party was divided by factional struggles, 
usually*related to the succession of President Jomo Kenyatta.
We have seen that the forces of Oginga Odinga and Tom Mboya some-

. .V ••
times came into conflict in parliament before Odinga withdrew 
from KANU and that new factions developed after his defection.
Although factional cleavages sometimes divided the parliamentary 
party, they more frequently affected the organs of the external
party.

Pespite the existence of ethnic and factional cleavages, 
it was the split between the KANU Government and the KANU back

benchers that most frequently and most seriously threatened the 
unity of the parliamentary party. This cleavage had a social 
basis, for the members of the Government were older, more exper

ienced, and better educated than backbenc^rs. Furthermore, the 
interests of the two groups differed. The Government preferred, 
for instance, short sessions of parliament,^.speedy handling of""—^ ^ 
business, and at times ruling with a minimum of public scrutiny.
The backbencher's, on the other hand, wanted longer sessions of 
parliament, lengthy debates on every topic, and free access to 
information. Finally, the party lacke^^.-consensus on policy
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issues. Backbenchers generally articulated the rising expecta-
... t-'o

tidns of'their constituents and pushed for accelerated activity 
by the Government in fields such as Africanization, African land 
settlement, and East African federation. The demands directed
at the Government were considerable. Kenya was a developing
country with grave, but somewhat typical problems of poverty and 
unemployment. As an aggravating factor, resources w5re distrib

uted very unevenly because of relatively wealthy European and 
Asian communities and because some tribes had developed more ra

pidly than others.
Many of the differences between ministers and backbench

ers resulted from poor communications within the party. The 
Government did not inform party members of.its plans on a regu

lar basis. This problem was related to the Government's failure
to use party caucuses and the Government Whips to link the lead

ership and other party members. Except during periods close to'

elections, caucuses did not meet often, and the Whips were rare-
ly consulted by the Leader of Government Business or any other

/
representative of the Government. Backbenchers also charged that^ ^ 
ministers did not spend enough time in the parliamentary*chamb

ers. Althougl^these complaints were exaggerated, the absence 
of ministers was a direct cause of several spontaneous adjoum-

\
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ments pushed phrough by irritated backbenchers and also contrib- 
uted -to the^Governnient's poor record on private members ’ motions. 
Cherry Gertzel said in a 1966 article:

The loose organization of the party, and the fact that 
differences of opinion on party policy existed at Cabinet 
as well as at Backbench level, also meant that the Govern
ment has been unable to enforce strict discipline upon its 
members and prevent them from raising these issues in the 
Assembly. Paradoxically therefpre it is the weakness of 
party organization^that has-been the most sigriificajit factor 
in establishing parliament as a public forum for national 
debate; and thus in laying the foundation of a tradition 
of free, 
islature.

public criticism of the executive within the leg-

A realistic assessment of the KANU parliamentary party would 
agree with Dr. Gertzel's judgment that weak organization permit

ted cleavages between ministers and backbenchers to be aired in

public.

These findings with ’regard to cleavage within KANU seem
to contradict a common stereotype of African parliaments and
parties. It is believed by some people that ruling parties in
African nations are monolithic and that dissent in African parli

aments is possible only with opposition part^i's. This stereotype
was expressed by a Conservative member of the Britisja House*^ of 
Commons, John Craik Henderson, when he made the following comment.

1. Ibid.. p. 498.

V
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about African parliaments in a contribution to a volume entitled
Parliament as an Export:

When there is dictatorship or a one party govemment-- 
and often these go together--then obviously there is a 
complete break with British traditions of Government even 
though the forms of government may still closely follow 
Westminster.. In these countries the position of the mem
ber must be quite different--there can be no attempt di
rectly or indirectly to control the executive and ques
tions if asked must (^viously be such as would-not offend 
the dictator or government.^

The Kenya National Assembly had only one party for ap

proximately a year and a half, and there was no organized oppo

sition with significant voting strength after the dissolution of 
the Kenya African Democratic Union in November of 1964, 
contradiction to the above contention, dissent in the ruling par-

Yet, in

ty existed and, to a large extent, was' tolerated. Vigorous at

tacks on the Government frequently originated on its back benches.
and efforts were often made, albeit without great success, to

control the executive. Evidence of criticism of the Government

1. Sir John Craik Henderson, "The Position of Members of 
Parliament," in Sir Alan .Bums, ed., Parliament as an Export ' 
(London: George Allen and Unwin Ltd., 1966), p. 81. This book 
was written by a group of British parliamentarians, professors, 
and civil servants, many of whom contributed previously to Lotd 
’Campion, ed., Parliament: A Survey.(London: George Allen and Un
win Ltd., 1952). ^though the chapters in Parliament as an Ex
port are of uneven quality, two of them are cited in this Chap
ter, because the book is the only one that treatas in a direct 
way differences between the British and African parli^ents.

y
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by backbenchers^ could be found during daily question periods and ' 
virtually any debate. The backbenchers took their grievances 
seriously enough to defeat the Government on 44 private members' 
motions during a period of six years. The Leader of Government 
Business,*Vice President Daniel arap Moi, expressed the Govern

ment's acceptance of. much of this dissent in the final adjoum- 
debate of the first National Assembly when he saiS: "Thement

Members can say anything against their Government, against the
Ministers, against each other, provided of course they do not

^sicj of what is written in the Standing Orderscross the.bounds, 
of this House.

Despite cleavage in the ruling party and deficiencies in
its internal communications, it is fair to say that, on the whole,
it behaved cohesively. To say that the parliamentary party had 
both cleavage and cohesion is not contradictory; manifestations 
of cleavage were usually strategies of bargaining that did not 
ultimately threaten the party's cohesion. 0^ only one occasion, 
the withdrawal of supporters of Oginga Odinga to form KPU,^was. 
cleavage not eventually resolved. '

Serious ethnic and factional threats to party cohesion
1

could usually be^-sorted out in the cabinet, since most leaders

1. Debates. Nov. 5, 1969, c. 1562^^^'
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of ethnic and factional groups in the party were in the cabinet, 
where they were subject to collective responsibility. Even 
splits between the Government and backbenchers did not usually 
disrupt the cohesion of the parliamentary party on major items 
of business. Thus, while backbenchers frequently defeated the 
Government on private members' motions, they rarely mounted seri

ous challenges to the Government's legislation. Further,.*even 
on occasions when considerable dissent was expressed in debate, 
MPs still generally joined with their leaders on the voting, 
especially when the Government forced MPs to record their votes 
on divisibns... When backbenchers did pose serious threats to 
•party unity, they were either persuaded to change their minds or 
granted concessions at private party caucuses. The private ne

gotiations were themselves sighs of cohesive party behavior. In 
any case, MPs were, in the final analysis, always loyal to their 
party and could be counted upon if a question of confidence in
the Government arose.

It remains to suggest the factors that contributed to 
the cohesion we have found in the party. Emphasis has,been placed 
upon various bargaining relationships in the National Assembly, 
especially those between the Government and other members.’ This 
bargaining involved the Government obtaining the support of MPs 
in exchange for certain benefits related to^ncome, deference,

/

__ _ _ .s.‘
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infonnation.j an'd'political influence and security. Because of .
.-Vi

inactivity, party institutions, such as the Parliamentary Group, 
failed to play a regular part in the e?cchange process. Caucuses 
were occasionally used to promote cohesion, but other methods
were mor^ important.

As was stressed in Chapter 6, the Government promoted 
cohesion by cooptihg'^MPs. It-appointed some members 4:o the 
Government itself and others to various boards. Although made ^

at a given point in time, these appointments led to regular ex

change of support, income, deference, information, and political 
influence--and security.

The effectiveness of cooptation in producing cohesion
depended to a large extent on who was appointed to important
positions. Ministers possessed a number of common characterist

ics, many of which overlapped with each other. Education was a 
particularly salient factor. As of the beginning of 1969, 21 of
23 ministers had post-secondary schooling at Makerere University

■ ’4s
College or at institutions outside East Africa. Such education-

t
al backgrounds were rare in a society in which most people could- ^ ^ 
not read and were unusual even in the parliament. Ministers al

so tended to be ^experienced politicians and leaders in their 
areas. The educational backgrounds of assistant ministers re

sembled those of backbenchers. However-^-they were selected in
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such a way as c6 create ethnic balance in the Government, 
tribes, no”matter how small, had one of their MPs appointed as 
an assistant minister if they had none -in the cabinet, 
manships of important statutory boards went to MPs who were in 
most cases qualified to be ministers, except that their appoint-

Most '

Chair-

ments to the Cabinet would have created tribal imbalance or that 
they had just switched'‘parties'and had not served theA appren

ticeship^ on the KANU back benches. Other positions on boards 
went to MPs who had demonstrated an interest in the topics with
which they dealt or to allies of the minister making the appoint- 

Thi's pattern of appointments resulted in the cooptation 
of most potential leaders into the Government or at least onto
men

some of its boards.
Appointments provided many benefits for those receiving

them. As for financial benefits, ministers received substantial
increases in salary, although board members were paid only al

lowances. Appointees also obtained increased prestige, access
to information, and involvement in decision-making. They could

/
also use their offices to solidify their political positions.
Ministers, of course, benefitted more from their appointments'
than the others^. In light of.the scarcity of comparable bene

fits in non-govemmental sectors, however, less lucrative posi

tions were also desired by MPs. In the Itfest African context
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Aristide Zolberg noted that processes of cooptation, negotiation, - 
and reconciliation survived in relations between ruling groups 
and their opponents because opponents were "usually willing to 
participate in the ruling group when they have an opportunity 
to do so because in the small countries of West Africa, political 
office remains the single most importance source of status and 
economic welfare."^ Because a s'imilar situation prevaifed in 
Kenya, the benefits of office became a significant inducement to
cohesive behavior.

Upon assuming office, appointees were subject to some
sort of collective responsibility. Members of the Government
were expected never to criticize the policies and programs of
the Government. Board members were expected to exercise similar
restraint only on issues related to their boards. The pattern
of appointments and collective responsibility had an important
impact on party cohesion. First, any decision of the cabinet
was guaranteed blanket support by almost a third of the parlia-
mentary party because of the collective responsibility of the/
Government. Second, appointees were obligated to the individu- 
als making the selection, the President in the case of ministers • 
and ministers inj^e case of most board members. Third, a

1. Zolberg, Creating Political Order-r-P. 87.
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majority of the -parliamentary party received some tangible sign 
of the benefits of membership in the parliamentary party. Fin

ally, since political careers were controlled by the Government,
MPs who wanted promotions had to maintain some minimal standard

Thus a cabinet in which there wasof loyalty to the party, 
little turnover of personnel and a highly institutionalized
pattern of appointments, provided both stability'in the*parlia

mentary process and cohesion in the parliamentary party during 
a period of more than six years in which the Constitution was
amended 12 times, opposition parties vanished and returned, and
organs of KANU both in and out of parliament manifested little
strength. .

Appointments by the Government were not the only factors 
involved in party cohesion.' An important norm for most MPs was 
that they had a duty to support their party. Moreover, the 
Government had other powers at its disposal, including the power^ 
of detention, although this one was never in fact used against 
members of the KAN0 parliamentary party. I^addition, Kenyatta

upon occasion mediated rifts between ministers and ^backbenchers. . 
Still, the cohesion in the party can be explained by means of 
structural variables that are c'ommon in parliamentary systems.

The findings with regard to factors producing cohesion 
challenge certain generalizations about ^rican parliaments and

1
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parties. For example, John Fletcher-Cooke, a Conservative MP 
in Great Ifritain, offered one kind of explanation when he de

scribed cohesion in African parliamentary parties in the follow

ing manner:
"...it is hardly possible to conceive of circumstances 
in which an African Prime Minister would fail to obtain 
in the legislature an overwhelming vote of confidence 
any time he chps^ to ask for it. In this- sense the re
lationship between'the Executive and Parliament ifl Africa 
is so different from that prevailing at Westminster that 
any comparisons would be almost meaningless.^

Fletcher-Cooke attributed the African situation to the existence 
of one-party states and to certain African traditions. Specifi

cally, "general acceptance of a permanent and quasi-mystical 
leader," he said, "derives from the basic African concept of 
Che 'Chief'."2

This approach is objectionable for several reasons.
First, it suggests that all African parliaments are like each
other but totally unlike the British parliament. In fact, the

Kenya parliament is in many ways very different- from that in
neighboring Tanzania and in many ways very similar to the House/
of Commons. Second, the argument that African traditions of - i

1. Sir Jo^ Fletcher-CoQke, "Parliament, the Executive and 
the Civil Service," in Parliament as an Export, p. 162.

2. Ibid., p. 161.
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chieftaincy produced monolithic political parties neglects the ' 
fact' that chiefs were far from a universal phenomenon-in Africa, 
although British colonial authorities tried to create them in 
many places. Chiefs were unknown-in a number of Kenya's tradi

tional societies. Moreover, Che behavior of colonial governments 
provided a more auto.cratic model of government for independent 
African governments to"emulate'than did traditional African po

litical systems. Third, Fletcher-Cooke suggests that single 
party systems produce docile MPs, whereas it has been shown in
Kenya chat Che absence of organized opposition resulted in no 
diminution’^in criticism of the Government. In fact, KANU back

benchers acted more independently after the dissolution of KADU, 
Che only opposition party with significant voting strength. Af

ter KPU MPs were detained in October of 1969, some questions 
that were very embarrasing to the Government remained on Che 
order paper and were asked on their behalf by Martin Shikuku,
Che Chief Government Whip. Fourth, Fletcher-Cooke's implication 
that members of ruling parties in Britain are willing to vote no 
confidence in the Prime Minister is open to challenge. Although-»J^ 
African traditions undoubtedly influenced political culture arid 
Kenyatta was a ^rong leader, F.letcher-Cooke's attempt to treat 
African parliaments as unique institutions and Co explain Che co

hesion of parties in them would be at J^gt:' si^lis tic and specu-

1
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lative if applied to Kenya.
The iCenya parliament, like other legislative institu

tions, must be studied inductively and on its own terms. Yet

this approach should not preclude analysis utilizing structural 
variables that will facilitate ordering the Kenya material Wd 
making meaningful comparisons with other legislative bodies.
This analysis has'e^iphasized-several traits that wer# transfer

red to Kenya from parliamentary institutions in Great Britain, , 
particularly the institutionalization of cabinet formation. The 
attention given to transferred characteristics does not mean 
that'Kenya National Assembly was a copy of Westminster. Obvi

ously, Kenya never established a House of Lords; opposition 
parties were sometimes non-existent; and the KANU Whips did not

• >>

behave like British Whips'. Other aspects of the parliamentary
model have adjusted to the Kenyan environment. Still, the se

lection of MPs for positions in the cabinet and on boards fol- .

lowed patterns that are familiar to students of parliamentary
systems, albeit with variations that were peculiarly Kenyan.

/
In conclusion, cohesion in the KANU parliamentary party.

1

was the result of reciprocity, bargaining, and exchange.^ The . 
party apparatus was a comraunifcations network through which the 
Government could exchange information for backbencher support, 
but this kind of exchange existed moreen theory than in prac-

V
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Cice. A more common kind of exchange involved the Government « 
... ■

trading patronage positions for support, in the case of back

benchers sometimes a very diffuse kind of support. The Presi

dent and the Government did not dictate to backbenchers, but 
were the dominant partners in the pattern of exchange.

V
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